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Abstract 
Large quantities of oil usually remain in oil reservoirs after conventional water floods.  
A significant part of this remaining oil can still be economically recovered by Water-
Alternating-Gas (WAG) injection.  WAG injection involves drainage and imbibition 
processes taking place sequentially, hence the numerical simulation of the WAG 
process requires reliable knowledge of three-phase relative permeability (kr) accounting 
for cyclic hysteresis effects.  
In this study, the results of a series of unsteady-state two-phase displacements and 
WAG coreflood experiments were employed to investigate the behaviour of three-phase 
kr and hysteresis effects in the WAG process. The experiments were carried out on two 
different cores with different characteristics and wettability conditions, using a low IFT 
(interfacial tension) gas–oil system. 
The first part of this study, evaluates the current approach used in the oil industry for 
simulation of the WAG process, in which the two-phase relative permeability data are 
employed to generate three-phase kr values using correlations (e.g. Stone, Baker).  The 
performance of each of the existing three-phase relative permeability models  was 
assessed against the experimental data.  The results showed that choosing inappropriate 
three-phase kr model in simulation of the WAG experiments can lead to large errors in 
prediction of fluid production and differential pressure.  While some models perform 
better than others, all of the three-phase kr models examined in this study failed to 
adequately predict the fluid production behaviour observed in the experiments. The 
continued production of oil after the breakthrough of the gas, which was one of the 
features of gas and WAG injection experiments at low gas-oil IFT, was not captured 
with these models. 
The second aim of this research was to develop a method for obtaining the values of 
three-phase relative permeabilities directly from WAG core flood experiments.  For this 
purpose, a new history matching method was devised based on a Genetic Algorithm to 
estimate three-phase kr from unsteady-state coreflood experiments. Based on this 
methodology, a three-phase coreflood optimizer was developed that generates best kr 
values by matching the experimentally obtained production and pressure data.  First, the 
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integrity of the developed software  was successfully verified by using two sets of 
experimental three-phase kr data published in the literature.  Then, the program was 
used to determine three-phase relative permeability of various cycles of the WAG 
experiments performed at different wettability conditions.   
Two key parameters affecting the WAG performance, including the hysteresis 
phenomena occurring between kr of the different WAG cycles and the impact of 
wettability of the rock, have been investigated.  The data have been used to evaluate the 
existing hysteresis models published in the literature. Some of the shortcomings 
associated with the existing methods have been revealed and discussed. 
In the latter part of the thesis, a new methodology is proposed for modelling of three-
phase relative permeability for WAG injection.  This approach addresses the hysteresis 
effects in the three-phase kr taking place during the WAG process and attempts to 
reduce the inadequacies observed in the existing models.  The integrity of this technique 
has been validated against the three-phase kr data obtained from our WAG experiments.        
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Introduction 
1.1 Preface 
Production from oil reservoirs is usually divided into three stages: primary, secondary 
and tertiary.  The driving forces in primary recovery come from the natural energy 
source associated with rock and fluid in the reservoir.  These mechanisms include fluid 
and rock expansion, natural water drive, gas-cap drive, solution gas drive and gravity 
drainage.  The secondary recovery processes are usually implemented by water injection 
into the aquifer or gas injection into the gas cap to maintain the reservoir pressure which 
has already been depleted due to primary oil production.  Tertiary recovery or enhanced 
oil recovery (EOR) methods refer to injection of one or more fluids into oil reservoir to 
displace the remaining oil left behind after the primary and secondary methods.  The 
injected fluids provide additional energy in the reservoir to displace the oil towards 
producing wells.  In addition, the injected fluids may interact with the reservoir rock/oil 
system to create favourable conditions for additional oil recovery.  EOR process can be 
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classified into five categories: mobility-control, chemical, miscible, thermal and other 
processes, such as microbial EOR (Green and Willhite, 1998). 
Water-Alternating-Gas (WAG) injection is one of the well established EOR techniques 
to improve oil recovery by combining effects of two traditional EOR methods- water 
injection and gas injection.  This approach was originally proposed by Parrish (1966).  
WAG injection has been successfully applied in many oil reservoirs with the majority of 
them located in Canada and the U.S (Cone, 1970; Holm, 1972; Poolen, 1980; Stalkup 
Jr., 1983; MacLean, 1989) but there are also some other fields in North Sea region 
(Dalen et al., 1993; Hermansen et al., 1997).  Both miscible and immiscible injections 
have been applied in the WAG process, and many different types of gas have been used. 
1.2 Mechanism of Oil Recovery by WAG 
The overall displacement efficiency of any oil recovery displacement process can be 
considered simply as the product of microscopic and macroscopic displacement 
efficiency: 
.Micro MacroE E E=   0.1  
Where E is total displacement efficiency (the volume of oil recovery by EOR divided by 
the amount of oil in place at start of EOR), EMicro is microscopic displacement efficiency 
which refers to the displacement of the oil at pore level.  In other words, EMicro 
represents the effectiveness of the displacing fluid in mobilizing the oil at those pores of 
the formation where the displacing fluid contacts the oil.  The EMacro is macroscopic 
(volumetric) displacement efficiency which relates to the success of the displacing 
fluids in contacting the reservoir in a volumetric scale.  The EMacro is a quantity of how 
effectively the displacing fluid sweeps out the volume of a reservoir; both in areal and 
vertical scale, as well as how efficiently the displacing fluid moves the displaced oil 
toward production wells.  
WAG injection improves oil recovery by modifying both microscopic and macroscopic 
sweep efficiencies.  As the gas/oil system has lower interfacial tension (IFT) than the 
oil/water system, hence microscopic displacement of the oil by gas at the pore level is 
normally better than by water.  However, high gas mobility, due its low viscosity, 
causes gas fingering and early gas breakthrough which reduces the macroscopic (areal 
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and vertical) sweep efficiency.  One of the most predominant features of WAG injection 
is controlling the gas/oil mobility ratio defined by the following equation: 
/
/
rg g
ro o
k
M
k
µ
µ
=   0.2 
Where M is mobility ratio, krg and kro are the relative permeabilities and gµ  and oµ   are 
the viscosities for gas and oil, respectively.  A more efficient displacement of the oil 
will be achieved while having favourable mobility ratio (less than one).  An 
unfavourable mobility ratio will be obtained once the gas has a higher mobility than the 
oil which causes gas fingering and decrease sweep efficiency.  This problem has been 
reported in several gas injection field cases (Holm, 1972; Watts et al., 1982; Moffitt and 
Zornes, 1992). Reservoir heterogeneities like high permeable layers and fractures 
(Cuesta and G, 1982; Birarda et al., 1990) may assist gas fingering and result in 
premature breakthrough of gas.  Decreasing gas permeability or increasing gas viscosity 
result in reducing mobility ratio and thereby improves sweep efficiency.  Water 
injection in an alternative manner with the gas injection is an effective way of reducing 
gas permeability. 
Another important mechanism of improving oil recovery by WAG injection is gravity 
segregation (Figure  0-1) which affects the vertical sweep efficiency.  This mechanism 
displaces the oil from unswept parts of the reservoir, especially attic oil, by rising of gas 
towards the top and deposition of the water towards the lower parts of the formation.  
The vertical sweep efficiency is influenced by the relation between viscous and 
gravitational forces. The viscous/gravity ratio can be expressed by:  
/
o
v g
v LR
k g h
µ
ρ
  
=   ∆   
  0.3 
Where v = Darcy velocity, oµ  = oil viscosity, L = distance between the wells, k = 
permeability to oil, g = gravity force, ρ∆  = density difference between fluids, and h = 
height of the displacement zone.  The reservoir properties affecting the vertical sweep 
mostly include reservoir dip angle and variation in permeability and porosity.  
Normally, porosity and permeability increasing downward will be advantageous for the 
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WAG injection because this combination increases the stability of the front (Christensen 
et al., 1998). 
 
 
Figure  0-1: Schematic of fluid distribution and displacement front in WAG injection process. 
 
To optimize the WAG efficiency and improve recovery, it is important to adjust the 
amount of injected gas and water into the oil reservoir.  Large amounts of gas injection 
results in front instability and poor macroscopic sweep efficiency and too much water 
injection will reduce microscopic efficiency. 
There are some other advantages for WAG injection including compositional exchanges 
(may give some additional oil recovery and may also influence the fluid densities and 
viscosities), reinjection of associated gas instead of flaring it, which is favourable due to 
environmental concerns. 
1.3 WAG classification 
The WAG processes can be classified into several types based on injection pressure and 
method of injection.  The most common of WAG processes have been carried out so far 
in oil reservoirs, are miscible WAG (MWAG), immiscible WAG (IWAG), 
simultaneous water and gas injection (SWAG), hybrid WAG (HWAG). 
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1.3.1 Miscible WAG Injection (MWAG) 
When injection pressure in the gas cycles of a WAG process is close or above the MMP 
(minimum miscibility pressure) of the reservoir fluid, the process is referred to the 
miscible WAG (Rogers and Grigg, 2000; Panda et al., 2011).  The miscible front in 
MWAG process has poor volumetric sweep efficiency because of its low viscosity 
whereas the residual oil saturation behind miscible front is very low.  So the main 
objective of water slug in MWAG process is to increase the macroscopic sweep 
efficiency.  Miscible projects are mostly found onshore, and most of them have been 
performed on a close well spacing, but recently miscible processes have also been 
attempted even at offshore type well spacing (Stenmark and Andfossen, 1995; Skauge 
and Berg, 1997 ; Mogensen et al., 2010). 
1.3.2  Immiscible WAG Injection (IWAG) 
If the gas slugs in WAG process cannot develop miscibility with the reservoir oil, it’s 
called immiscible WAG (IWAG).  The main purpose of performing IWAG is to 
improve frontal stability or contacting unswept zones.  Applications have been in 
reservoirs where gravity-stable gas injection cannot be applied because of limited gas 
resources or reservoir properties like low dip or strong heterogeneity (Christensen et al., 
2001).  The first gas cycle might occasionally dissolve to some extend into the oil which 
causes desirable changes in fluid viscosity and density at the displacement front. 
Therefore, the process can take place under near miscible condition (Surguchev, 1985; 
Dalen et al., 1993; Ramachandran et al., 2010). 
1.3.3 Simultaneous water and gas injection (SWAG) 
Simultaneous water and gas injection was found as an option that has better mobility 
control than WAG and improve gas displacement efficiency and oil recovery (Ma et al., 
1995).  However, the SWAG process would eliminate the need for separate water and 
gas injection lines which reduces operational costs.  From environmental point of view, 
in cases where export of gas is not economical, re-injection of the produced gas in a 
SWAG scheme can significantly reduce or in certain cases eliminate the need for 
flaring.  In SWAG projects, both water and gas are injected at the same time into a 
portion or the entire thickness of the formation. It is subdivided into two techniques.  In 
one technique, water and gas are mixed at the surface and injected together through a 
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single well bore.  The process is referred to as SWAG injection.  In the second case the 
two phases are pumped separately using a dual completion injector and are selectively 
injected into the formation.  This latter technique is known as SSWAG, and usually gas 
is injected at the bottom of the formation and water injected into the upper part of 
reservoir (Quijada, 2005).  
1.3.4 Hybrid WAG Injection 
WAG project in some oil field have been implemented by a large slugs of gas injection, 
followed by a small number of slugs of water and gas.  This process is referred to as 
hybrid WAG injection (Jackson et al., 1985; Magruder et al., 1990; Hustad et al., 2002). 
In this study, the author has investigated the three-phase flow issues applicable to 
immiscible with the main focus on near miscible WAG injection at the core scale.   
1.4 Effective parameters in WAG performance 
The major design parameters for conducting a WAG injection scheme in an oil reservoir 
are formation heterogeneity, composition of injection gas, injection pattern, and three-
phase relative permeability (kr).  
1.4.1 Formation Heterogeneity 
Reservoir stratification and heterogeneities strongly influence sweep efficiency during 
WAG injection.  Reservoir simulation studies (Jackson et al., 1985) for various kv/kh 
(vertical to horizontal permeability) ratios suggest that higher ratios increases vertical 
displacement efficiency whereas it adversely affects oil recovery in the WAG process.  
The ratio of viscous to gravity forces (equation  0.3) is the key variable for controlling 
vertical conformance of the displacement and also for determining the efficiency of 
WAG injection.  
1.4.2 Injection Gas Characteristics 
The type of injection gas in WAG process is more related to the location of reservoir 
and availability of gas than the design criteria of it.  The injection gas used in WAG can 
be divided into three groups: CO2, hydrocarbons and non-hydrocarbons (CO2 
excluded).  CO2 is generally utilized for miscible WAG injection and design criteria of 
CO2 suggest a minimum depth limitation as well as dictating the specific gravity and 
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viscosity criteria of the oil to be produced from the concerned reservoir (Goodrich, 
1980; Hadlow, 1992; Grigg and Schechter, 1997).  In offshore fields, the availability of 
hydrocarbon gas directly from production makes hydrocarbon gas injection feasible.  A 
few filed are reported using nitrogen (Christian et al., 1981; Langston and Shirer, 1985) 
or flue gas/exhaust gas (Kirkpatrick et al., 1985), mainly because special supplies were 
available nearby. 
1.4.3 Injection Pattern 
The five-spot injection pattern seems to be the most popular onshore with a fairly close 
well spacing (Christensen et al., 2001).  Because many of the field applications 
(especially in Texas) are miscible operations, many wells will give a good control of the 
field pressure and thus of the WAG-injection performance.  Inverted 9-spot patterns are 
also reported in the Hybrid WAG projects of Shell and Unocal (Tanner et al., 1992).  
1.4.4 Tapering 
Tapering occurs when the water/gas ratio in the WAG process is increasing or 
decreasing throughout the flood.  The injection volume of water relative to gas can be 
increased at a later stage of the WAG injection in order to control channelling and 
breakthrough of gas.  This step is important especially when the injected gas is 
expensive and needs recycling (Masoner et al., 1996; Christensen et al., 2001). 
1.4.5 Three-phase relative permeability 
Darcy (1856) determined that the rate of flow of water through a homogenous porous 
media could be described by the equation: 
1 2h hq KA
L
−
=
 
 0.4 
Where q represents the rate at which water flows downward through a vertical sand 
pack with cross-sectional area A and length L; the terms h1, and h1, represent hydrostatic 
heads at the inlet and outlet, respectively, of the sand filter, and K is a constant.  Darcy’s 
experiments were confined to the flow of water through sand packs which were 100% 
saturated with water. 
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Later investigators determined that Darcy's law could be modified to describe the flow 
of fluids other than water, and that the proportionality constant K could be replaced by 
k/µ, where k is a property of the porous material (permeability) and µ is a property of 
the fluid (viscosity). With this modification, Darcy's law may be written in a more 
general form as 
s
k dZ dP
v g
dS dS
ρ
µ
 
= −  
  0.5 
Where 
S = Distance in direction of flow, which is taken as positive. 
vs = Volume of flux across a unit area of the porous medium in unit time along flow 
path S. 
Z = Vertical coordinate, which is taken as positive downward 
ρ = Density of the fluid 
g = Gravitational acceleration 
dP
dS
 = Pressure gradient along S at the point to which vs refers. 
The volumetric flux vs may be further defined as q/A, where q is the volumetric flow 
rate and A is the average cross-sectional area perpendicular to the lines of flow. 
A more useful form of Darcy’s law can be obtained if it’s assumed that a rock which 
contains more than one fluid has an effective permeability to each fluid phase and that 
the effective permeability to each fluid is a function of its percentage saturation.  The 
effective permeability of a rock to a fluid with which it is 100% saturation is equal to 
the absolute permeability of the rock.  If we define relative permeability as the ratio of 
effective permeability to absolute permeability, Darcy’s law may be restated for a 
system which contains three fluid phases as follow: 
ro o
os o
o
kk dPdZ
v g
dS dS
ρ
µ
 
= − 
 
  0.6 
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rw w
ws w
w
kk dPdZ
v g
dS dS
ρ
µ
 
= − 
 
  0.7 
rg g
gs g
g
kk dPdZ
v g
dS dS
ρ
µ
 
= − 
 
  0.8 
Where the subscripts o, g, and w represent oil, gas and water, respectively.  Note that 
kro, krw, krg are the relative permeabilities to the three fluid phases at the respective 
saturations of the phases within the rock (Honarpour et al., 1986).  In fact, relative 
permeability values describe the comparative ease by which different fluids flow in a 
porous medium. 
Three-phase flow occurs when the water saturation is higher than the irreducible level, 
while oil and gas are also present in the reservoir as mobile phases.  As shown in Figure 
 0-1, the three-phase flow considerably occurs in WAG process.  However, in order to 
precisely forecast the performance of the WAG injections using mathematical 
modelling knowledge of three-phase relative permeabilities values are needed. 
As the main objective of this study is modelling of three-phase relative permeability 
during WAG coreflood experiments performed under near miscible condition. A 
literature survey is carried out on three subjects relevant to this study, namely, three-
phase relative permeability, numerical simulation of WAG experiments and near 
miscible flow, which are shortly demonstrated in the following section.  
1.5 Review of three-phase relative permeability 
Estimation of three-phase relative permeability is needed for a variety of oil recovery 
mechanisms and methods, such as water drive of reservoirs at pressure below the 
bubble point, water alternating gas injection, hot gas/oil/water systems in thermal 
recovery, and low pressure gas recycling in condensate fields with aquifers.  
Considerable efforts have been directed towards gaining a better understanding of three 
phase flow in porous media and in particular determination of three-phase relative 
permeability values.  However, an accurate estimation of three-phase relative 
permeabilities still remains a challenging task for the petroleum industry.  While for 
two-phase relative permeability (oil/water, gas/oil, and gas/water) there are only two 
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principal displacement paths, i.e. the saturation of one phase may either increase or 
decrease, in contrast, in the case of three-phase relative permeability there are an infinite 
number of different displacement paths.  This is because any three-phase displacement 
involves the variation of two independent saturations.  It is therefore impractical to 
measure relative permeability (kr) for all possible three-phase displacements that may 
occur in a reservoir including, for instance immiscible WAG injection. 
Two approaches have traditionally been followed for determination of three-phase 
relative permeability based on (i) direct measurement of three-phase relative 
permeability by coreflood experiments (ii) prediction of three-phase relative 
permeability from two-phase data.  In the first approach, three-phase relative 
permeability values are determined either through steady-state or unsteady-state 
experiments.  The first measurement of three-phase relative permeabilities for a water-
oil-gas system was reported by (Leverett and Lewis, 1941), who used a steady-state 
single-core dynamic method in unconsolidated sands.  Oak (1990) conducted a large 
number of tests to measured three-phase relative permeability on water-wet, oil-wet and 
intermediate-wet Berea sandstone cores with a fully automated steady-state method. 
Water, oil and gas phase saturations were measured by an X-ray absorption method.  
Two saturation histories, primary DDI and IID, were studied.  The experimental results 
showed different relative permeability versus saturation relationships, depending on the 
saturation history.  More details on determination of three-phase relative permeability 
from coreflood experiments are presented and discussed in chapter four. 
In the second approach, three-phase relative permeabilities are calculated from 
empirical correlations e.g. Stone, Baker, which are based on the corresponding two-
phase relative permeability data.  Stone (1970) presented a probability method which 
uses two sets of two-phase data to predict the relative permeability of the intermediate 
wet phase in a three-phase system.  This model is such that it will yield the correct two-
phase data when only two phases are flowing, and will provide interpolated data for 
three-phase flow that are consistent and continuous functions of the phase saturations.  
He modified his models (1973) by incorporating gas and water relative permeability in 
calculation of three-phase kr of the oil in order to get better agreement with 
experimental data, especially in the region of low oil saturations. 
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One of the crucial factors that strongly influences the oil production in three-phase 
system, especially at low oil saturations is residual oil saturation at which oil relative 
permeability becomes zero.  Fayers and Matthews (1984), proposed a linear equation 
for estimating minimum oil saturation (Som) in three-phase region applicable to Stone 
first method.  In this approach, impact of mobile water and gas phases on the amount of 
residual oil has been accounted for.  Hustad and Holt (1992) carried out a hydrocarbon 
gas injection test into a water-flooded vertical core under near miscible conditions.  He 
modified Stone’s first model by imposing an exponent parameter on the saturation term 
of the oil relative permeability to match the production and pressure data. 
Both Stone models were originally proposed for preferentially water wet systems in 
which water and gas relative permeabilities only depend on the water and gas 
saturations, respectively.  Baker (1988) proposed a simple three-phase relative 
permeability for oil, water and gas based on saturation-weighted interpolation between 
two-phase relative permeability data in which three-phase kr of each phase is assumed 
to be function of two saturations.  He showed that interpolation model provide a better 
fit to the experimental data than the other models that were available at the time.  
Hustad and Hansen  (1995), proposed an empirical correlation for three-phase relative 
permeabilities  and phase pressure for reservoir simulators.  The formulation is based on 
three sets of two-phase data and properly accounts for six, two-phase, residual or critical 
saturations. The model uses only two-phase data and an interpolation technique to 
obtain three-phase properties by a systematic weighting procedure based on the 
saturations and end point values.  Detailed mathematical formulations of the 
aforementioned three-phase kr models available in the commercial reservoir simulators 
are described in chapter three.  
Characteristic parameters describing multiphase flow in porous media are process 
dependent.  In particular, relative permeabilities are considered to be dependent on 
saturation and saturation history.  This latter dependency is described in the literature as 
relative permeability hysteresis.  Hysteresis on relative permeability has been 
experimentally observed in two-phase (Osoba et al., 1951; Land, 1971; Braun and 
Holland, 1995) and in three-phase flow (Skauge and Aarra, 1993; Eleri et al., 1995b) in 
porous media.   
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A few three-phase relative permeability models have been developed incorporating both 
hysteresis and interfacial tension effects.  Jerauld (1997) developed a three-phase 
relative permeability correlation based on Prudhoe Bay field data.  The model 
incorporates hysteresis in gas, oil, and water relative permeability as well as the 
dependence of relative permeability on composition and gas/oil interfacial tension 
(IFT).  The functional forms chosen to correlate the relative permeability data were 
based on interpretation of the pore-level mechanisms that determine fluid flow.  Blunt 
(2000) presented an empirical model for three-phase relative permeability which allows 
for changes in hydrocarbon composition, hysteresis, and the trapping of oil, water, and 
gas.  The model is based on saturation-weighted interpolation between the two-phase 
relative permeabilities.  Layer drainage of oil flow is also accounted for in the oil 
relative permeability for low oil saturations.  Hustad and Browning (2010) proposed a 
coupled formulation for three-phase relative permeability for implicit compositional 
reservoir simulation.  The formulation incorporates primary, secondary, and tertiary 
saturation functions. Hysteresis and miscibility were applied simultaneously to both 
capillary pressure and relative permeability function. 
Various models have been developed to predict three-phase kr in terms of saturation 
rather than two-phase relative permeability. These models are based on the concept of 
approximating the flow paths through a rock by the equivalent hydraulic radius of a 
bundle of capillary tubes.  Then a tortuosity correction was incorporated to account for 
the differences in path length of tubes of different sizes (Corey et al., 1956; Naar and 
Wygal, 1961; Land, 1968).  Further complexity of porous media was added to these 
models based on a description of the porous medium considered as a set of fractal pores.  
The fluids are allowed to flow together in a same pore, gas in the centre, and, for water-
wet conditions, water in the vicinity of the walls and oil as an intermediate phase 
(Moulu et al., 1999). 
A number of measurements have been performed to investigate the impact of wettability 
and IFT on three-phase kr.  Delshad et al. (1987) carried out a series of coreflood 
experiments to measure two-phase and three-phase relative permeabilities for low 
interfacial tension brine/oil/surfactant/alcohol mixture in Berea sandstone cores.  The 
results showed that relative permeability of each phase is a function of only its own 
saturation during three-phase flow.  Cinar et al. (2007) reported the experimental results 
that demonstrate the combined effects of variations in interfacial tension (IFT) between 
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one pair of three phases and wettability of a porous medium on three-phase relative 
permeabilities.  They measured three-phase relative permeabilities for systems with 
IFTs between two of the three phases varying from 0.005 to 2 mN/m. Their results 
indicated that as IFT between the analog gas/oil pair of phases decreases, relative 
permeabilities for those phases increase at a given saturation.  The relative permeability 
for the analog water phase remains nearly unchanged for water-wet porous systems, but 
it decreases especially at low phase saturations for oil-wet porous systems. 
DiCarlo et al. (1998) studied three-phase flow in water-wet, oil-wet, and fractionally-
wet sand packs. They used CT scanning to measure directly the oil and water relative 
permeabilites for three-phase gravity drainage.  The measurement showed that the gas 
relative permeability is approximately twice as high in a water-wet system than in an 
oil-wet system at the same gas saturation. The water relative permeability in the water-
wet pack and the oil relative permeability in the oil-wet pack are similar.  It has been 
proved that the existence of wetting and spreading oil films-caused by wettability and 
spreading-greatly affects the flow mechanisms and consequently the recovery kinetics 
and the process efficiency.  Accordingly, in water-wet and in fractionally-wet porous 
media kro is higher for spreading system than for non-spreading system (Vizika and 
Lombard, 1996).  
Some studies have been conducted to address the accuracy of the existing three-phase kr 
models against measured data (Delshad et al., 1987; Delshad and Pope, 1989; Pejic and 
Maini, 2003).  The main result of these reviews is that no single model can fit data from 
different sources.  This is no surprise as the experimental data involved both steady state 
and unsteady state methods and includes variations in fluid properties, rock properties 
and maybe most important wettability.  Petersen et al. (2008) presented an extensive 
experimental study of relative permeability functions of two- and three-phase 
displacement processes relevant to the depressurisation of the Statfjord Field.  The 
measured capillary pressure functions were used to properly account for capillary 
pressure effects in the experiments. The results showed that commonly used empirical 
models that predict three-phase relative permeabilities from two-phase data (e.g. Stone 
and saturation weighted interpolation) are not able to accurately describe the three-
phase experiments. 
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These studies confirmed that the rock wettability, interfacial tension between fluids and 
the direction of saturation alteration extremely influence three-phase relative 
permeability, therefore existing models should only be used for those conditions where 
they originally have been developed.  Experimental data are required to verify the 
applicability of these models for using beyond those particular criteria.       
1.6 Experimental and simulation review of WAG 
Oil recovery by immiscible WAG is dependent on the saturation cycles that occur in a 
core-flood or in the reservoir.  In order to predict WAG behaviour in the reservoir from 
experimental results, numerical models with an effective cycle-dependent hysteresis 
description of the three-phase oil, water and gas relative permeabilities should be 
considered.  Skauge and Larsen (1994) conducted some WAG coreflood experiments 
under different wettability condition and then three-phase relative permeability was 
obtained from different cycle of gas and water.  The results indicated that the residual 
oil saturation can be significant lower by three-phase flow compared to two-phase 
waterflood or gas injection.  Every phase relative permeability depicted irreversible 
hysteresis effect during various water and gas injection.  A new relative permeability 
model was developed based on cycle-dependent hysteresis effects occurring during 
WAG injection (Larsen and Skauge, 1998).  This model accounted for reduced mobility 
and irreversible hysteresis loops during three-phase flow. The new three-phase models 
use experimental wetting and non-wetting relative permeabilities as input data as well as 
the knowledge of relations between maximum non-wetting saturation and trapped non-
wetting saturation. 
Egermann et al. (2000) designed successive drainage and imbibition experiments 
(WAG) under various conditions of initial saturations.  Then a new model was proposed 
to take into account drainage/imbibition hysteresis and cycle hysteresis which is 
characteristic of WAG injection.  They also confirmed that at large scales kv/kh is an 
important factor on the extent of the three-phase zone, which in turn influences the 
WAG scheme overall efficiency.  Element et al. (2003) performed a laboratory study to 
investigate secondary and tertiary immiscible WAG floods in both water-wet and 
intermediate-wet Berea cores.  They fulfilled an assessment of the most popular 
hysteresis model in simulating WAG experiments.  Cycle-dependent hysteresis of 
relative permeability, potential for the reduction in the residual oil saturation with 
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trapping of gas by water, reduction in both water and gas permeability, variation in 
Land trapping factor between hysteresis cycles were found the main important features 
of WAG injection.  Although the published models may include some of the observed 
hysteresis effects, no model includes all of them.  Spiteri  (2005) studied the impact of 
using history-dependent saturation functions in reservoir simulations.  First, they 
investigated the degree of accuracy with which different hysteretic models reproduce 
Oak’s three-phase relative permeability data.  Then the validity of existing models was 
assessed, and the model parameters subject to most uncertainty was identified as well.  
Second, they illustrated how the use of a hysteretic relative permeability model affects 
reservoir simulations.  They found that there is striking disparity in the simulation 
results depending on whether a hysteretic or a non-hysteretic model is employed, and 
concluded that it is essential to incorporate hysteresis in the relative permeabilities in 
order to obtain accurate predictions of realistic WAG processes.  Righi et al. (2004) 
carried out an experimental immiscible WAG study on the water flooded Troncoso 
sandstone reservoir located in Chihuido de la Sierra Negra Field in Argentina.  It was 
found that the near-miscible conditions can be developed between a gas with 90 % CO2 
and the reservoir fluid at reasonable pressure levels.  The results depicted that the 
compositional effects are not the main oil recovery mechanism, giving support to an 
immiscible WAG model based on three-phase and hysteretic effects that lead to an 
effective reduction of the residual oil saturation. 
The important question for modelling and optimising the WAG process is, the relation 
between hydrocarbon trapped saturation and core/fluid characterization (Dale and 
Skauge, 2005).   
In addition to coreflood experiments, several micromodel experiments and pore network 
modelling studies of the WAG injection have been carried out so far to identify the 
pore-scale displacement mechanisms.  Sohrabi et al. (2000) used a high pressure glass 
micromodels  of different wettability to conduct a series of WAG experiments.  WAG 
recovery was higher for strongly oil- wet and mixed-wet micromodels than for strongly 
water-wet.  The successive WAG cycles redistributed the residual oil resulting in 
improved oil recovery.  Svirsky et al. (2004) developed a pore-scale network simulator 
for capillary-dominated three-phase flow in media where wettability varies from pore to 
pore.  He used 2D network simulations to model the WAG floods in a water-wet 
micromodel that had previously been presented by Sohrabi et al. (2000).  Features such 
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as multiple displacements, snap-off events to allow invasion of all three phases, 
correlations between wettability and pore sizes including wetting films and spreading 
layers, and gravity were included in the model. Simulations of WAG flood cycles for 
different wettability conditions and the related presence or absence of wetting films 
determined the prevailing displacement mechanisms in three-phase flow.  Suicmez et al. 
(2006), used a physically-based three-phase network model to predict three-phase 
relative permeabilities for WAG flooding for different wettability conditions.  The 
double displacement mechanisms, double imbibition (water-oil-gas) and imbibition-
drainage (water-gasoil) were incorporated in pore network simulator.  Cycle-dependent 
hysteresis and hydrocarbon trapped saturation for different wettability condition were 
investigated. 
1.7 Near-miscible flow 
Near-miscible implies very low gas/oil interfacial tension near the transition from 
immiscible to miscible conditions.  Miscible flooding is considered unsuitable for some 
reservoirs because of high minimum miscibility pressure or operating pressure 
constraints.  Hence, near-miscible gas drives appear attractive from both economic and 
operational standpoints.  It is generally believed that miscibility may repeatedly develop 
and break down in a reservoir due to dispersion arising from viscous fingering and 
reservoir heterogeneity.  Thus, many miscible processes are in fact a mixture of 
miscible and low 1FT, near-miscible processes (Shyeh-Yung, 1991).  
Bardon and Longeron (1980) determined the effect of reduced gas-oil IFT on the 
corresponding relative permeabilities for core flood gas injection experiments with a 
binary hydrocarbon mixture of liquid and vapour.  They reported that both gas and oil 
relative permeabilties tended to be straight line functions of the respective phase 
saturations for gas-oil IFTs less than 0.04 mN/m.  The relative importance of viscous 
and capillary forces, characterised by the capillary number, was also emphasised for oil-
water systems with varying IFT, achieved by adding chemicals (Amaefule and Handy, 
1982). 
Experimental studies revealed the importance of film flow of the wetting phase at near-
miscible conditions (Danesh et al., 1988; Williams and R.A. Dawe, 1988).  Near-
miscible gas injection is an efficient oil recovery method both as a secondary and 
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tertiary (post-water flood) process.  The mechanisms involved in the flow and 
displacement of low IFT gas/oil systems at near miscibility are different from both 
miscible and immiscible systems (Thomas et al., 1994).  In near-miscible gas injection, 
at the pore-scale, significant cross-flow of oil into the main flow stream takes place 
behind the gas front. This can lead to total recovery of the contacted oil (Sohrabi et al., 
2008c).  Micromodel WAG experiments under near-miscible conditions showed clear 
differences from the immiscible flooding cycles. In particular, there was significant oil 
production through “thick” films after the breakthrough of the gas finger and, in 
repeated gas floods, the gas finger tends to re-establish rather than to redistribute the 
phases as in the immiscible floods (sohrabi et al., 2005; Sorbie and Dijke, 2010). 
 
1.8 Scope of work 
1.8.1 What is the problem? 
As mentioned earlier the numerical modelling of WAG injection as an EOR technique 
for improving oil recovery requires that we have knowledge of three-phase relative 
permeability.  There are two traditional ways for determining three-phase relative 
permeability as an input data for reservoir simulators.  First, direct measurement of the 
relative permeability by conducting coreflood experiments under reservoir conditions 
and the second, calculating three-phase relative permeability using two-phase relative 
permeability data (two phase approach).  In the latter method, which is much easier and 
cheaper than the first approach, the measured values of two-phase kr data are employed 
into the existing three-phase correlations to obtain relative permeability at three-phase 
flow conditions.  The majority of the most practiced three-phase models available in the 
literature have been developed based on the limited range of coreflood data obtained 
under the specific core and fluid circumstances such as wettability, interfacial tension, 
and direction of flooding e.g. imbibitions, drainage.  The decisive question when 
simulating a petroleum reservoir which involves three-phase flow is what model may 
produce the trustworthy values for the relative permeability reflecting the prevailing 
mechanisms happening at the reservoir conditions?  In order to address this question, a 
series of three-phase coreflood experiments were conducted on cores with different 
wettability conditions using a near-miscible oil/gas system.  Then these experiments 
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were simulated by the commercial reservoir simulator (Eclipse) employing a variety of 
three-phase models.  The performance of each kr model was assessed by calculating the 
error value between the measured data and the corresponding prediction deduced from 
the simulation. 
As stated earlier, the first methodology in determining three-phase relative permeability 
is direct measurement of the relative permeability by conducting coreflood experiments 
under reservoir conditions.  Two main methods for measuring kr values in the 
laboratory are the steady-state and unsteady state displacements.  In the steady state 
method all fluids are injected simultaneously, at given proportions, until steady-state 
conditions are attained, i.e., the same proportions of fluids that were injected into the 
core are produced at the outlet.  It usually takes a very long time of fluid injection to 
establish steady state flow.  In this approach the relative permeability of each phase can 
be simply calculated from Darcy equation.  But in the unsteady state method, one of the 
fluids is injected in the core displacing the resident fluid phases which avoids losing 
considerable amount of time and expenses involved in steady state method.  However, 
calculating the phase relative permeabilities using the unsteady state test data is much 
more complicated.  In the unsteady state experiments, relative permeability can be 
obtained by either explicit or implicit methods.  The explicit (analytical) method 
(Johnson et al., 1959) derives relative permeability from the laboratory measured 
recovery and pressure drop curves which has some difficulties with its application.  In 
implicit (Kerig and Watson, 1986) relative permeability values are estimated in an 
optimization manner so that the difference between the measured and simulated values 
is minimized.  This approach is easily applicable to two-phase relative permeability 
calculations and can converge to solution relatively quickly whereas in the case of 
three-phase flow, as more tuning parameters are involved, the process would be more 
complicated.   
As part of this project, a computer program has been developed as an optimization tool 
to obtain three-phase relative permeability from unsteady-state displacement tests by 
matching the measured data, using Genetic Algorithm.  The program gives best 
estimates of three-phase relative permeability based on appropriate mathematical 
functions defined to describe their dependency on phase saturations.  
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This computer program was utilized to obtain three-phase relative permeability of 
various cycles of the WAG experiments performed at different wettability conditions.   
As another outcome of this study, the comprehensive kr data set produced throughout 
the course of this project, has been interpreted in order to reveal the behaviour and the 
impact of some of the parameters pertinent to the WAG process including; hysteresis, 
trap saturation and wettability.  In this part, we have attempted to address some specific 
questions regarding three-phase kr which are considered “grey areas” in reservoir 
simulation: 
1- How is three-phase kr affected by sequential water and gas injection (impact of 
hysteresis)? 
2- Which fluid does exhibit more hysteresis effects in relative permeability due to 
the reversing of the direction of displacement? 
3- What is the role of wettability on the mobility of different fluids? 
4- What is the relationship between the two-phase and three-phase relative 
permeability? 
5- What are the deficiencies of the most widely used models in predicting the 
relative permeability of the near-miscible WAG process?  
This knowledge may be used as benchmark for simulation of the reservoirs under three-
phase flow. 
Another objective of this study was to develop a new methodology for modelling of 
three-phase relative permeability during WAG injection.  This approach addresses the 
hysteresis effect in relative permeability of the WAG process and attempts to overcome 
the inadequacies observed in the existing models. 
 
1.8.2 Thesis content 
A description of the coreflood experimental set-up and the procedure followed to 
conduct the coreflood experiments is given in chapter two.  The work performed in 
order to prepare the core for displacement experiments; such as connate water 
establishment and wettability alteration are shortly elaborated, as well.  A list of 
displacement tests utilized in this thesis for simulation purposes is provided at the end 
of this chapter. 
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Numerical simulation of the WAG coreflood experiments using black oil simulators 
(Eclipse100) and existing three-phase relative permeability models is discussed in 
chapter three.  This exercise was aimed at evaluating the capability of many widely used 
three-phase models in predicting the WAG performance under different wettability 
conditions.  The mathematical description of the existing three-phase relative 
permeability and hysteresis models available in the commercial reservoir simulators are 
given at the beginning chapter three.  Then, two-phase relative permeability data 
measured from displacement tests are employed with the existing three-phase models to 
estimate the values of three-phase relative permeabilities in WAG displacement test.  
The estimated values of three-phase relative permeability are utilized for simulation of 
the WAG experiments.  The accuracy of each of the existing three-phase models is 
assessed by comparing the production and pressure data resulted from WAG simulation 
with the corresponding data measured from the WAG experiments.  Chapter three 
concludes with a summary of the conclusions of the materials presented in this chapter. 
Chapter four focuses on the direct measurement of three-phase relative permeability 
from coreflood experiments.  A brief description of the most common methods for 
measurement of three-phase relative permeability is presented, first.  Then, the history 
matching algorithm devised in order to obtain the relative permeability from unsteady 
state displacement tests by employing genetic algorithm is described.  This algorithm 
consists of three main modules including functional representative of three-phase 
relative permeability, coreflood simulator and optimization (Genetic Algorithm) which 
are explained in this chapter.  A computer program code was also developed to 
implement this procedure in an iterative process.  The algorithm is successfully verified 
against the results of the two synthetic coreflood experiment built in the black oil 
simulator (Eclipse) using Oak (1990) data presented in literature. 
The in-house software presented in chapter four is used in chapter five to determine 
three-phase relative permeability of a large number of three-phase coreflood 
experiments performed by alternating injection of water and gas.  This chapter is aimed 
to investigate the impact of cycle-dependent hysteresis associated with three-phase 
relative permeability during WAG injection.  The relative permeabilities resulted from 
different injection scenarios are compared to each other in order to address the questions 
of whether, in what direction, and which phase is the hysteresis more pronounced.  
These results are qualitatively compared against the prediction of the WAG hysteresis 
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model (Larsen and Skauge, 1998) in order to demonstrate the shortcomings associated 
with this model.  Moreover, the three-phase relative permeability of the water-wet rock 
is compared with the results of mixed-wet rock to highlight the impact of wettability on 
the mobility of the different fluids.  The two-phase results are compared against three-
phase relative permeability to identify the degree of closeness of the two-phase flow to 
the three-phase flow.  In addition, because the non-wetting trapped saturation plays a 
significant role in the hysteresis effect, at the end of chapter five the most practiced trap 
model in literature (Land, 1968) is evaluated against the values measured from the 
WAG experiments.  Finally, this chapter ends with a summary of main conclusions 
obtained in this chapter. 
In chapter six, based on the comprehensive set of three-phase relative permeability data 
obtained from the WAG experiments and the shortcoming observed in the existing 
models, a new approach is proposed for modelling of three-phase relative permeability 
incorporating cyclic hysteresis effect.  In this chapter, first the mathematical formula 
behind this model is explained, then, the relative permeability data of three sets of 
coreflood experiments are employed to validate this model.  At the end of this chapter, 
the existing WAG hysteresis model (Larsen and Skauge, 1998) is assessed using our 
three-phase relative permeability data in order to compare the performance of the new 
approach against the prediction of the Larsen-Skauge model. 
Finally in chapter seven, the highlights of results and points concluded in this study are 
given as well as some recommendation for future studies.    
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Coreflood Experiments 
In order to generate a reliable source of data for a simulation study, a comprehensive set 
of coreflood experiments were performed at Heriot-Watt University using different 
cores with different wettability conditions. The experiments utilized in this research 
have been conducted by another PhD student (Fatemi et al., 2011) and the present 
author  was not been involved in the laboratory work.   
In this chapter descriptions of the experimental facilities and procedures followed to 
perform unsteady state coreflood experiments are presented together with descriptions 
of the core and fluids employed in the experimental work. 
2.1 Coreflood Facility 
A high-pressure coreflood facility was used to perform core experiments, including 
two-phase and three-phase experiments.  The rig can take large cores of 2-inch diameter 
and up to around 3 feet (one meter) long.  The core-flooding rig is equipped with an X-
ray scanner which is used to investigate and monitor the core heterogenity, distribution 
of irreducible water saturation and front propagation. The X-ray results are also used to 
check for experimental artefacts, such as capillary end effects, which in our experiments 
were not an issue due to the use of long cores. 
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All the displacement tests in this study were conducted into the horizontal core while 
the core was rotating along the horizontal axis hence the gravity force is negligible 
compare to viscous forces. 
Figure  2-1 shows a schematic diagram of this coreflood rig.  The rig has been designed 
to work at pressures as high as 6000 psia, with all components and their content being 
kept at a controlled temperature of 38 °C. The rig is equipped with six independent 
pumps that allow both unsteady state displacement and steady state circulation of fluids 
through the core. 
The test fluids are present in stainless steel piston cells, with brine being injected into or 
withdrawn from the base of the cells by the displacement pumps to circulate the fluids 
around the flow system.  To allow circulation of fluids through the core, two cells are 
allocated for each fluid, one initially full and the other initially empty. Using one of the 
pump barrels , gas is displaced from the piston cell initially full of gas, through the core 
to the large 100 cc sight glass at the core outlet.  Gas is then recovered from the top of 
the sight glass to fill the initially empty gas cell by withdrawing water, using the second 
barrel of the pump.  A similar procedure is followed to circulate liquid (e.g. water), 
using the second pump, with the liquid (oil or water) being recovered from the base of 
the sight glass.  Differential pressure is measured using two high accuracy transducers 
located at the inlet and outlet of the core.  The transducers provide stable differential 
pressure data with an accuracy of 0.01 psi during the course of the tests. 
 
 
Figure  2-1: High pressure coreflood facility used for flooding tests. 
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2.2 Experimental Procedures 
2.2.1 Core Preparation and Tracer Analysis  
Prior to performing coreflood experiments, a preparation procedure was followed to 
determine properties of the core and also check the degree of its homogeneity. 
Initially, the core was weighed and the length/area measurements taken to estimate the 
bulk volume. Then the core was loaded into a core holder and an X-ray scan was run to 
examine homogeneity of the core prior to performing the coreflood tests. This allowed 
us to obtain the profile of porosity along the core. Figure  2-2 depicts the profile of the 
porosity along the length of the 65mD core. As can be seen, apart from some normal 
fluctuations, the porosity value is relatively the same along the core, which indicates 
that there are no major heterogeneities (no fracture or shale, etc) in the core and 
indicates relatively homogeneous distribution for the pore volume within the core. 
The helium porosity and nitrogen permeability of the core were then measured, 
followed by evacuation of the core, after which it was saturated with a 1% brine 
solution.  The amount of brine imbibed into the core was measured and gave a second 
measurement of pore volume.  A 1% sodium chloride/calcium chloride brine solution 
was used in order to desensitise any clay minerals and prevent them from swelling and 
restricting flow.  The water permeability was measured, prior to core characterization.  
Tracer analysis of the core was then conducted to ensure that there are no major 
heterogeneities, such as fractures or permeability layers, in the core, which, if not 
detected, might influence the results of multiphase flow experiments.  This procedure 
also provides an accurate measurement of the pore volume of the core. 
Two cores with the different permeability were used for performing unsteady-state 
coreflood experiments.  The physical properties of these cores are given in Table  2-1.  
Both cores were chosen to be long enough to minimize the capillary end effect while 
performing flooding tests. 
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Figure  2-2: Porosity profile along the 65mD core, obtained by X-ray scan. 
 
 
Table  2-1: Core properties 
 
 
2.2.2 Establishing Connate Water Saturation 
To establish connate water saturation, a heavy (viscous) mineral oil was initially 
injected into the brine-saturated core.  The injection of this oil was continued until water 
production was greatly reduced. The viscous oil was then displaced by injecting a light 
(less viscous) mineral oil and subsequently by injecting Decane (n-C10) over a period of 
days, to ensure that all of the mineral oil had been removed.  Decane was then displaced 
by the injection of methane at high pressure (more than 5000 psi), to ensure miscible 
displacement, with the effluent from the core being monitored using gas 
chromatography, until there was no trace of Decane. To ensure no vaporization of the 
water in the core occurred during the tests, all the hydrocarbon fluids were maintained 
in equilibrium with water before entering the core. 
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The connate water establishment process resulted in 8% and 18% water saturation for 
1000mD and 65mD rock, respectively.    
The profile of the established immobile water saturation along the core was also 
obtained using X-ray analysis, which is shown in Figure  2-3 for 65mD core. This figure 
shows that water saturation distribution along the core is almost homogenous and the 
value (18%) is comparable with that obtained from the material balance (18.2%).  Such 
x-ray scans were initially performed in both water-wet and mixed-wet conditions. 
Figure  2-3 shows both scans, which are very close, and indicates that the established 
immobile water saturations for the two wettability conditions are the same. 
 
Figure  2-3: Established immobile water saturation along the core, obtained from X-ray 
for 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet cores. 
 
2.2.3 Test Fluids 
The brine used in the experiments was synthesized using Sodium Chloride (NaCl) and 
Calcium Chloride (CaCl2) in distilled water and was degassed before use.  The brine 
does not represent a particular reservoir’s brine and is used with the main objective of 
desensitising any existing clay minerals in the core and preventing possible adverse 
reactions between water and clay (e.g. clay swelling).  The hydrocarbon fluid system 
used in the tests is prepared from a binary mixture of methane (C1) and n-butane (n-C4).  
The mixture has a composition of 73.6 mol% methane and 26.4 mol% n-butane.  To 
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eliminate mass transfer during the displacement experiments, all the fluids (oil, gas and 
brine) were pre-equilibrated at the test pressure and temperature of 1840 psia and 
37.8°C and were kept under these conditions in high-pressure transfer vessels kept in a 
temperature-controlled oven. Table  2-2 shows the physical properties of the 
hydrocarbon vapour (gas) and that of hydrocarbon liquid (oil), at the prevailing 
conditions of the experiments. The hydrocarbon density and viscosity were measured in 
laboratory. The IFT values  were measured in our laboratories by pendant drop method 
and represent equilibrium values within the equilibrium 3-phase system (Jamiolahmady 
et al., 2007).  The PVT model of the hydrocarbon fluid is built using a PVTi package 
and tuned using experimental data.  Figure  2-4 depicts the phase envelope (P-T 
diagram) of C1 and nC4 obtained by the PVTi software.  The composition of the 
hydrocarbon components in the vapour and liquid phases at the equilibrium condition 
(1840 psia and 37.8 °C) are calculated using the package provided in Table  2-3.  To 
ensure that the mass transfer and compositional effect between oil and gas during 
displacement experiments is negligible,  a synthetic gas injection test into the core 
established with residual oil (Sorw = 21%) and water saturation (Sw = 79%) was 
simulated by compositional software (Eclipse300). The variation of fluid properties 
(viscosity and interfacial tension) alongside the core throughout the gas injection test is 
plotted in Figure  2-5, demonstrating insignificant change in both viscosity and IFT of 
the hydrocarbon system along the core. 
As shown in Table  2-2, the interfacial tension between oil and gas is very low and fluids 
are at near miscible condition.  The mechanisms involved in the flow and displacement 
of low IFT gas/oil systems at near miscibility are different from those for both miscible 
and immiscible systems (Shyeh-Yung, 1991; Thomas et al., 1994; Sohrabi et al., 2005; 
Sorbie and Dijke, 2010).  Near-miscible gas injection happens in a wider range of gas 
injection processes in oil reservoirs, including high pressure hydrocarbon gas injection, 
CO2 injection, multiple contact miscibility, etc. (Harbert, 1983; Christensen et al., 2001; 
Dong et al., 2001; Bui et al., 2010). 
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Table 2-2: Properties of hydrocarbon mixture and brine at 1840psia and 37.8 
Figure 2-4: Phase envelope of mixture of C
Table 2-3: Composition (mole %) of hydrocarbon vapour and liquid at equilibrium condition 
(1840psia and 37.8 C). 
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Figure  2-5: Variation of hydrocarbon viscosity and interfacial tension between oil/gas 
alongside the core, obtained from compositional simulation of a gas injection test into the 
1000mD core, established with residual oil (Sorw=21%) and water(Sw = 79%). 
 
2.2.4 Development of Mixed-Wettability 
The actual wettability of many oil reservoir rocks is at mixed-wet condition and several 
studies have been directed so far to investigate the impact of wettability on the fluid 
flow parameters (Ayirala, 2002; Graue et al., 2002; Hwang et al., 2006).  The 
wettability alteration processes in the coreflood laboratories is a very challenging and 
time consuming procedure.  Also, the validity of using water-wet data for mixed-wet 
conditions is always questionable.  To address this question, we performed the 
coreflood tests under different wettability conditions, to demonstrate the importance of 
wettability on three-phase relative permeability.  
Core wettability can be altered by either suitable chemicals or by ageing in suitable 
crude oils.  Although using chemicals is less time consuming and involves a relatively 
simpler procedure, the stability of the modified wettability is generally poor and open to 
question.  Ageing in crude oils involves a more difficult procedure and requires careful 
planning and is much more time consuming.  However, once a modified wettability 
condition has been achieved, it  can be very stable and long lasting.   
The core wettability was altered by ageing in suitable crude oils. Areas of rock surface 
not overlain by bulk water are subject to wettability alteration by adsorption of polar 
compounds from crude oil, while areas containing bulk water will retain their original 
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wettability. Before attempting to alter the wettability of the main rock, we tested our 
procedure on small core plugs and thin slides taken from the same rock. The resultant 
modified wettability was analysed and evaluated by both Environmental Scanning 
Electron Microscope (ESEM) and by wettability index (Amott and USBM) 
determination (Sohrabi, 2007).  
Wettability of the treated thin sections was evaluated by direct visualization, using 
ESEM, where their surface was exposed to water condensation in an enclosed chamber.  
Figure  2-6 shows a magnified picture of rock grains in an untreated (water-wet) 
Clashach thin section.  Because the rock was strongly water-wet, it was not possible for 
the condensing water to form droplets on the surface; the water would instead cover the 
grain surface with an evenly spread layer.  The same thin section was pre-wet with the 
brine and soaked in the crude oil which was being used for making the core plugs 
mixed-wet. After four days  of being exposed to the crude oil, the thin section was taken 
out and placed under the microscope again to evaluate its wettability by gradually 
exposing its surface to water condensation.  This time, the water was observed to form 
droplets of varying size and contact angle on the surface.  This was a direct consequence 
of the surface being exposed to the crude oil and wettability alteration, as a result of 
adsorption of organic material to the grains surface.  Figure  2-7 shows magnified 
picture taken from this thin section (Fatemi et al., 2011).  
In this research thesis “MW” and “WW” are referred to the mixed-wet and water-wet 
rock condition, respectively. 
 
Figure  2-6: ESEM picture for a thin section of water-wet rock: water droplets were not formed 
on the grains of the untreated Clashach thin section, indicating that the sand grains were 
strongly water-wet. 
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Figure  2-7: ESEM picture for a thin section of mixed-wet rock :grains in a thin section which 
had been exposed to the crude oil for four days showed signs of wettability alteration from 
water-wet towards oil-wet. Water formed droplets on the grain surfaces rather than films.  
  
2.3 Coreflood experiments 
In order to generate a reliable source of data for simulation purpose, a high-quality set 
of coreflood experiments were conducted in 1000mD mixed-wet, 65mD water-wet and 
65mD mixed-wet core.  All the coreflood tests were carried out using the unsteady-state 
method, in which one fluid is injected through the core to displace the resident fluids 
inside the core. 
2.3.1 Two-phase experiment   
One of the most common approaches in modelling of three-phase relative permeability 
is to employ two-phase relative permeability data in some of the existing models e.g. 
Stone, Baker to calculate the three-phase relative permeability values.  Prior to 
performing three-phase experiments, a comprehensive set of unsteady-state two-phase 
experiments were conducted in order to obtain accurate two-phase relative permeability 
data on the cores for which three-phase relative permeability values would be calculated 
and measured.  The two-phase experiments were carried out using all two-phase fluid 
combinations, i.e., oil/water, oil/gas and gas/water in different sequences.  All two-
phase experiments were performed in the presence of irreducible (connate) water 
saturation.  Also, to investigate the hysteresis phenomenon in WAG simulation, the 
two-phase experiments were conducted in different flow directions, i.e. imbibition and 
drainage.  Table  2-4 shows list of unsteady-state two-phase displacement tests carried 
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out on 65mD and 1000mD cores with some details of experiments including total 
injected fluid, injection rate and initial fluid saturations. 
The Sendra software (2005) was employed to obtain two-phase relative permeabilities 
of the unsteady-state experiments (Table  2-4) by matching the production and 
differential pressure data of the simulation with those resulting from the experiments.  
There are several types of two-phase correlations (Burdine, 1953; Corey, 1954; 
Sigmund and McCaffery, 1979; Chierici, 1984; Lomeland., 2005) available in the 
Sendra package.  Indeed, the variables of one selected model are automatically changed 
in an iterative process, such that the production and pressure results of the simulation 
have the least discrepancy with the corresponding measured data from the experiment.  
Figure  2-8 to Figure  2-10 show the two-phase relative permeability of oil/water, oil/gas 
and gas/water systems of 65mD core for both drainage and imbibition processes, 
obtained from unsteady-state displacement tests.  The solid lines in these figures 
represent the trusted relative permeability points for the saturation range met by the 
experiment, while the dashed line depicts the extrapolated relative permeability beyond 
that saturation interval, by two-phase correlation in Sendra. 
Two-phase oil/water capillary pressure (Pcow) of 1000mD and 65mD cores for both 
drainage and imbibition processes, measured by the centrifuge method, are shown in 
Figure  2-11 and Figure  2-12, respectively.   
 
Table  2-4: List of unsteady-stated two-phase experiments performed at 1840 pisa and 37.8 C. 
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Figure  2-8: Two-phase relative permeability of 65mD-WW core for oil/water system (krow and 
krwo) versus water saturation, obtained from water injection and oil injection (Experiments#5 & 
6). 
 
 
Figure  2-9: Two-phase relative permeability of 65mD-WW core for oil/gas system (krog and krgo) 
versus gas saturation, obtained from gas injection and oil injection (Experiments#7 & 8). 
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Figure  2-10: Two-phase relative permeability of 65mD-MW core for gas/water system (krgw and 
krwg) versus water saturation, obtained from water injection and gas injection (Experiment#13 
& 14). 
 
Figure  2-11: Two-phase oil/water capillary pressure of 1000mD rock versus water saturation 
for imbibition and drainage processes, measured by centrifuge method. 
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Figure  2-12: Two-phase oil/water capillary pressure of 65mD rock versus water saturation for 
imbibitions and drainage process,s calculated by J-function from Pcow of 1000mD core (Figure 
 2-11). 
 
2.3.2 Three-phase experiments 
Having performed a series of two-phase flow experiments, the WAG injection was 
carried out, starting with water injection, followed by two consecutive cycles of gas and 
water injection into the 1000mD mixed-wet core, which was initially saturated with 
92% oil and 8% irreducible water.  Also, three-cycle WAG experiments, starting with 
water injection at 50cc/hr were conducted in 65 mD water-wet and mixed-wet cores, 
where both had been initially saturated with 82% oil and 18% immobile water.  The 
average calculated capillary numbers for our coreflood experiment is around 8*1E-7. 
A list of different cycles of the WAG injection tests and injection rate, as well as the 
total injected fluid of each individual WAG cycle, is provided in Table  2-5.  Hereafter, 
1000mD-MW, 65mD-WW and 65mD-MW are referred to the as the WAG experiments 
performed on 1000 mD mixed-wet, 65 mD water-wet and 65 mD-MW cores, 
respectively.  
The saturation path in the experiment is determined by volumetric material balance 
calculation, knowing the amount of injected and produced fluid and initial saturation of 
the core. Figure  2-13, Figure  2-14 and Figure  2-15 demonstrate the saturation path for 
WAG experiments through 1000mD-MW, 65mD-WW and 65mD-MW cores as ternary 
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diagrams.  The notation Gi and Wi (i=1, 2,..) in these ternary diagrams refers to the 
saturation paths of ith gas injection and water injection, respectively. 
 
Table  2-5: List of WAG injection experiments performed at 1840 pisa and 37.8 C. 
 
 
 
 
Figure  2-13: Saturation path of WAG experiment into 1000mD-MW core. 
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Figure  2-14: Saturation path of WAG experiment into 65mD-WW core. 
 
 
 
Figure  2-15: Saturation path of WAG experiment into 65mD-MW core. 
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3 Chapter 3: Evaluation of Three-Phase Relative Permeability 
Models 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Evaluation of Three-Phase Relative Permeability models 
In this chapter, the most common three-phase relative permeability and hysteresis 
models available in a commercial reservoir simulator are introduced.  Then, the 
simulation results of our coreflood experiments utilizing the above-mentioned relative 
permeability models are discussed.  
3.1     Three-Phase Relative Permeability Models 
As mentioned in the first chapter, three-phase relative permeabilities can be calculated 
from empirical correlations which use two-phase relative permeability data.  A number 
of these models were basically developed for water-wet porous systems, assuming 
channel flow theory during three-phase flow (Stone, 1970; Hustad and Holt, 1992).  The 
channel flow theory states that, in any flow channel, there is, at most, only one mobile 
fluid.  A corollary of this theory for a water-wet system is that the wetting phase is 
located primarily in the small pore spaces and the non-wetting phase in the large pore 
spaces, and the intermediate phase spatially separates them.  It follows that, at equal 
water saturations, the microscopic fluid distribution at the water-oil interface will be 
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identical in a water/oil system and in a water/oil/gas system, so long as the direction of 
change of water saturation is the same in both.  This implies that water relative 
permeability in the three-phase system is a function of water saturation alone, 
irrespective of the relative saturations of oil and gas.  Further, this is the same function 
in the three-phase system as in the two-phase water-oil system.  Similarly, the gas phase 
relative permeability is the same function of gas saturation in the three-phase system as 
in the two-phase gas-oil system. 
Other categories of three-phase kr correlations were developed on the premise that all 
fluids’ relative permeabilities (kro, krw, krg) are a function of two-independent saturation 
rather than their own saturation.  This assumption is more suitable for mixed-wet 
formations (Baker, 1988).  Figure  3-1 illustrates the possible pore occupancy of three-
phase fluid for the mixed-wet and water-wet porous media.  This figure demonstrates 
that at the water-wet condition the intermediate wet fluid (oil) is in contact with both 
wetting (water) and non-wetting fluid (gas,) whereas the wetting and non-wetting fluids 
are only in contact with intermediate phase.  The three-phase fluid configuration at the 
mixed-wet rock (picture 2 in Figure  3-1) is such that the flow of each fluid would be 
affected by two other phases as opposed to the case of the water-wet rock, where only 
the flow of intermediate phase (oil) is influenced by two other fluids. 
      
          
(a)                                                          (b) 
Figure  3-1: Possible pore occupancy of a mixed-wet (Figure a)and  water-wet system (Figure 
b) (van Dijke and Sorbie, 2002) 
. 
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The following section is accompanied the mathematical description of the most widely 
used three-phase relative permeability model available in commercial reservoir 
simulator (Eclipse).  
3.1.1 Saturation-Weighted interpolation model 
Baker (1988) used saturation-weighted interpolation between oil/water and oil/gas data 
to obtain three-phase oil relative permeability.  In this model, the oil relative 
permeability is given by: 
( )g rog w wc row
ro
g w wc
S k S S k
k
S S S
+ −
=
+ −
 
 3.1 
where 
rogk  is the oil relative permeability for a system with oil, gas and connate water (
wcS ) and rowk  is the oil relative permeability for a system with oil and water only.  
Baker (1988) also proposed similar equations for estimating three-phase gas and water 
relative permeabilities using two-phase data: 
o rwo g rwg
rw
g w
S k S k
k
S S
+
=
+
  3.2 
( )
o rgo w wc rgw
rg
o w wc
S k S S k
k
S S S
+ −
=
+ −
  3.3 
where rwok  and rwgk  are water relative permeability for the water/oil and water/gas 
systems, respectively.  
rgok is gas relative permeability for a system with gas, oil and 
connate water and 
rgwk  is gas relative permeability for gas/water system.  In this study 
we refer to SWI-1 while only using oil relative-permeability model (equation  3.1) and 
assuming that gas and water relative permeability are the same function in the three-
phase system as in the two-phase system (channel flow theory).  It is referred to as SWI-
2 when using water and gas relative permeability models (equations  3.2 and  3.3) as well 
as oil model.      
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3.1.2 Stone’s first model:  
This model was originally proposed by Stone (Stone, 1970) for water-wet system and 
then slightly modified for end point relative permeability by Aziz and Settari (1979) as 
below: 
gworocwro FFSkk
*
=
  3.4 
Where rocwk  is relative permeability to oil at connate water (Swc) and *oS , *wS , *gS , wF  and 
gF are given as:  
*
1
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o
wc om
S SS
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−
=
− −
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Som is the minimum residual oil saturation retained during three-phase flow.  
3.1.3 Stone’s Second Model:  
It is a modified form of the first model suggested by Stone (1973), for the mixed-wet 
rocks and it is given by the following formula: 
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Where 
rwk  and rgk denote the two-phase water and gas relative permeabilities for 
systems with oil-water and oil-gas respectively. 
3.1.4 Stone’s first model exponent 
The formula for Stone’s first model may be rearranged such that an exponent may be 
applied to the combination of saturation terms: 
rocwrogrowro kkkk /)(β=   3.11 
η
β
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 3.12 
The β expression was proposed by Hustad and Holt (1992). The term may be 
interpreted as a variable that varies between zero and one for low and high oil 
saturations respectively.  If the exponent,η , is equal to 1.0, the formula corresponds to 
Stone’s first model.  Values above 1.0 cause the oil isoperms to spread within the 
saturation space, whereas values below 1.0 have the opposite effect.  The value of the 
exponent may be used, therefore, to match the predicted oil recovery to the observed 
data.  This mode is denoted by Stone-Exp in this study. 
3.1.5 IKU method  
The idea behind the IKU method is to estimate three-phase relative permeabilities by 
using two-phase relative permeability values in a weighting scheme dependent on the 
saturations of the system Hustad and Hansen (1995).  This method applied to all three 
phases symmetrically but here we only use the formulation for the oil relative 
permeability.  Equivalent formulation may be derived for the other phases as well. 
A typical ternary diagram is illustrated in Figure  3-2 where the relevant oil two-phase 
end point values are indicated, Sorg, Sgro, Sorw and Swro.  Straight lines may be drawn to 
connect two end point saturations.  These lines connect the two-phase end points 
representing the minimum and maximum oil saturations for oil flow.  Given the three-
phase saturation, labelled (Sg , Sw) in Figure  3-2, draw a straight line running through 
this point and the oil apex.  This defines two intersection points with the line connecting 
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the end point values.  The associated oil coordinates to the intersection points are 
represented by Somn and Somx.  These values represent the minimum and maximum oil 
saturations for the three-phase flow, and are given by: 
( 1)
(1 ) (1 )
w orw g org org orw o
omn
g orw w org
S S S S S S S
S
S S S S
+ + −
=
− + −
  3.13 
( 1)w gro g wro gro wro o
omx
g wro w gro
S S S S S S S
S
S S S S
+ + −
=
+
 
 3.14 
The corresponding normalized three-phase oil saturation is then: 
* o omn
o
omx omn
S SS
S S
−
=
−
  3.15 
The normalized oil saturation may then be used to obtain representative two-phase oil 
relative permeabilities from normalized two-phase relative permeabilities: 
*ˆ ( )n
rog rog ok k S=    and   
*ˆ ( )nrow row ok k S=   3.16 
The superscript n indicates that the relative permeabilities are normalized to saturation 
values between zero and one.  Lastly, these representative two-phase oil relative 
permeability may be weighted by the saturations in the three-phase region to obtain the 
three-phase oil relative permeability: 
ˆ ˆ
gw
ro row rog
w g w g
SSk k k
S S S S
= +
+ +
 
 3.17 
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Figure  3-2: Ternary diagram showing typical end point values for oil relative permeability. 
 
3.1.6 ODD3P Method 
Hustad (2010) also developed the ODD3P model which is the extended version of IKU 
method for three-phase relative permeability.  This model incorporates both hysteresis 
and miscibility simultaneously.  
Given the grid block’s three saturation values and three interfacial tension values at the 
start of a time step, the phase relative permeability is determined via following 
procedure: 
1- Set the IFT scaling factor, 
ijn
r
ij
ij
ijf 






=
σ
σ
 
 3.18 
ijσ  represents the interfacial tension between the phases i and j, superscript r refers to a 
reference state, and the power ijn  is a  user-specified constant.  
2- Set the six grid block endpoint saturations ( rwrorwrgrorgrorwrgrwrgro SSSSSS ,,,,, ) and 
multiply by IFT scaling factor, to obtain the IFT-adjusted saturation for phase i in 
presence of phase j: 
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3- Calculate the normalized saturations : 
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Where subscripts i, j, and k represent either the gas, oil, or water phases. 
The grid bock saturations are then normalized by: 
i imn
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4- Determine the normalized hysteresis saturation: 
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Which equation  3.23 is used for increasing saturation and equation  3.24 is applicable for 
decreasing saturation.  The turning-point saturation ( tiS ) represents the saturation at 
which the process direction changes on the mirrored two-phase system. The equivalent 
saturation ( eiS ) represents the saturation value for which the two-phase relative 
permeability on the increasing curve equals that on the decreasing curve on the mirrored 
two-phase system. 
5- Set the appropriate normalized saturation using equations  3.25 through  3.27 and then 
look up representative relative permeability values, by equation  3.28. 
For the gas-water system: hg
h
w SS −= 1ˆ

 
 3.25 
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For the oil-water system: ho
h
w SS −=1ˆ   3.26 
For the gas-oil system:     ho
h
g SS −=1ˆ   3.27 
ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( ), ( )h h h h h hrgo g rgw w rog g row w rwg w rwo wk S k S k S k S k S k S        3.28 
6- Scale relative permeability values with IFT scaling factor: 
ˆ
. (1 ).
rij ij rij ij ik f k f S= + − ,     1ijf ≤   3.29 
ˆ
rij riijk k=  ,    1ijf >   3.30 
7- Calculate grid block three-phase phase relative permeability values : 
ˆ ˆ
j k
ri rij rik
j k j k
S Sk k k
S S S S
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  3.31 
3.2 Hysteresis  
Dynamic parameters that govern multiphase flow in porous media are often process 
dependent.  In particular, relative permeabilities are considered to be influenced by 
direction of saturation alteration e.g. imbibitions or drainage.  This dependency is 
described in the literature as relative permeability hysteresis.  The number of mobile 
phases present in porous media is extremely important when discussing hysteresis.  The 
problem of hysteresis increases significantly when moving from two-phase to three-
phase flow systems, as the number of flow paths increases.  This is mainly because the 
complex displacement sequences that can occur in three-phase systems are not observed 
in two-phase flow systems. These include double-displacement mechanisms and the 
spreading behaviour of the intermediate wetting phase (Larsen and Skauge, 1998).  
Hysteresis on relative permeability has been experimentally observed in two-phase flow 
(Osoba et al., 1951; Land, 1971; Braun and Holland, 1995) and more rarely in three-
phase flow (Skauge and Aarra, 1993; Eleri et al., 1995b). 
Physically, there are two kinds of hysteresis in relative permeability.  The first is 
referred to as directional hysteresis, which occurs while switching from imbibitions to 
drainage or vice versa.  The second is referred to as cyclic hysteresis, happening 
between different cycles of one injection process, for instance, 1st gas injection and 2nd 
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gas injection in a WAG process.  Both types of hysteresis play a significant role in the 
WAG performance and need to be taken into account for modelling. 
Two approaches have traditionally been used for accounting for hysteresis in numerical 
simulation of three-phase flow and WAG injection  in particular.  The first method is to 
apply two-phase hysteresis models e.g. Killough’s, or Carlson’s methods, with the 
existing three-phase kr models like Stone, Baker, etc., but excluding those kr models 
which contain their own hysteresis model, such as ODD3P.  It is essential that the two-
phase flow experiments reproduce a similar saturation history to that of the three-phase 
scenario to be estimated. For example, if the reservoir undergoes primary production by 
gas cap or aquifer drive followed by water flooding, the appropriate two-phase 
experiments are probably: (1) a gas-oil flow experiment at immobile water saturation, 
with increasing gas saturation and (2) a water-oil flow experiment, with increasing 
water saturation.  The second technique is to directly utilize a three-phase hysteresis 
model specifically developed for WAG simulation (Larsen and Skauge, 1998).  This 
method considers cycle-dependent hysteresis in relative permeability for both wetting 
and non-wetting phases during cyclic injection of water and gas into an oil reservoir. 
The first step in predicting relative permeability hysteresis including two-phase and 
three-phase is to estimate the trapping of non-wetting phase saturation left behind by the 
wetting phase advancing into the porous media. 
Mathematical formulations of the most popular trapping and hysteresis models are 
given in the following section.  
3.2.1 Trapping Models 
A trapping model is a mathematical model expressing the relationship between the 
initial non-wetting-phase saturation and the trapped non-wetting-phase saturation during 
an imbibitions process.  Generally, gas is assumed to be non-wetting phase, in presence 
of water and oil, in porous media.   
Land Trapping Model 
The first trapping model was proposed by Land (1968), and is the most widely used 
empirical trapping model. His model was originally developed for trapped gas 
saturation as a function of the initial saturation based on published experimental data 
from water-wet sandstone cores.  
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1
gi
gt
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S
S
CS
=
+
  3.32 
Where Sgi is the initial gas saturation or the saturation at the flow reversal, and C is the 
Land trapping parameter.  The Land coefficient is computed from the bounding 
drainage and imbibition curves as follows: 
,max ,max
1 1
gt gi
C
S S
= −   3.33 
Where Sgi,max and Sgt,max are the maximum initial and trapped gas saturation values, 
associated with the bounding drainage and imbibition curves, respectively. 
 
Carlson Trapping Model 
A simplified hysteresis and trapping model was developed by Carlson (1981) that 
requires the bounding drainage and imbibition curves.  The mathematical formula of 
this model is: 
,max ,max ,max( ) ( )gt gt gi gi gt gt giS S S S S S S− = − ⇒ = −∆   3.34 
Where giS∆  is difference between initial gas saturation where the flow reversed and the 
initial gas saturation of bounding imbibition curve, Figure  3-4. 
3.2.2 Two-phase hysteresis models 
Experimental data strongly suggest that the non-wetting phase experiences much more 
pronounced hysteresis than the wetting phase. Therefore, in water-wet systems, the gas 
phase shows the largest hysteretic effects, and in water-oil systems oil displays strong 
hysteresis.  Indeed, hysteresis model gives a prediction for the relative permeability 
scanning curve due to flow reversal by using bounding imbibition and drainage curves. 
Killough’s Hysteresis Model 
A typical krg hysteresis of the Killough model (1976) and pertinent saturation values 
are shown in Figure  3-3.  In Killough model when flow reversal from imbibition to 
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drainage occurs, krg is assumed to follow the imbibition curve until gS  reaches the 
historical maximum gas saturation, 
,g HystS .  For gas saturations greater than this 
maximum, krg follows the drainage curve. 
The trapped gas saturation gtS , is calculated using the equation developed by Land 
(1968) using 
,g HystS  as the initial non-wetting saturation. 
Following is mathematical equation for calculating imbibitions scanning curve: 
, ,
,max
( ) ( )( ) ( )
imb Dr
rg g norm rg g Hystimb
rg g Dr
rg gi
k S k S
k S
k S
×
= ,  3.35 
Where 
,g normS  is the normalized gas saturation computed as follow: 
,max ,max
, ,max
,
( ).( )
( )
g gt gi gt
n norm gt
g Hyst gt
S S S S
S S
S S
 
− −
= +  
− 
  3.36 
 
 
Figure  3-3: Gas relative permeability curve in drainage-imbibition cycles, calculated by the 
Killough hysteresis model. 
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Carlson Hysteresis model  
Carlson’s method (1981) produces a scanning curve that is parallel to the imbibition 
curve. It can be visualized by shifting the imbibition curve horizontally until it intersects 
the drainage curve at Sgi, Figure  3-4.  A common feature of Killough and Carlson's 
models is that the scanning imbibition curve is assumed to also represent of any 
subsequent drainage process.  
 
Figure  3-4: Geometric interpretation of the gas relative permeability and trapped saturation 
during an imbibition process utilizing Carlson trapping model. 
 
 
3.2.3 Three-phase (WAG) hysteresis model 
When saturation oscillations occur during three-phase flow such as water alternating gas 
(WAG), the two-phase hysteresis models will generally not be able to describe relative 
permeabilities obtained from corefloods.  Larsen and Skauge (1998) proposed a WAG 
hysteresis model for both wetting and nonwetting phase permeabilities.  This model is 
hereafter referred to as WAG-Hyst in this study. 
Hysteresis model for nonwetting (gas) phase 
Here is the Larsen & Skauge’s mathematical formulation for predicting scanning curve 
of the gas relative permeability while gas saturation is increasing: 
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     = − +       
   
  3.37 
Where n is number of hysteresis loop, α  is tuning parameter selected by user, inputrgk is 
primary gas kr (input relative permeability), )( starginputrg Sk is the input relative permeability 
at the gas saturation at the start of the secondary drainage, I
wS  is the water saturation at 
the start of the secondary drainage and )( stargimbrg Sk  is the relative permeability at the start 
of the secondary drainage process (that is the krg at the end of the imbibition).  As can 
be seen, the gas relative permeability is coupled to both the historical water saturation 
and gas saturations, but is not a function of the present water saturation. 
 
 
Figure  3-5: Gas relative permeability scanning curves calculated with the Larson-Skauge’s 
three-phase hysteresis model. 
 
The krg model, while gas saturation decreases in the system, is based on the theory 
developed by Land (1968). Consider a typical drainage process followed by an 
imbibition process. The flowing gas (Sgf) saturation is calculated by: 
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2gf g gt g gt g gt
S S S S S S S
C
  
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  3.38 
Where Sgt is calculated by the Land trapping model and C is the Land coefficient.  Then 
the imbibitions krg is predicted by: 
( ) ( )imb Drrg g rg gfk S k S=   3.39 
Figure  3-5 demonstrates the schematic curves of hysteresis loops including imbibition 
and drainage cycles considered in the WAG-Hyst (Larsen & Skauge’s) model. 
Hysteresis model for wetting (water) phase 
Inputs to the numerical model are primary water-relative-permeability curve, W1, and a 
secondary water-relative-permeability curve, W2, after gas injection.  The initial 
saturation state for the primary process is immobile water and oil and the W1 process is, 
accordingly, a two-phase flow process.  Gas saturation at the start of the three-phase W2 
process must be known, and it is denoted as maximum gas saturation
,maxgS .  The Land 
constant must also be known such that 
,maxgtS can be calculated.  The scanning curves 
for increasing water saturation are interpolated between 1W
rwk  and 2Wrwk : 
1 2
,max ,max
( , ) 1
I I
g gimb I W W
rw w g rw rw
g g
S S
k S S k k
S S
   
= − +   
      
  3.40 
Here, =IgS  the gas saturation at the start of the increasing water saturation process.  If 
the porous medium is in a two-phase oil/water situation, the W1 curve will be followed.  
For initial gas saturation of zero or the maximum gas saturation, the bounding curves 
W1 and W2, respectively, will be used. 
There are three displacement cycles for decreasing water saturation that have been 
considered; increasing gas saturation, decreasing gas saturation (oil flood), and constant 
gas saturation.  The gas saturation at the start of the drainage process, IgS , determines 
the water relative-permeability-hysteresis behaviour: 
For 0)( >− Igg SS  or gas flood the scanning curve for krw is: 
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For 0)( <− startgg SS  or oil flood the scanning curve for krw is as: 
1( ) 1
I I
g g g gDr imb W
rw rw f rwI I
g g
S S S S
k k k
S S
   
− −
= − +      
   
  3.42 
For constant gas saturation flood the scanning curve for krw is as: 
( )Dr imbrw rw fk k=   3.43 
Note that f
imb
rwk )( is the relative permeability curve from the last (former) increasing 
water saturation process. 
Intermediate wetting phase (oil) hysteresis 
The change in residual oil saturation with trapped gas observed in several experimental 
studies is included in the oil relative permeability description (Skauge and Larsen, 1994; 
Munkerud et al., 1996).  Stone-I model has been used in WAG-Hyst method to calculate 
three-phase oil-relative-permeability.  A linear equation was proposed by Larsen-
Skauge (1998) to predict the minimum oil saturation (Som) of Stone-I model using 
trapped gas saturation. Three-phase oil relative permeability is calculated by finding the 
corresponding trapped gas saturation from which the residual (minimum, Som) oil 
saturation is derived: 
0( ) gtom or S gtS S aS== −   3.44 
Where 0( ) gtor SS =  is maximum residual oil saturation attained during water flooding in 
absence of gas, Sgt is dynamic trapped gas saturation during three-phase flow and a is 
user defined parameter used for history matching.  Based on this equation the oil 
relative permeability will increase when the trapped gas saturation is increased and the 
residual oil is correspondingly reduced.  
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3.3 Coreflood Simulation 
Using a wide range of three-phase kr and hysteresis models available in the commercial 
reservoir simulator (Eclipse), three-phase coreflood experiments listed in Table 2-3 
were simulated to evaluate the capability of the most common kr models in simulation 
of three-phase flow experiments under different rock conditions. 
3.3.1 Input data 
As mentioned earlier, to minimize mass transfer and compositional effects during 
coreflood tests, all the fluids (oil, gas and brine) were pre-equilibrated at the test 
pressure and temperature.  Furthermore, the average core pressure was monitored and 
kept at the constant test pressure of 1840 psia, to ensure that fluids are at immiscible 
conditions during displacement tests.  The black oil reservoir simulator (Eclipse100) 
was used for simulating the coreflood experiments in this study. 
The required data for mathematical simulation of a coreflood experiment are core 
properties including dimensions, porosity and permeability, fluid properties, relative 
permeabilities, capillary pressure and injection and production constraints. 
Since the displacement tests in this study were conducted into the horizontal core while 
the core was rotating along the horizontal axis, the gravity force is negligible compared 
to viscous forces.  Furthermore, the calculated Bond number (around 5E-9) was quite 
low for our experiments, representing minimal impact of gravity force.  Therefore, for 
the simulation purposes, the core was horizontally divided into 70 grids in the X-
direction (Figure  3-6). 
 
 
Figure  3-6: One dimensional core gridding. 
 
Two-phase relative permeability data of different systems, including oil/water, oil/gas 
and gas/water, and different flow directions, i.e. imbibition and drainage, are needed for 
simulation of three-phase flow experiments using existing three-phase relative 
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permeability models discussed in previous section.  These data were obtained by 
performing unsteady-state displacement through 1000mD-MW, 65mD-WW and 65mD-
MW cores (Table  2-4 and Figure  2-8 to Figure  2-10). 
In our experiments the interfacial tension between oil and gas is very small, which 
causes negligible capillary pressure for the  oil/gas system, hence the behaviour of the 
capillary pressure between oil and water (Pcow) at three-phase flow condition approaches 
to that of the two-phase Pcow.  Therefore, for simulation of three-phase coreflood 
experiments, the two-phase oil/water capillary pressure (Figure  2-11 and Figure  2-12) 
has been employed as an approximation for three-phase capillary pressure.    
Three-phase coreflood experiments listed in table 2-3 were simulated using the reservoir 
simulator (Eclipse100) with the existing three-phase kr models i.e. Stone-I, Stone-II, 
Stone-Exponent, SWI-I, SWI-II, IKU, ODD3P and WAG-Hyst.  In order to incorporate 
hysteresis effects occurring throughout WAG injection, the Killough hysteresis model 
was also employed alongside the kr models, excluding those which have their own 
hysteresis option, such as ODD3P and WAG-Hyst,.   Having accomplished the 
simulation process by Eclipse, the simulation results relevant to each kr model (fluid 
production and pressure drop across the core) were compared with the measured data in 
the laboratory.  Then the error values between experimental and simulation results were 
calculated to assess the capability of the corresponding relative permeability models in 
predicting  WAG performance. 
 
3.3.2 Error analysis 
The error value between simulation and experimental results is obtained by applying 
standard error of estimate as below: 
2
1
% 100
1
n Exp Sim
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Q Q
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n
=
 
−
  
 
= ×
−
∑
 
 3.45 
Where “SEE%” is the percentage of standard error of estimate, n is number of data 
points and QExp and QSim are experimental observation and simulation results, including 
production and pressure drop data.  The SEE% was separately calculated for oil 
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production (SEEoil%), water production (SEEwater%), gas production (SEEgas%)  and 
pressure drop across the core (SEEDP%).  SEERec% denotes the error value of production 
data obtained by arithmetic averaging between SEEoil%, SEEwater% and SEEgas% and the 
total error, represented by SEEtotal%, is then calculated by arithmetic averaging of 
production error (SEERec%) and pressure drop error (SEEDP%).  
For those points where the QExp is zero and QSim is non-zero value, to overcome the 
infinity problem, SEE% is assumed to be 100%.   
 
3.3.3 Simulation results and discussion 
Simulation vs. experimental results on 1000mD-MW core 
Figure  3-7 presents the error chart of the different fluid production data obtained by 
comparing experimental and simulation results of the WAG injection conducted in 
1000mD-MW rock, using various ranges of three-phase kr models.  The SEE% of oil 
recovery has the largest error value amongst the production data for all kr models.  This 
indicates that oil production is highly sensitive to the relative permeability model and 
has much greater influence than either water or gas production.  Water production 
shows the smallest error value compared to the oil and gas recoveries, which implies 
least sensitivity of water to the three-phase relative permeability modelling.  The lowest 
error value of the oil production resulted from using the  SWI-I method, whilst the 
Stone-II model produced the highest error for oil recovery.  The SEERec% (i.e. the 
average of all fluid production errors) and pressure drop errors resulting from the use of 
different kr models for the same 1000mD-MW rock are presented in Figure  3-8.  A 
comparison between production and pressure drop errors of the 1000mD-MW core 
reveals that the error value of the pressure drop is greater than that of the production 
amongst kr models except for the IKU technique.  This graph highlights the impact of 
the relative permeability model on the pressure drop calculation.  As shown in Figure 
 3-8, in general, the WAG-Hyst model results in the least error for predicting production 
and pressure data of the WAG experiment in 1000mD-MW core, although the errors are 
still rather large at 30%!. 
Since the first water injection in the WAG injection has been carried out at the two-
phase flow oil/water condition, only the two-phase relative permeability of the oil/water 
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system would influence the simulation results.  Therefore, simulation of 1st water 
injection using different kr models would lead to the oil recovery profiles matching the 
experimental oil production.  Thus, to make the cumulative production data comparable, 
all the production values of the WAG injections in this study have been plotted after 
primary water flooding, which are calculated as fractions of Sorw (saturation of the 
remaining oil after the first water injection), rather than in cm3.  Figure  3-9 shows the 
cumulative oil production as a fraction of Sorw versus injected pore volume, obtained 
from experiments and simulation of WAG injection through 1000mD-MW core using 
various three-phase kr models.  The notations G1, W2 and G2, separated by dashed lines 
in Figure  3-9, represent the production profile resulting from first gas injection, second 
water injection and second gas injection, respectively.  
It is clear that, although some of the kr models estimate the WAG performance better 
than others, none of the models can predict the oil production profile satisfactorily.  The 
ultimate oil recovery values resulting from the  SWI-I and SWI-II models are very close 
to the experimental value but the calculated values of both modesl in the intermediate 
cycles of the WAG injection are very poor.  Despite the fact that SWI-I in Figure  3-9 
give the closest prediction to the experimental data amongst all models, the pressure 
drop prediction given by this model has a significant deviation (around 60%) the 
measured pressure.  As the accurate prediction of all observation data (i.e. production 
and pressure) of WAG injection is the desired aim, the total error of production and 
pressure data (SEEtotal%) should be considered as a key criterion decision point in 
selecting the best relative permeability model. 
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Figure  3-7: SEE% of oil, water and gas production, obtained by comparing experimental and 
simulation results of WAG injection through 1000mD-MW core using different kr models 
available in Eclipse100 simulator. 
 
 
 
Figure  3-8: Average errors of all fluid production (SEERec% ) and errors of pressure drop 
(SEEDP% ), obtained by comparing experimental and simulation results of WAG injection 
through 1000mD-MW core for different kr models in Eclipse100. 
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Figure  3-9: Cumulative oil production as a fraction of Sorw (saturation of the remaining oil after 
first water injection) versus injected pore volume, obtained from experiment and simulation of 
1000mD-MW core using various three-phase kr models of the Eclipse100. 
 
Simulation vs. Experimental Results on 65mD-WW core 
Figure  3-10 presents calculated errors of oil, water and gas production (SEEoil%, 
SEEwater% and SEEgas%) using various three-phase relative permeability models in 
Eclipse 100, corresponding to the WAG injection through 65mD-WW core.  Similarly 
to the 1000mD-MW, the largest error belongs to the oil production, for all kr models, 
which again emphasizes the strong impact of the relative permeability model in 
simulation of WAG performance.  This graph shows that using an inappropriate kr 
model (e.g., SWI-II and ODD3P methods) for WAG simulation can substantially (up to 
325%) miscalculate the oil production.  The lowest error values for oil production 
resulted from using the Stone-I and Stone-Exp models and the highest error values came 
from the use of the SWI-II and  ODD3P models.  Figure  3-11 shows the average errors 
of all fluid production values (SEERec% ) and errors of pressure drop values (SEEDP% ) 
when using different kr models to simulate WAG experiments through 65mD-WW core.  
As shown in this figure, the error values of pressure drop is significantly high for all the 
models, which highlights the effect of using three-phase relative permeability models on 
pressure calculations.  Considering recovery and pressure drop errors together, the 
Stone-I model as well as the Stone-Exp model give the best match, relatively speaking, 
with the experiment data.    
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Figure  3-12 represents cumulative oil production as a fraction of Sorw versus injected 
pore volume, obtained from experiment and simulation of the 65mD-WW core using 
various three-phase kr models.  This graph shows the oil production profile after 
primary water flooding for various cycles of WAG injection, for which notation of W 
and G  represent water injection and gas injection periods, respectively.  The ultimate 
oil recovery is significantly underestimated by up to 20% by Stone-I and Stone-Exp, 
despite both models giving the closest match with the experimental oil recovery profile.  
 
 
Figure  3-10: SEE% of oil, water and gas production, obtained by comparing experimental and 
simulation results of WAG injection through 65mD-WW core using the different kr models of the 
Eclipse100 simulator. 
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Figure  3-11: Average errors of all fluid production (SEERec% ) and errors of pressure drop 
(SEEDP% ), obtained by comparing experimental and simulation results of WAG injection 
through 65mD-WW core for different kr models available in Eclipse100. 
 
 
 
Figure  3-12: Cumulative oil production as fraction of Sorw (saturation of the remaining oil after 
first water injection) versus injected pore volume, obtained from experiment and simulation 
results of 65mD-WW core using different three-phase kr models available in Eclipse100. 
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Simulation vs. experimental results on 65mD-MW core 
Figure  3-13 shows the error values of the oil, water and gas production obtained by 
comparing the experimental and simulation results of WAG injection through 65mD-
MW core for different kr models available in the Eclipse100 simulator.  The error in oil 
production (SEEoil) is a lot larger than the error of water (SEEwater) and gas production 
(SEEgas), highlighting the impact of three-phase kr models in calculating WAG 
performance.   Figure  3-14 presents the average errors of all fluid production values 
(SEERec% ) and errors of pressure drop values (SEEDP% ), obtained by comparing 
experimental and simulation results of the WAG injection through 65mD-MW core for 
various kr models.  Applying the SWI-I method results in the lowest mismatch for 
production data, whilst using WAG-Hyst leads to the lowest error in pressure drop 
calculation for this mixed-wet core.  However, this emphasizes that no unique model 
exists to precisely predict all observational data (i.e. production and pressure) from 
WAG injection.  In other words, a particular kr model may satisfactorily simulate the 
production data but its calculation for pressure data would be very poor, or vice versa.  
Figure  3-15 shows cumulative oil production as a fraction of Sorw versus injected pore 
volume, obtained from experimental observation and simulation of 65mD-MW core, 
using various three-phase kr models.  The closest mach between simulation and 
experimental oil recovery is given by the SWI-I model.  The oil recovery prediction by 
the SWI-I model in the middle cycles is largely overestimated. Although this technique 
perfectly matches the ultimate oil recovery and the oil production profile during the first 
gas injection period, it gives a very poor match for the other WAG cycles.  As 
illustrated in Figure  3-15, none of the kr models can accurately predict the complete oil 
production profile, as obtained from the core flood test.  Furthermore, the predictions 
made by the existing models can be very variable and various models can predict vastly 
different 3-phase kr values from the same 2-phase data. While some models perform 
better than others, all of the 3-phase kr models examined in this study fail to predict the 
continued production of oil after the breakthrough of the gas, which is one of the 
features of gas and WAG injection experiments at low gas-oil interfacial tension 
(Sohrabi et al., 2005; Sohrabi et al., 2008c). 
One imperative issue to be noted here is that all the three-phase models examined in this 
study have originally been developed and verified based on the three-phase data 
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obtained from the fully immiscible system (high interfacial tension) which behaves in a 
way that completely different from near-miscible flow.  In other words, the existing 
empirical models may not be accurately applicable for the low interfacial tension 
hydrocarbon.  Reservoir engineers therefore need to be careful about choosing 
appropriate correlations for simulation of reservoirs with three-phase systems 
undergoing near-miscible flow. 
   
 
 
Figure  3-13: SEE% of oil, water and gas production, obtained by comparing experimental and 
simulation results of WAG injection through 65mD-MW core using the different kr models of the 
Eclipse100 simulator. 
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Figure  3-14: Average errors of all fluid production (SEERec% ) and errors of pressure drop 
(SEEDP% ), obtained by comparing experimental and simulation results of WAG injection 
through 65mD-MW core for different kr models available in Eclipse100. 
 
 
Figure  3-15: Cumulative oil production as a fraction of Sorw (saturation of the remaining oil 
after first water injection) versus injected pore volume, obtained from experiment and 
simulation results of 65mD-MW core using different three-phase kr models available in 
Eclipse100. 
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Mixed-wet versus water-wet comparison of 65 mD coreflood tests: 
The total error (SEEtotal%) of the WAG injection of 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet 
core, as obtained by different kr models, is plotted in Figure  3-16.  This graph exhibits 
the effect of wettability, as reflected by the use of different kr models for WAG 
simulation.  It can be seen that the behaviour of the various models in the simulation of 
the water-wet core is quite different from that observed in the mixed-wet core.  In some 
kr models, the error values of the water-wet core are less than that of the mixed-wet 
core, whereas in the other models the trend is in opposite direction.  Employing Stone-
exp model leads to lowest error value for predicting the WAG performance in the water-
wet rock, whilst the SWI-I gives the least mismatch for the mixed-wet core.  Using 
ODD3P produces the highest errors for the water-wet case and SWI-II produces the 
highest errors for the mixed-wet case.  Although both cores have the same pore size 
distribution and same permeability, the performance of WAG injection in water-wet 
rock is absolutely different from that in mixed-wet rock.  However, this highlights the 
impact of wettability on relative permeability during WAG injection and the importance 
of performing these experiments under representative wettability of the reservoir.   
 
 
Figure  3-16: Effect of wettability in WAG simulation, based on SEEtotal% of the WAG injection 
in 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet cores for different kr models. 
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High permeability (1000 mD) versus low permeability (65 mD)  
Figure  3-17 shows the total errors produced using various kr models, when comparing 
simulation and experimental results of the WAG injection through the 65mD and 
1000mD cores, both under mixed-wet conditions.  In this case there is no consistent 
behaviour: while some of the models predict lower errors for the high permeablity core 
other models show the reverse.  This graph, therefore, demonstrates the effect of 
absolute permeability in three-phase relative permeability calculations.  In general, the 
lower the absolute permeability, the higher will be the errors in relative permeability 
calculation.  
 
 
Figure  3-17: Effect of absolute rock permeability on calculated SEEtotal% of the WAG injection 
through 65mD-MW and 1000mD-MW cores, using different kr models. 
 
Some similar studies in literature directed toward the assessment of existing three-phase 
relative permeability models confirms that, in most cases, the existing models cannot 
adequately provide satisfactory matches with the experimental data (Delshad and Pope, 
1989; Pejic and Maini, 2003; Cao and S, 2010). 
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3.4 Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the simulation study of the WAG 
experiments through different cores using a wide range of three-phase relative 
permeability models: 
1- One imperative issue which should be noted here is that all the three-phase 
models examined in this study were originally been developed and verified 
based on the three-phase data of the fully immiscible (high interfacial tension) 
system, which behaves thoroughly different from near-miscible flow.  In other 
words the existing empirical models may not be accurately applicable for the 
low interfacial hydrocarbon flow.  Reservoir engineers are thus advised to be 
careful about choosing appropriate correlations for simulation of reservoirs with 
three-phase systems undergoing near-miscible flow. 
2- The results show that choosing an inappropriate three-phase kr model in 
simulation of the WAG experiments can lead to large errors in prediction of 
fluid production and pressure. The predictions made by the existing models are 
very variable i.e., various models can predict vastly different 3-phase kr values 
from the same set of 2-phase data. While some models perform better than 
others, all of the 3-phase kr models examined in this study fail to predict the 
continued production of oil after the breakthrough of the gas which is one of the 
features of gas and WAG injection experiments at low gas-oil IFT (interfacial 
tension). 
3-  The methodology of using two-phase relative permeability to estimate three-
phase relative permeability which is the basic technique of all the existing three-
phase models may be questionable because the WAG performance obtained by 
all the models depicted substantial errors when compared with the observed data 
using rocks of different wettability and permeability. 
4- The WAG simulation of all core experiments revealed that the error value of the 
oil production is much larger than that of water and gas production.  This 
highlights the strong impact of the three-phase relative permeability on flow of 
oil. 
5- Comparison between simulation results of the experiments on the water-wet and 
mixed-wet core revealed that the wettability has a significant effect on three-
phase flow and WAG performance.  In other words, each three-phase relative 
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permeability model may give totally different predictions for water-wet and 
mixed-wet cores.  This highlights the impact of wettability on relative 
permeability during WAG injection and the importance of performing these 
experiments under wettability conditions representative of those of the reservoir 
rock. 
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4 Chapter 4: Determination of Three-Phase Relative 
Permeability from Unsteady-State Coreflood 
Experiment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Determination of Three-Phase Relative Permeability 
from Unsteady-State Coreflood Experiment 
As, demonstrated in the previous chapter, none of the existing relative permeability 
models could adequately predict the observed production and pressure performance of 
our coreflood WAG experiments.  The important question will therefore be, how should 
we determine three-phase relative permeabilities using the data obtained from two and 
three-phase displacement experiments.  This chapter addresses this question and 
illustrates the methodology devised for estimating kr values directly from unsteady state 
coreflood test data. 
4.1 Introduction 
Three-phase flow may occur quite frequently in many oil recovery processes of interest 
to the oil and gas industry, such as gas injection and water-alternating-gas (WAG) 
injection.  Considerable efforts have been directed towards gaining a better 
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understanding of three phase flow in porous media and in particular determination of 
three-phase relative permeability values.  However, an accurate estimation of three-
phase relative permeability is still a challenging task for reservoir engineers.  For two-
phase relative permeability (oil/water, gas/oil, and gas/water), there are only two 
principal displacement paths (i.e. when saturation of one phase increases, saturation of 
the other phase decreases or vice versa).  In contrast, in the case of three-phase relative 
permeability there are an infinite number of different displacement paths.  This is 
because any three-phase displacement involves variation of two independent 
saturations.  It is therefore impossible to measure relative permeability (kr) for all 
possible three-phase displacements that may occur in a reservoir. 
The most common approach currently used in modelling of three-phase flow in porous 
media is to calculate the three-phase kr values from laboratory-measured two-phase 
relative permeability data by correlations available in the literature.  Core flood 
experiments and micromodel tests have recently demonstrated that three-phase and two-
phase flow processes in porous media are completely different (Sohrabi, 2001; Cao and 
S, 2010).  In other words, calculating three-phase relative permeabilities by simply 
combining two-phase relative permeability data may lead to highly erroneous results.  
Hence three-phase kr values are required to be measured directly from displacement 
experiments. 
Two main methods for measuring kr values in the laboratory are the steady-state and 
unsteady state displacements.  In the steady state method (Figure  4-1), all fluids are 
injected simultaneously, at given proportions, until steady-state conditions are attained, 
i.e. the same proportions of fluids that were injected into the core are produced at the 
outlet.  It usually takes a very long period of fluid injection to establish steady state 
flow.  But in the unsteady state (Figure  4-2) method, one of the fluids is injected into the 
core, displacing the resident fluid phases. 
In the steady-state approach, the relative permeability of each phase can be directly 
calculated from the Darcy law as follows: 
i i
ri
q Lk
kA p
µ
=
∆
 
 4.1 
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where kri, µi and qi are relative permeability, viscosity and flow rate of the phase i, 
respectively; ∆p is pressure drop across the core and A and L are cross-sectional area 
and length of the core.   
 
 
Figure  4-1: Steady-state coreflood experiment for determining relative permeability. The fluid 
proportions produced at the outlet are equal to the proportions injected at the inlet.  
 
Unsteady state methods are used to avoid losing the considerable amount of time and 
expense involved in the steady state method.  However, calculating the phase relative 
permeabilities using the unsteady state test data is much more complicated.  In the 
unsteady state experiments, relative permeability can be obtained by either explicit or 
implicit methods.  The most common explicit method to calculate relative permeability 
from the laboratory measured recovery and pressure drop curves, the JBN method 
(Johnson et al., 1959), , has some difficulties with its application.  One disadvantage of 
the explicit method is that capillary pressure effects cannot easily be taken into account 
in the interpretive procedure.  In addition, in the JBN method the derivative of the 
production and pressure data have to be calculated which tend to be highly varied and 
difficult to measure accurately, and adding to the uncertainty of the kr values so 
obtained. 
 
Figure  4-2: Unsteady-state coreflood experiment. 
 
In implicit or parameter estimation computations (Bard, 1974), relative permeability 
values are estimated in an optimization manner so that the difference between the 
measured and simulated values is minimized.  To use this approach, a functional form 
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containing tuning parameters is selected to represent each phase kr. Matching the 
experimental data is  then attempted repeatedly by changing these coefficients until the 
closest match is obtained. 
This method was originally proposed for estimating two-phase kr curves by Kerig and 
Watson (1986) and then extended to three-phase flow by Mejia et al. (1996).  They used 
gradient methods, such as that of Levenberg-Marquardt (1963), to find appropriate 
values of the coefficients for relative permeability functions.  This approach is easily 
applicable to two-phase relative permeability calculations and can converge to solution 
relatively quickly, whereas in the case of three-phase flow, where more tuning 
parameters are involved, the process would be more complicated.  For those complex 
problems which involve many unknown coefficients, the minimization of an objective 
error function is more complex and can encounter a number of local minima, resulting 
in spurious answers.  Utilizing a gradient method for finding lowest value of such 
objective functions can encounter divergence problems.  However, by implementing the 
stochastic approach used in this study, e.g. by application of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
(Holland, 1975), the minimum value of the objective error function can easily be 
captured by repeated random selection of unknown coefficients. 
A computer program was developed as an optimization tool to obtain three-phase 
relative permeability from unsteady-state displacement test results by trying to match 
the measured data using a Genetic Algorithm.  The program gives best estimates of 
three-phase relative permeability based on suitable mathematical functions defined to 
describe their dependency on phase saturations.  In this approach, no assumptions are 
made regarding the dependency of the multiphase flow functions on a specific 
saturation.  Figure  4-3 shows the schematic flow chart of our kr determination approach, 
which consists of three segments: kr functions, core flood simulator and GA 
optimization Algorithm.  The calculation starts with an initial guess for the kr functions 
as input to the core simulator.  The difference between experimental and modelling 
results, referred to as misfit (objective error function), is minimized iteratively by 
adjusting the parameters of kr functions until an error tolerance is achieved.  In this 
simulator the genetic algorithm has been used as an optimisation procedure to minimise 
the objective function and find the global minimum for the misfit.  
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Unlike the JBN method, this method takes into account the capillary forces between 
fluids.  Another important feature of this approach is that the three-phase kr of each of 
the three fluids, oil, water and gas, is assumed to depend on two saturation values.  This 
is in contrast to the intrinsic assumption made in most of the existing three-phase kr 
models (e.g. Stone), that only the intermediate wetting phase(oil) kr is a function of two 
independent saturations [i.e. kro = kro (Sw, Sg)], while wetting and non-wetting phase kr 
values are functions of their own saturations [i.e. krw = krw(Sw), krg = krg(Sg)].  This point 
is particularly important for simulation of three-phase flow in mixed-wet or weakly-wet 
systems, which are believed to be more realistic wetting conditions, representing most 
oil reservoirs, than the assumption of strongly water-wet or oil-wet systems. 
Successful GA solutions have been presented by other authors to determine two-phase 
relative permeability from coreflood experiments (Tokuda and Takahashi, 2004; Sun 
and Mohanty, 2005; Wang and Buckley, 2006).  Since the two-phase flow involves only 
one independent saturation path, i.e., the kr function in optimization processes is 
represented in terms of one saturation, finding the solution is relatively easy.  However, 
in this study we have used the modified B-Spline equation, representing any of the 
three-phase relative permeabilities as a function of two independent saturation values.  
Hence the number of unknown coefficients involved in three-phase flow is more than 
that in two-phase flow calculations.  That makes the optimization process more 
complicated and difficult to converge to solution.  An efficient mutation and crossover 
method was applied to the relative permeability function in order to successfully match 
the measured data obtained from the three-phase flow core experiments.   As far as we 
know, currently, there is no optimization or history matching software published in the 
oil industry for calculating three-phase relative permeabilities directly from unsteady-
state coreflood data. 
Detailed explanations of each parts of this approach are given below. 
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Figure  4-3: Work flow for determination of three phase kr values from unsteady state coreflood 
experiment. 
 
4.2 Theory 
The methodology presented here for estimating three-phase relative permeability 
function has been developed by extending regression-based method originally proposed 
by Kerig and Watson (1986) for two phase flow. The methodology consists of three 
principal components. First, a mathematical model (coreflood simulator in Figure  4-3) 
is chosen to represent the fluid flow through the porous medium under consideration. 
The model is adequately comprehensive to represent all the important physical effects 
within the range covered by the displacement experiments.  The second element in 
implementation of this approach is a functional representation for relative permeability 
curves that need to be estimated and the third element is an optimization tool which is 
utilized to minimize the objective function. 
4.2.1 Mathematical model (Coreflood Simulator) 
Using the continuity equation for immiscible flow of each phase through porous media 
combined with the Darcy flow equation as momentum term, and the capillary pressure 
functions we will have the following equations: 
( )
.
ri i
i i
i
kk SP q
t
φ
µ
  ∂∇ ∇ = +  ∂ 
           i=oil, gas, water  4.2 
ogcgo PPP −=  ,  wocow PPP −=  ,   1=++ gwo SSS   4.3 
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Where kri, µi, Pi, qi, Si, are relative permeability, viscosity, pressure, injection or 
production rate and saturation of phase i, respectively.  k, t and φ  are permeability, time 
and porosity, respectively. 
Since pressure and temperature variations within the core under the coreflood 
conditions are relatively small, all compressibility effects of rock and fluids or 
compositional variations of the fluids or changes in the IFT, within the core have been 
neglected and the flows of three-phase are fully immiscible.  Single point upstream 
weighting was used to approximate the mobility terms (i.e., terms involving kr) to avoid 
numerical problems.  The constant rate at the inlet and outlet of the core are two 
essential boundary conditions utilized in solving the fluid flow equation. 
Because in our experiments the core is placed horizontally and the diameter of the core 
is small against the length, the fluid flow in Y and Z direction is negligible (Figure  4-4).  
For simulation of three-phase flow in horizontal coreflood experiment, equation  4.3 
should be written for oil, water and gas in X direction (horizontal direction) under 
immiscible condition.  The finite difference method is implemented to implicitly solve 
these sets of coupled, nonlinear partial differential equations (Aziz and Settari, 1979).  
By solving equation  4.2 the saturation and pressure profile of the different fluids versus 
time for various grid blocks are obtained.  However, the saturation profile data resulted 
from equation  4.2 is employed to estimate the cumulative fluid production out of the 
core using volumetric material balance calculation.  Also, the pressure drop across the 
core is easily calculated utilizing the pressure profile data along the core. 
 
 
Figure  4-4: Cartesian core gridding in X direction 
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4.2.2 Relative permeability function 
In general, for the case of three-phase flow, there are three relative permeability 
functions (kro, krg & krw) to be estimated.  These are each a function of two independent 
saturations, hence each function represents a three dimension surface in terms of two 
saturations.  To apply the optimisation method the unknown functions must be 
represented with a finite number of parameters.  The larger the number of such 
parameters the more exponentially difficult will the achievement of the solution be. 
Since in two-phase flow there is only one independent variable (saturation) for each 
phase, the problem can relatively easily be solved by application of B-spline method 
with accurate results.   This approach  has been extended to the three-phase case 
representing the flow functions using two-dimensional B-spline (Shumaker, 1981; 
Mejia et al., 1996) relative permeability function, which is given by: 
∑∑
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Where m and n are Spline orders and number of knots, respectively and i lka ,  are 
unknown coefficients which should be estimated.  The function ),,,(
,
III
IIIlk yySSB is 
the B-spline basic function determined by the spline orders (m and n) and extended 
partition vectors, iy .  Directions I and II can be along any two saturation axes.  
Saturation coordinates IS  and  IIS  are selected in such a way that the produced relative 
permeabilities are monotonic functions of their respective saturations. For example, oil 
relative permeability needs to be represented by water and gas saturation planes, 
because by keeping one of these two saturations constant and increasing the other one, 
the oil saturation would definitely decreases and thus oil relative permeability would 
also decrease, and vice versa. 
A key advantage of Spline function is the degree of control.  In other words many 
different shapes of relative permeability curves can be easily provided by these 
functions using a few knots.  We used a quadratic B-Spline function (n=3) with one 
interior knot (m=1) in each coordinate, so the oil, water and gas kr functions can be 
introduced as follows: 
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The optimization process can be made more efficient by imposing constrains on the 
estimated values of the coefficients ( i lka , ).  For example, relative permeability of each 
phase is taken to be monotonic with respect to saturation and limited between zero and 
one. The mathematical expressions of these constraints are as follows: 
0 1 0 1
rl lk for S≤ ≤ ≤ ≤   4.8 
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The unknown parameters in the Spline functions are selected in such a way that the 
above criteria are met. Based on the order of the Spline function, the number of knots 
and the above constraints, an unknown vector for each function is given by the 
following matrix: 
11 12 13 14
21 22 23
31 32
41
, , ,
, , , 0
, , 0, 0
, 0 , 0, 0
a a a a
a a a
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β
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  4.10 
The extended version of equation  4.4 for a two-phase oil relative permeability are given 
in equation  4.11 to  4.14. 
1 1,2 2 2,2 3 3,2 4 4,2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ro o o o o ok S a B S a B S a B S a B S= + + +   4.11 
,0 1( ) 1i o i iB S if t t t += ≤ <  
,0 ( ) 0i oB S otherwise=  
 4.12 
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where a1, a2, a3 and a4 are unknown variables that should be tuned in the optimization 
process. 
Table  4-1 demonstrates an example of three-phase oil relative permeability as a function 
of water and gas saturation, generated by equation  4.5.  Also, the surface plot of three-
phase oil relative permeability data provided in Table  4-1 is presented in Figure  4-5. 
 
Table  4-1: An example of three-phase oil relative permeability as function of water and gas 
saturation generated by equation  4.5. 
 
 
Figure  4-5: 3-D plot of three-phase oil relative permeability data (Table  4-1) as a function of 
water and gas saturation. 
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4.2.3 Estimation procedure 
The determination of the coefficient within the B-Spline representations are carried out 
by solving a minimization problem using Genetic algorithm.  An objective function is 
formulated as a weighted sum of squared difference between the measured data and 
corresponding values calculated from mathematical model of the experiment: 
( ) ( ) ( )TJ Y F W Y Fβ β β   = − −   
   
  4.15 
Where β  is the matrix of unknowns given in equation  4.10, Y is a vector of data 
measured in the experiment and ( )F β are the corresponding value calculated with the 
mathematical model of the experiment.  The weighting factor matrix W is selected 
according to statistical criteria so that, with an appropriate choice of a mathematical 
model and unknown coefficients ( i lka , ), maximum-likelihood estimates are obtained.  
Generally, it can be taken to be a diagonal matrix with entries equal to the inverse of the 
estimated variances of data measured errors. 
Before giving an overview of the GA implementation, a glossary of the GA terms used 
in our methodology is provided here: 
Individual (chromosomes): refer to a possible solution of the problem. In our case, a set 
of oil, water and gas relative permeability are considered as a chromosome. 
Genes: Refer to a single element of an individual. Each coefficient in the B-Spline 
function is considered as a gene. 
Population or generation: is a group of individuals at any time step of the evolution. 
The population size refers to the number of individuals in a population. 
The executive procedure of the GA used in our work is illustrated in Figure  4-9 and can 
be explained as follows: 
1. Generate a random population of n chromosomes (suitable solutions for the problem). 
By using equations  4.5 to  4.7, choosing random values for ijka  and considering 
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constrains presented by equation  4.8 and  4.9, n individual of relative permeabilities will 
be created. 
 2. Core flood simulation is run for each set of chromosomes and the misfit value 
between experimental and simulated data of each Individual is calculated. 
3. Select two parent chromosomes from a population according to their fitness (the 
better the fitness, the bigger the chance of being selected).  
4. Crossover is one of the reproduction operations. Two selected individuals exchange 
their genes to generate a new individual (Chromosome). One crossover point is then 
selected from the beginning of the chromosome to the crossover point and is copied 
from one parent and the rest is copied from the second parent.  For instance, the 
chromosomes A and B as given in Figure  4-6 are two selected chromosome from the 
population. 
                                  Chromosome A:                                   Chromosome B:    
         ,        
   Figure  4-6: Two selected chromosome A and B from population. 
Then new offspring can be obtained using following equation: 
 
New offspring = )()1()( BChromAChrom ×−+× λλ   4.16 
Where λ  is crossover probability which can be chosen as a random value between 0 
and 1.  Based on Figure  4-6 and equation  4.16 the new offspring for the given crossover 
point is shown in Figure  4-7. 
 
Figure  4-7: New offspring for the given crossover point. 
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5. Having performed crossover, the mutation must be done. This is to prevent all 
solutions of the population falling into a local optimum of the solved problem. Mutation 
randomly changes the new offspring. For example, one of the parameters in the new 
offspring can be changed slightly by altering a few of its B-Spline coefficients (Figure 
 4-8). 
 
Figure  4-8: Mutation operation on new offspring. 
 
6. Accepting: The new misfit value obtained by running the simulator with the new 
mutated offspring should be compared with other misfits in the population. If the new 
misfit value is less than the maximum misfit in the population, then the new offspring 
would be placed in the population and the one with the highest misfit value will be 
withdrawn from the population list. 
This loop (Step3 to 6) will be repeated until a satisfactory misfit is achieved. 
Software named 3RPSim was developed based on the aforementioned methodology in 
order to determine three-phase relative permeability from unsteady-state coreflood 
experiment.  A quick demonstration of this software is given in appendix A. 
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Figure  4-9: Flowchart of implementation of the Genetic Algorithm 
 
4.3 Verification of the algorithm 
To validate the integrity of our Algorithm and the program, two sets of three-phase kr 
values (Oak, 1991) were used in simulation of the unsteady state coreflood experiment.   
Oak (1991) used a Berea sandstone core with the permeability of 1010 mD and 310 mD 
with intermediate wettability for measuring relative permeabilities.  
Two gas injection coreflood displacement experiments using Oak data were 
synthetically designed by the black oil reservoir simulator, Elipse100, to generate fluid 
production and pressure data.  In the first experiment, gas was injected at 200 cm3/h into 
the 1010 mD core, with an initial saturation of 50% oil and 50% water.  A total of 68 
PV (pore volume) of gas was injected into the core.  The second gas injection was 
performed on the 310mD core with the same length, which was initially saturated with 
45% water, 10% gas and 45% oil.  The rate of injection was selected at 200 cm3/h and a 
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total of around 100 pore volume of gas was injected into the core.  The core and fluid 
properties are provided in Table  4-2. 
 
Table  4-2: Core and fluid properties for synthetic experiment 
 
 
The data obtained from Eclipse100 by simulating the experiments including, fluid 
recovery data and the pressure drop across the core, were used as the input data for my 
history matching software to back-calculate the oil, water and gas relative permeability 
values by matching with the data obtained from Genetic Algorithm (GA). The GA 
started with 20 populations, then crossover and mutation took place via 800 iterations to 
reach a global minimum value of the misfit.  Both experiments were successfully 
matched with the observed data.  The comparison between relative permeability 
resulting from the history matching process and real relative permeability entered into 
Eclipse are given below. 
4.3.1 Results of first gas injection 
The production of each fluid and its corresponding pressure drop across the core for 
both the measured (simulated) and the history matched results of the first gas injection 
test are shown in Figure  4-10 and Figure  4-11, respectively.  As can be seen, there are 
good agreements between the simulated and the history matched data (i.e. fluid 
recoveries, pressure drop).  The kr values estimated from history matching of the 
displacement experiment are relevant in the vicinity of the saturation trajectory in which 
the experiment occurred. In other words, those saturation ranges where the flow and 
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displacements occurred have more reliable kr values compared to kr values obtained for 
saturations outside that range. 
A comparison of the experimentally derived and estimated kro versus oil saturation for 
the experimental saturation path (Figure  4-12) is shown in Figure  4-13.  Similarly, 
Figure  4-14 depicts three-phase water relative permeability versus water saturation. 
Comparison of the three-phase krg versus gas saturation is presented in Figure  4-15. As 
can be seen, in all cases there is a satisfactory match between the laboratory-derived kr 
value (Oak, 1991) and the estimated values resulted from our history matching. 
 
 
Figure  4-10: History matched (GA) and ‘observed’ (ECLIPSE100) production vs., injected gas 
pore volume, obtained from the first gas injection test. 
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Figure  4-11: History matched (GA) and ‘observed’ (ECLIPSE100) pressure drop vs., injected 
gas pore volume across the core, obtained from the first gas injection test. 
 
 
Figure  4-12: Saturation path of the first gas injection. 
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Figure  4-13: Semi-log plot of the oil relative permeability versus oil saturation of the Oak data 
and history matching results from the first gas injection. 
 
 
Figure  4-14: Semi-log plot of the water relative permeability versus water saturation of the Oak 
data and history matching results from the first gas injection. 
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Figure  4-15: Semi-log plot of the gas relative permeability versus gas saturation of the Oak 
data and history matching results from the first gas injection. 
 
 
4.3.2 Results of second gas injection 
The second gas injection test was designed and history matched incorporating oil-water 
and oil-gas capillary pressure, given in Figure  4-16.  The results of cumulative oil, water 
and gas production versus injected pore volume, obtained from Eclipse100 and history 
matching is provided in Figure  4-17.  The corresponding pressure drop across the core 
obtained from Eclipse100 and history matching is shown in Figure  4-18.  Both figures 
demonstrate a reasonable match between observation (Eclipse100) and history matching 
results. 
Three-phase relative permeability of each phase, estimated from history matching, is 
plotted versus its own phase saturation for the range of saturation paths occurring in the 
the experiment (Figure  4-19).  In order to assess the precision of the calculated relative 
permeability data, these were compared with the real relative permeability at the same 
saturation range.  Figure  4-20 presents calculated and measured oil relative permeability 
versus oil saturation.  The water relative permeability versus water saturation estimated 
by history matching and the real data is shown in Figure  4-21.  Figure  4-22 illustrates 
gas relative permeability versus gas saturation for both calculated and observed data.  
The close match between measured and estimated relative permeability in Figure  4-20 
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to Figure  4-22 indicates a great degree of accuracy for the matching algorithm presented 
above. 
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the algorithm in reducing misfit value (difference 
between observation and simulation), we have plotted the best misfit value obtained in 
each population versus generation number for both gas injection tests, in Figure  4-23.  
As each population has 20 members and the total number of simulation runs is 1000, the 
total generation (population) number becomes 50.  However, the decreasing trend of 
misfit curves in Figure  4-23 highlights that the optimization process (genetic algorithm) 
is converging fast enough.  Furthermore, the slope of misfit curves is becoming almost 
zero toward the end, which demonstrates that performing further simulations after 
generation 50 wouldn’t more reduce the misfit value.   
 
 
Figure  4-16: Oil-water and oil-gas capillary pressure versus wetting phase saturation used in 
simulation (Eclipse100) and history matching. 
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Figure  4-17: History matched (GA) and ‘observed’ (ECLIPSE100) production vs., injected gas 
pore volume , from the second gas injection test. 
 
 
Figure  4-18: History matched (GA) and ‘observed’ (ECLIPSE100) pressure drop vs., injected 
gas pore volume across the core, obtained from the second gas injection test. 
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Figure  4-19: Saturation path of the second gas injection. 
 
 
 
Figure  4-20: Semi-log plot of the oil relative permeability versus oil saturation of the Oak data 
and history matching results from the second gas injection. 
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Figure  4-21: Semi-log plot of the water relative permeability versus water saturation of the Oak 
data and history matching results from the second gas injection. 
 
 
Figure  4-22: Semi-log plot of the gas relative permeability versus gas saturation of the Oak 
data and history matching results from the second gas injection. 
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Figure  4-23: Best misfit value obtained in each population versus generation number for first 
and second gas injection 
 
4.4 Conclusions 
The major conclusions of this chapter are summarized as follows:  
1. A powerful tool has been developed to accurately estimate three-phase kr from 
experimentally measured production and pressure drop of unsteady-state 
coreflood displacement tests. An appropriate and flexible function was chosen 
for three-phase relative permeability, to generate maximum set of relative 
permeability curves in an optimization process to obtain results corresponding to 
the minimum error values. 
2. To overcome the limitations of most of the existing three-phase kr models, 
regarding the dependency of krw and krg on only their own saturation [ krw = 
krw(Sw), krg = krg(Sg) ], the author concentrated our efforts on three-phase krw, krg 
and kro as a function of two saturations [ krw =krw(So, Sg), krg = krg(So, Sw), kro = 
kro(Sg, Sw) ]. 
3. By applying this approach, we can overcome some of the restrictions present in 
the explicit methods (such as the JBN) which neglect capillary forces. 
4. The integrity of the presented history matching approach was successfully 
verified by employing synthetic data built by the Eclipse reservoir simulator. 
The method was also successfully used to generate three-phase kr curves by 
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history matching three-phase coreflood experiments carried out in the 
laboratory. 
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5 Chapter 5: Characterization of Three-Phase kr and Hysteresis 
Effect in WAG Process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Characterization of Three-Phase kr and Hysteresis effect 
in the WAG Process  
In this section, the results of history matching of fluid production and pressures 
obtained from various displacement experiments using our in-house software described 
in the previous section are first reported.  Then, the trend of relative permeability curves 
and hysteresis effect between various cycles under different wettability conditions, are 
discussed.  Since the non-wetting trapped saturation plays a significant role in 
hysteresis, the most practised trap model in literature (Land, 1968) is evaluated against 
the values measured from the WAG experiments at the end of this chapter. 
5.1 History matching results 
As reported in the previous chapter, an in-house coreflood simulator was developed in 
order to obtain relative permeability values from unsteady-state experiments by history 
matching the measured recovery and differential pressure profiles.  All cycles of WAG 
experiments given in table 2-3 have been successfully history matched using the in-
house coreflood simulator to estimate three-phase kr values corresponding to each cycle 
of these WAG experiments.  
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The interfacial tension between oil and gas is very small, which causes negligible 
capillary pressure for an oil/gas system, and hence the behaviour of capillary forces 
between oil and water (Pcow) at three-phase flow condition approaches the Pcow under 
two-phase flow circumstances.  Therefore, for history matching of WAG experiments, 
the two-phase oil/water capillary pressure (Figure  2-11 and Figure  2-12) has been 
employed as an approximation for three-phase capillary pressure.    
The results of the history matching of coreflood tests are given below. 
5.1.1 1000mD-MW 
Figure  5-1 demonstrates the comparison between experimental and history matched 
cumulative oil production as a fraction of residual oil saturation, Sorw (remaining oil 
after 1st water flooding) versus cumulative injected pore volume obtained from WAG 
injection into the 1000mD-WW core.  It should be noted that the first water flooding of 
all WAG experiments has  been conducted under two-phase flow (oil-water) conditions.  
The corresponding cumulative pore volumes (PV) of water and gas production and 
pressure drop across the core versus cumulative injected PV for all cycles are presented 
in Figure  5-2 to Figure  5-4.  The notation G1, W2 and G2, distinguished by the dashed 
lines in Figure  5-1 to Figure  5-4 refer to results obtained from first gas injection, second 
water injection and second gas injection, respectively.  The production and pressure 
drop results obtained from history matching show good agreement with the equivalent 
measured data.  The optimization process for history matching of this WAG experiment 
took place in around 200 iterations, using the values of 1 and 0.1 as weight factors for 
production and pressure drop, respectively, in the objective function.  
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Figure  5-1: Cumulative oil production as a fraction of Sorw (saturation of the remaining oil after 
first water injection) versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 1000mD-MW core, 
experimental and history matched data. 
 
 
Figure  5-2: Cumulative water production versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 
1000mD-MW core, experimental and history matched data.. 
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Figure  5-3: Cumulative gas versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 1000mD-MW core, 
experimental and history matched data. 
 
 
Figure  5-4: Pressure drop across the core versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 
1000mD-MW core, experimental and history matched data. 
 
5.1.2 65mD-WW 
History matching of the WAG experiment through the 65mD water-wet core was 
successfully implemented in about 700 iterations, utilizing the values of 1 and 0.01 as 
the weighting factors for production and pressure, respectively, in the objective 
functions.  The cumulative oil production as a fraction of Sorw versus cumulative 
injected pore volume resulted from history matching and experiment is shown in Figure 
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 5-5.  The corresponding cumulative water and gas production and pressure drop across 
the core are shown in Figure  5-6 to Figure  5-8.  In Figure  5-5 to Figure  5-8, G1 stands 
for the first gas injection, G2 denotes the second gas injection, and so forth.  The close 
match between the simulation and observed data obtained via the optimization process 
demonstrates that the estimated relative permeabilities are very well represented by the 
fluid flow functions in the 65mD water-wet core. 
 
 
Figure  5-5: Cumulative oil production as a fraction of Sorw (saturation of the remaining oil after 
first water injection) versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 65mD-WW core, 
experimental and history matched data. 
 
 
Figure  5-6: Cumulative water production versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 
65mD-WW core, experimental and history matched data. 
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Figure  5-7: Cumulative gas production versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 65mD-
WW core, experimental and history matched data. 
 
 
Figure  5-8: Pressure drop across the core versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 
65mD-WW core, experimental and history matched data. 
 
5.1.3 65mD-MW 
The history matching of the WAG experiment of the 65mD mixed-wet core was 
implemented in approximate 1000 iterations while using the values of 0.1 and 0.01 as 
the weight factors of production and pressure data in the objective functions.  The 
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comparisons between history matching and experimental observations for oil, water and 
gas recoveries and pressure drop profile are shown in Figure  5-9 to Figure  5-12. 
A comparison between the number of iterations for the optimization processes of the 
WAG experiments in 1000mD-MW and 65mD-MW reveals that the history matching 
of lower permeability core-test is much more difficult than that of the rock of higher 
permeability.  Moreover, the number of iterations in history matching of a WAG test in 
the 65mD mixed-wet-core is greater than that in the 65 mD water-wet-core, which 
highlights the fact that the fluid flow in mixed-wet porous media would be more 
complex than that in a water-wet system. 
 
 
Figure  5-9: Cumulative oil production as fraction of Sorw (saturation of the remaining oil after 
first water injection) versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 65mD-MW core, 
experimental and history matched data. 
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Figure  5-10: Cumulative water production versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 
65mD-MW core, experimental and history matched data. 
 
 
 
Figure  5-11: Cumulative gas production versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 
65mD-MW core, experimental and history matched data. 
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Figure  5-12: Pressure drop across the core versus cumulative pore volume injected into the 
65mD-MW core, experimental and history matched data. 
 
5.2 Three-phase relative permeabilities 
The corresponding three-phase relative permeability values estimated from the history 
matching of the various WAG experiments are reported in this section.  The relative 
permeabilities are plotted against the saturation path in Figures 2-2 to 2-4.   The impact 
of hysteresis and wettability, and the comparison between two-phase and three-phase 
relative permeability are discussed here.    
 
5.2.1 Hysteresis 
Hysteresis refers to irreversibility or path dependence.  The previous studies have 
reported two kinds of hysteresis effects taking place in the relative permeability data.  
The first is the traditional hysteresis effect attributed to the reversing of the saturation 
changes from increasing to decreasing or vice versa (i.e. imbibition to drainage or 
drainage to imbibition).  This hysteresis effect has been investigated and modelled 
widely in two-phase and rarely in three-phase relative permeability (Land, 1968; 
Killough, 1976; Baker, 1988; Eleri et al., 1995a; Larsen and Skauge, 1998; Egermann et 
al., 2000; Element et al., 2003).  The second kind of hysteresis effect in relative 
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permeability occurs between two consecutive injections in the scenario when they are 
carried out in the same direction (Eleri et al., 1995a; Larsen and Skauge, 1998; Spiteri 
and Juanes, 2004).  For instance, the significant discrepancy between krg of the different 
gas injections performed in alternation with the water injection arises from this kind of 
hysteresis.  In this work, the first hysteresis effect refers to the conventional hysteresis 
and the second refers to the cyclic hysteresis.  Here, we investigate both cyclic and 
conventional hysteresis in relative permeability occurring during WAG processes.     
 
Cyclic hysteresis in gas relative permeability 
Figure  5-13 to Figure  5-15 show gas relative permeability versus gas saturation 
obtained from gas injection into the three different cores of 1000mD-MW, 65mD-WW 
and 65mD-MW.  Advancing gas within the core increases the gas mobility. However, 
as shown in these figures, when gas injection follows a water injection cycle, its relative 
permeability curve does not follow the trend of the previous gas cycle.  In other words, 
comparing krg of the 1st gas with 2nd gas  reveals that gas relative permeability of the  2nd 
gas has a lower value than that of the  1st gas, at the same gas saturation (Sg).  This trend 
is also observed between 2nd and 3rd gas injections in Figure  5-14 and Figure  5-15.  This 
behaviour is observed in the WAG injection of all the three cores.   The reason is that 
any water injection performed prior to the gas injection traps some amount of the 
mobile gas, rendering it immobile in the core.  Such trapped (non-wetting) gas will not 
contribute towards the mobility of the new total injected gas. In other words, every new 
gas injection cycle following a water injection cycle commences with higher amount of 
immobile gas, which reduces the mobility of the total in-situ gas.  As illustrated in 
Figure  5-13 and Figure  5-15, the gap between the krg curve of the 2nd and 3rd cycles is 
less than that between the 1st and 2nd cycles.  Thus, we notice that the difference 
between subsequent pairs of krg curves diminishes continually because the rate of 
increasing trapped gas in the system reduces.  Comparison of krg of the water-wet core 
with that of the mixed-wet core (both 65mD) (Figure  5-14 and Figure  5-15) reveals that 
cyclic hysteresis of krg for the water-wet system is more pronounced than that in the 
mixed-wet system.  One important conclusion that can be drawn from these results is 
that one should expect the gas injectivity to significantly reduce as the WAG injection 
proceeds. 
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Gas relative permeability versus gas saturation obtained from the second and the third 
water injection cycles through 65mD-WW and 65mD-MW cores  is shown in Figure 
 5-16 and Figure  5-17, respectively.  It is noted that as water advances within the porous 
media, it reduces the saturation of the gas and therefore its mobility.  These Figures 
demonstrate a slight hysteresis effect of krg between the 2nd and 3rd water injections, 
which is much less than the hysteresis during gas injection observed in Figure  5-13 and 
Figure  5-15.  As can be seen, in Figure  5-16 and Figure  5-17,  krg of the 3rd water 
injection is horizontally shifted to the higher gas saturation (right hand side) against the 
krg of the 2nd water injection, such that both curves are the almost parallel.  The reason is 
that during the water flooding process the amount of instant gas saturation inside the 
core is composed of two elements, flowing gas (Sgf) and trapped gas (Sgt) as follows: 
g gf gtS S S= +   5.1 
in which only the flowing gas saturation contributes to the gas mobility.  Hence, the 
same value for krg can occur at   different gas saturations for the 2nd and 3rd water 
injections because their flowing gas saturation is the same.    
Larsen (1998) and Spiter (2004) have also reported a hysteresis effect in gas relative 
permeability during successive gas injections which follow water injection cycles.  
Larsen and Skauge (1998) proposed a numerical model to reproduce qualitatively 
hysteresis behaviour in the gas phase.  This model uses different scanning curves for 
increasing and decreasing gas saturation.  A scanning curve for decreasing gas 
saturation is calculated from the scanning curve for increasing gas saturation in the 
same hysteresis loop.  The main feature of this model is reduction of gas mobility 
during the hysteresis loop, in presence of increasing water saturation.   
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Figure  5-13: Gas relative permeability versus gas saturation, obtained from two gas injection 
cycles, with intermediate water injection, 1000mD-MW core. 
 
 
Figure  5-14: Gas relative permeability versus gas saturation, obtained from three gas injection 
cycles, with intermediate water injections, 65mD-WW core. 
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Figure  5-15: Gas relative permeability versus gas saturation, obtained from three gas injection 
cycles, with intermediate water injections, 65mD-MW core. 
 
 
 
Figure  5-16: Gas relative permeability versus gas saturation, obtained from 2nd and 3rd water 
injections, with intermediate gas injection, 65mD-WW core. 
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Figure  5-17: Gas relative permeability versus gas saturation, obtained from 2nd and 3rd water 
injections, with intermediate gas injection, 65mD-MW core. 
 
Conventional hysteresis in gas relative permeability 
Semi-log plots of gas relative permeability versus gas saturation, obtained from 
different water and gas injection cycles through 1000mD-MW, 65mD-WW, and 65mD-
MW cores are shown in Figure  5-18 to Figure  5-20.  In all the figures, krg of the second 
water injection is less than that of the first gas injection, but this trend is not seen in 
comparing krg of the second gas and third water injection in Figure  5-19 and Figure 
 5-20.  In other words, no chronological relationship is observed between krg of the gas 
injection and krg of the following water injection.  However, this finding somewhat 
contradicts the hysteresis models previously proposed for two-phase (Killough, 1976; 
Carlson, 1981) and three-phase relative permeability (Larsen and Skauge, 1998), which 
assumed that the krg of imbibitions process (water injection) is less than that of the 
former drainage process (gas injection). 
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Figure  5-18: Semi-log plot of gas relative permeability versus gas saturation, obtained from 
successive water and gas injection 1000mD-MW core. 
 
 
Figure  5-19: Semi-log plot of gas relative permeability versus gas saturation, obtained from 
successive water and gas injection, 65mD-WW core. 
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Figure  5-20: Semi-log plot of gas relative permeability versus gas saturation, obtained from 
successive water and gas injection, 65mD-MW core. 
 
 
Cyclic hysteresis in water relative permeability 
Water relative permeability for the various gas injection cycles in 1000mD-MW, 65mD-
WW and 65mD-MW rocks is shown in Figure  5-22, Figure  5-23 and Figure  5-24, 
respectively.  As the gas advances forward in the gas injection process, it displaces the 
water phase in porous media which consequently reduces the water mobility.  The 
negligible difference between krw of the various gas injections in the mixed wet systems 
(Figure  5-22 and Figure  5-24) demonstrates insignificant cyclic hysteresis in water 
relative permeability during gas injections.  This underlines the fact that in the mixed 
wet rocks, three-phase water relative permeability obtained from the first gas injection 
can be employed for simulation of the successive gas injection that follows a water 
injection cycle.  However the results of the water-wet core (Figure  5-23) indicate that 
krw is reduced by performing successive gas injections, which is attributable to the 
increase of trapped gas saturation.  Figure  5-21 presents a gas injection into a schematic 
pore throat occupied by the mobile water and trapped gas obtained from former water 
injection.  As can be seen, the higher amount of trapped gas can further restrict the flow 
of water inside the pore and accordingly decreases the relative permeability of the 
water.      
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Figure  5-21: Schematic picture of a pore filled by water and trapped gas which is displaced by 
gas flooding. 
 
Eleri et al. (1995a) performed some unsteady state coreflood experiments in a water wet 
Clashach core to calculate three-phase oil, water and gas relative permeabilities.  The 
results showed that water relative permeability is saturation history dependent, during 
consecutive gas injection that follows water injection.  In other words, successive gas 
injection reduces water relative permeability at the same water saturation, which is in 
line with our observation.   
The water relative permeabilities obtained from the second and third water injection into 
65mD-WW and 65mD-MW core are plotted versus water saturation, in Figure  5-25 and 
Figure  5-26, respectively.  The krw of the water-wet core does not  exhibit a 
considerable hysteresis effect, whereas the mixed-wet core shows slight hysteresis, in 
which the krw of the 3rd water injection is greater than that of the 2nd.  This may indicate 
a slight increase in the water injectivity with the subsequent water injection in the WAG 
process under mixed-wet conditions.  In the mixed-wet system the intermediate pores 
are oil-wet and occupied by the oil phase.  The successive water injection displaces oil 
from oil-wet pores toward the outlet of the core; hence, at the higher injection cycles 
more oil-wet pores are occupied by the water.  In other words, the further the water 
injection cycle prgresses, the more oil-wet pores are invaded by the water.  The flow of 
water in the oil-wet pores is better than that in the water-wet pores, due to less tendency 
of water to attracted towards the pore surface , and hence, the mobility of water in the 
oil-wet pores is greater than that in the water-wet pores.  Based on the above 
explanation and what is shown in Figure  5-26, the krw of the 3rd water is higher than that 
of the 2nd water because in the 3rd water injection, more oil-wet pores are contributing to 
the flow of water, compared to the 2nd water injection.  
Skauge and Larsen (1994)  conducted some unsteady-state WAG experiments into the 
water-wet, oil-wet and intermediate sandstone rock, to measure three-phase relative 
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permeability of different mobile phases.  The water-wet results showed a slight 
tendency to hysteresis in the water relative permeability whereas krw in oil-wet and 
mixed-wet core showed substantial hysteresis and dependence on the saturation history, 
in which krw decreases with subsequent water injection.  This latter finding of Skauge 
and Larsen (1994) for a  mixed-wet system is in contradiction to the krw of the mixed 
wet system (Figure  5-26) obtained in this research. 
 
 
Figure  5-22: Water relative permeability versus water saturation, obtained from two gas 
injection cycles with an intermediate water-injection, 1000mD-MW core. 
 
 
Figure  5-23: Water relative permeability versus water saturation, obtained from three gas 
injection cycles with intermediate water injection, 65mD-WW core. 
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Figure  5-24: Water relative permeability versus gas saturation, obtained from three gas 
injection cycles with intermediate water injection, 65mD-MW core. 
 
 
 
Figure  5-25: Water relative permeability versus water saturation, obtained from 2nd and 3rd 
water injections with an intermediate gas injection, 65mD-WW core. 
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Figure  5-26: Water relative permeability versus water saturation, obtained from 2nd and 3rd 
water injections with an intermediate gas injection, 65mD-MW core. 
 
Conventional hysteresis in water relative permeability 
Figure  5-27, Figure  5-28 and Figure  5-29 show semi-log plot of the water relative 
permeability versus water saturation obtained from consecutive water and gas injection 
into 1000mD-MW, 65mD-WW and 65mD-MW cores.  The results of both mixed wet 
rocks (Figure  5-27 and Figure  5-29) depict that krw of the water injection is slightly 
higher than that of the gas injection, which is supported by the existing hysteresis model 
(Killough, 1976),  whereas krw of 65mD-WW core demonstrates an opposite tendency, 
in which water relative permeabilities of the water injection cycles are less than those of 
gas injection cycles.   
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Figure  5-27: Semi-log plot of water relative permeability versus water saturation, obtained 
from successive water and gas injection, 1000mD-MW core. 
 
 
Figure  5-28: Semi-log plot of water relative permeability versus water saturation, obtained 
from successive water and gas injection, 65mD-WW core. 
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Figure  5-29: Semi-log plot of water relative permeability versus water saturation, obtained 
from successive water and gas injection, 65mD-MW core. 
 
Cyclic hysteresis in oil relative permeability 
Semi-log plot of the oil relative permeability versus oil saturation for various gas 
injection cycles through 1000mD-MW, 65mD-WW and 65mD-MW cores are given in 
Figure  5-30, Figure  5-31 and Figure  5-32, respectively.  As the gas advances in porous 
media, it displaces the oil and henceforth reduces the oil relative permeability.  As 
shown in all the three Figures, insignificant hysteresis effects are observed in the oil 
relative permeability during different gas injection periods.  
Semi-log plot of the oil relative permeability versus oil saturation for 2nd and 3rd water 
injection cycles into 65mD-WW and 65mD-MW cores are exhibited in Figure  5-33 and 
Figure  5-34, respectively.  The water-wet core depicts much more hysteresis effect than 
the mixed wet core.  Hysteresis in the oil relative permeability during water injection is 
attributed to the trapped oil saturation attained by increasing water in the porous 
medium.  The fluid saturation values of both the water-wet and the mixed-wet cores 
demonstrate that the trapped hydrocarbon (oil + gas) saturation remains constant during 
various water injection periods.  Since the trapped gas saturation continually increases 
by cyclic water and gas injection, the immobile oil saturation reduces successively.  
Therefore, the residual oil reached by 3rd water injection is less than that by 2nd water 
which influences kro positively as shown in Figure  5-33 and Figure  5-34.  This 
mechanism is similar to what described for gas relative permeability (equation  5.1) 
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stating that increasing trapped gas saturation in the subsequent water injection shifts the 
krg curve horizontally to the higher gas saturation for the each water cycle compare to 
the former one. While in the oil phase because of decreasing immobile oil (residual oil) 
the kro of 3rd water injection moves to the lower oil saturation (left hand side) against the 
2nd water injection. 
 
 
Figure  5-30: Semi-log plot of oil relative permeability versus oil saturation, obtained from two 
gas injection cycles, with intermediate water injection, through 1000mD-MW core. 
 
 
 
Figure  5-31: Semi-log plot of oil relative permeability versus oil saturation, obtained from three 
gas injection cycles, with intermediate water injection, through 65mD-WW core. 
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Figure  5-32: Semi-log plot of oil relative permeability versus oil saturation, obtained from three 
gas injection cycles, with intermediate water injection, through 65mD-MW core. 
 
 
Figure  5-33: Semi-log plot of oil relative permeability versus oil saturation, obtained from 2nd 
and 3rd water injection cycles, with intermediate gas injection, through 65mD-WW core. 
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Figure  5-34: Semi-log plot of oil relative permeability versus oil saturation, obtained from 2nd 
and 3rd water injection cycles, with intermediate gas injection, through 65mD-MW core. 
 
Conventional hysteresis in oil relative permeability 
Oil relative permeability versus oil saturation, obtained from water alternating gas 
injection into 1000mD-MW, 65mD-WW and 65mD-MW are plotted in Figure  5-35 to 
Figure  5-37.  The corollaries of the mixed-wet cores i.e. 1000mD-MW and 65mD-MW 
(Figure  5-35 to Figure  5-37) reveal that kro of the water injection cycles is less than that 
of the gas injection cycles,  whilst the results for the water-wet core (Figure  5-36) 
indicate that the kro of water injections is significantly greater than the kro of gas cycles.  
In fact, this conclusion highlights the impact of wettability on the sequence of oil 
relative permeability curves throughout water alternating gas injection.  An 
inappropriate incorporation of oil hysteresis in a numerical reservoir simulator may lead 
to a substantial error in the oil recovery forecast.  However, to the author's best 
knowledge, no model has yet been developed to capture the hysteresis effect in oil 
relative permeability during WAG injection. 
The relative permeability results of the WAG experiment published in the literature 
(Skauge and Larsen, 1994) confirm that kro in water-wet and oil-wet cores undergos 
only minor change with saturation history, whilst kro in mixed-wet systems shows 
strong variation with process and sequence, such that the oil relative permeability of 
primary gas injection is higher than that of secondary water flooding.  This latter 
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conclusion was confirmed by our kro observation obtained from WAG tests at the 
mixed-wet conditions (Figure  5-35 to Figure  5-37). 
Comparing kro of gas injections with that of the water injection cycles in all the WAG 
experiments (Figure  5-35 to Figure  5-37) indicates that kro data during gas injections 
have a less steep compared to kro during water injections.  This trend confirms the 
mechanism of the flow of connected oil-film at the low oil saturation by near-miscible 
gas injection, which has already been observed in the coreflood and micromodel 
experiments (Sohrabi et al., 2007; Sohrabi et al., 2008a; Sohrabi et al., 2008b; Fatemi et 
al., 2011).        
 
 
Figure  5-35: Semi-log plot of oil relative permeability versus oil saturation, obtained from 
successive water and gas injection, 1000mD-MW core. 
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Figure  5-36: Semi-log plot of oil relative permeability versus oil saturation, obtained from 
successive water and gas injection, 65mD-WW core. 
 
 
 
Figure  5-37: Semi-log plot of oil relative permeability versus oil saturation, obtained from 
successive water and gas injection, 65mD-MW core. 
 
5.2.2 Water-wet versus mixed-wet 
Rock wettability has a strong impact on the fluid distribution and mobility of the 
immiscible phases in the porous media.  Many efforts have been directed towards 
finding an appropriate relationship between fluid flow functions under different 
wettability conditions (Skauge and Aarra, 1993; Vizika and Lombard, 1996; DiCarlo et 
al., 1998; Hwang et al., 2006; Cinar et al., 2007).  However, it is crucial to perform 
coreflood experiments under conditions close to the actual reservoir wettability. 
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Here, a comparison is made between three-phase relative permeabilities obtained from 
65mD-WW and 65mD-MW cores to demonstrate the impact of rock wettability on 
relative permeability.  In order to make a sensible comparison between water-wet and 
mixed-wet system, relative permeability data of those experiments performed in the 
same direction (e.g. gas injection or water injection) and having  a closer saturation 
range to each other are selected. 
Figure  5-38 shows the three-phase krg versus gas saturation resulting from the 1st gas 
injection in 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet cores.  As we would expect, the krg of 
water-wet and mixed-wet cores are relatively close to each other, because the gas phase 
in both wettability conditions acts as the non-wetting phase.  That is, the impact of 
wettability on the gas mobility is very minimal.  
Figure  5-39 presents the three-phase krw versus water saturation, obtained from the 
second water injection into the 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet cores.  The difference 
between krw of the water-wet and that of the mixed-wet systems underlines the 
extensive role of wettability in influencing flow of water in the presence of oil and gas 
in porous media.  Since water has a stronger affinity towards the pore surface in water-
wet rock than in the mixed-wet rock, it is much harder for the water to flow in water-
wet pores than that in the mixed-wet pores.  This is reflected by larger values for water 
relative permeability in the mixed-wet core compared to that in the water-wet core, as 
shown in Figure  5-39. 
Figure  5-40 shows a semi-log plot of the three-phase kro obtained from the 3rd water 
injection into the 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet cores.  Although the absolute 
magnitude of the oil relative permeability in this example is rather low, as expected, a 
relatively large difference between kro of water-wet and that of the mixed-wet rocks 
exists.  This again demonstrates the significance of rock wettability in the flow of oil in 
multiphase flow in porous media.  Unlike the water relative permeability, which was 
smaller in water-wet core than in mixed-wet core (Figure  5-39) the oil relative 
permeability is larger in the water-wet core, as demonstrated in Figure  5-40.  This is 
attributed to the fact that, in the mixed-wet core, some pore surfaces are oil-wet whereas 
in the water-wet core all the pores are water-wet.  Therefore, the overall affinity of oil 
towards the rock in the mixed-wet core is higher than that in the water-wet core. 
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Figure  5-38: Gas relative permeability versus gas saturation, obtained from 1st gas injection 
into the 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet core. 
 
 
 
Figure  5-39: Water relative permeability versus water saturation, obtained from 2nd water 
injection into the 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet core. 
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Figure  5-40: Semi-log plot of oil relative permeability versus water saturation, obtained from 
3rd water injection into the 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet core. 
 
5.2.3 Three-phase kr versus two-phase kr 
The number of fluid phases present in the porous media significantly affects the relative 
permeability of each fluid.  While in the two-phase system (oil/water, gas/oil, and 
gas/water) there are only two principal displacement paths (i.e. when saturation of one 
phase increases, saturation of the other phase decreases or vice versa), in the case of 
three-phase there are an infinite number of different displacement paths.  This is 
because any three-phase displacement involves variation of two independent fluid 
saturations.  In general, relative permeability of two-phase system is a function of one 
fluid saturation, whereas the relative permeability of a fluid in a three-phase system is 
affected by presence of the other two fluids, thus it is a  function of two independent 
fluid saturations.  
Many attempts have been directed toward finding a representative relationship between 
two-phase and three-phase kr (Stone, 1970; Baker, 1988; Hustad and Hansen, 1995; 
Blunt, 2000).  Some of these models make the simplistic assumption that relative 
permeability of wetting phase (water) and non-wetting phase (gas) acts in the same way 
in a three-phase system as in a to-phase system.  In other words, krw and krg in three-
phase flow are assumed to be functions of their own respective saturation values.  This 
can be partly attributed to the fact that there have not been many directly measured 
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three-phase relative permeability data available, because of the associated time and 
expense needed for acquiring such data.  The comparative results of the two-phase 
against three-phase relative permeability are discussed here to assess the validity, or 
otherwise, of this assumption.  
Comparison of krgo (in two-phase system) with three-phase krg: 
Figure  5-41, Figure  5-42 and Figure  5-43 present three-phase and two-phase relative 
permeability of gas versus gas saturation for the 1000mD-MW, 65mD-WW and 65mD-
MW cores.  Both the two-phase and the three-phase kr values were obtained from 
experiments performed under similar conditions.  Two-phase krgo obtained from gas 
injection conducted into the core saturated with the oil and connate water (zero Sg) and 
three-phase krg determined from the 1st gas injection carried out into the core that was 
initially saturated with mobile water and oil left from the 1st water injection (Sorw).  The 
results of all cores (1000mD-MW, 65mD-WW, 65mD-MW) reveal relatively large 
discrepancies between the two-phase and the three-phase gas relative permeabilities, 
showing that the mobility of gas is much higher in the two-phase system than that in the 
three-phase system (for the same gas saturation).  It may be concluded that presence of 
the mobile water adversely affects three-phase gas relative permeability.  The 
explanation for this behaviour is that the gas/water interfacial tension is much higher 
than the IFT of a  gas/oil system; hence, the resistance of water against the flow of gas 
is higher than the resistance of oil.  In the two-phase gas injection process, the gas fully 
targets the oil phase whereas, in the three-phase gas flooding, the gas displaces both oil 
and water phase: therefore, the presence of water reduces the gas relative permeability.  
Moreover, the disagreement between the two-phase and three-phase krg grows at the 
higher values of Sg, because gas initially invades the larger pores occupied by the oil, 
then goes to the smaller pores filled by the water, as the gas flooding proceeds.  In other 
words, the capillary contacts between water and gas phases at the higher gas saturation 
are; more pronounced than that in the lower Sg therefore, by raising the gas saturation, 
the contribution of water in the gas mobility increases.    
The observed difference between the two-phase and the three-phase krg is more 
pronounced for the high permeability core (1000mD-MW) than that in the low 
permeability  core (65mD-MW). Also, such discrepancies are larger for water-wet core 
(65mD-WW) than those in the mixed-wet (65mD-MW) rock.  Contrary to the 
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assumption made in most existing models (Naar and Wygal, 1961; Stone, 1970; Stone, 
1973; Dietrich and Bondor, 1976) , these results demonstrate that three-phase krg  
values for all cases, including water-wet, mixed-wet, high permeability and low 
permeability rocks, are a strong function of two saturation values (oil and water) and are 
significantly different from the two-phase krgo values 
 
 
Figure  5-41: Three-phase and two-phase gas relative permeability, obtained from gas injection 
into the 1000mD-MW core. 
 
 
Figure  5-42: Three-phase and two-phase gas relative permeability, obtained from gas injection 
into the 65mD-WW core. 
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Figure  5-43: Three-phase and two-phase gas relative permeability, obtained from gas injection 
into the 65mD-MW core. 
 
Comparison of krwo in two-phase systems with three-phase krw. 
Water relative permeability under two-phase and three-phase conditions, obtained from 
water injection into the 1000mD-MW, 65mD-WW and 65mD-MW cores are shown in 
Figure  5-44, Figure  5-45 and Figure  5-46, respectively.  The two-phase water relative 
permeability (krwo) was obtained from water injection into the core saturated with the oil 
and connate water, while the three-phase krw was obtained from the 2nd water injection 
into the core that contained mobile oil, water and gas.  The results of all the three core 
tests demonstrate substantial discrepancy between the two-phase and the three-phase 
krw, in which the value of the two-phase krwo is always below that of the three-phase krw.  
Prior to the three-phase experiment, mobile water has been established inside the core, 
whereas in the two-phase water injection, there is no initial mobile water in the 
core.Ttherefore, water relative permeability for this particular three-phase water 
injection test is greater than that in the two-phase experiment.  This is in the opposite 
direction of the behaviour observed in gas relative permeability (Figure  5-41 to Figure 
 5-43,).  In another study (Shahverdi, 2011) we have shown a different relationship 
between two-phase and three-phase krw.  However, depending on the type of flooding 
process and saturation distribution in the porous media, the behaviour between two-
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phase and three-phase relative permeability may be different and a general rule 
therefore cannot t be proposed.  The main conclusion that can be drawn from these 
results is that the three-phase krw is a function of two saturation values (rather than its 
own saturation) and the assumption made in the existing models (Naar and Wygal, 
1961; Stone, 1970; Stone, 1973; Dietrich and Bondor, 1976) that three-phase krw acts 
the same as the two-phase krwo is invalid for these results. 
 
 
Figure  5-44: Three-phase and two-phase water relative permeability, obtained from water 
injection into 1000mD-WW core. 
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Figure  5-45: Three-phase and two-phase water relative permeability, obtained from water 
injection into 65mD-WW core. 
 
 
Figure  5-46: Three-phase and two-phase water relative permeability, obtained from water 
injection into 65mD-MW core. 
 
Comparison of krog in a two-phase system with three-phase kro. 
Figure  5-47 to Figure  5-49 show the two-phase oil relative permeability (krog) and the 
three-phase kro versus oil saturation, obtained from gas injection into the 1000mD-MW, 
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65mD-WW and 65mD-MW cores.  The two-phase gas injection was carried out through 
the core saturated with the oil and connate water, while the three-phase gas injection (1st 
gas of WAG) was conducted into the core that initially contained oil and mobile water.   
The results from all cores exhibit significant differences between the two-phase and the 
three-phase kro, indicating that the three-phase oil relative permeability is a function of 
two saturation values rather than its own saturation.  This large discrepancy is likely to 
be due to the difference in the displacement mechanism of oil by gas between two-phase 
and three-phase gas injection.  In the two-phase experiment, gas invades pores occupied 
by mobile oil and irreducible water whereas in the three-phase test, gas displaces 
residual oil retained by the former water flooding.  In other words, in a three-phase 
system, gas should displace residual oil  whose mobility has been significantly reduced 
by the previous water flooding, whilst in the two-phase test, gas sweeps the entire 
amount of oil in the pores.      
 
Figure  5-47: Three-phase and two-phase oil relative permeability, obtained from gas injection 
into the 1000mD-MW core. 
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Figure  5-48: Three-phase and two-phase oil relative permeability, obtained from gas injection 
into the 65mD-WW core. 
 
 
Figure  5-49: Three-phase and two-phase oil relative permeability, obtained from gas injection 
into the 65mD-MW core. 
 
5.3 Trapped gas and oil saturation 
The advancing wetting phase (water) into the porous media traps some amount of the 
non-wetting phase (oil & gas), whereby the relative permeability of the non-wetting 
fluid becomes zero at that saturation. The trapping of a phase can be characterised by 
the relationship between initial and trapped saturation, known as the capillary trapping 
curve (Holmgren and Morse, 1951; Dyes, 1954; Kyte et al., 1956; Land, 1968; Jerauld, 
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1997; Pentland, 2010).  As mentioned earlier in chapter 3, the initial stage in modelling 
of the hysteresis in relative-permeability is to predict the amount of trapped saturation 
attained by the imbibition processes. 
Extensive experimental and theoretical work has been directed toward the 
characterization of trapping of the non-wetting phase (Geffen et al., 1951; Land, 1968; 
Carlson, 1981; Chatzis et al., 1983; Jerauld, 1997; Skauge and Ottesen, 2002; Spiteri et 
al., 2008; Pentland, 2010).  The most commonly used trapping model is that proposed 
by Land (1968), which states that the difference in the reciprocal of the initial and 
trapped gas saturation are approximately constant for a given sand (Equation 3-32).  The 
constant value, named as the Land coefficient, depends on the rock wettability, pore 
structures and interfacial tension between the  fluids.  In this model, trapped gas 
saturation increases with an increase in initial gas saturation.  When the initial gas 
saturation is unity, the residual (trapped) gas saturation is the maximum.  The Land 
coefficient is traditionally determined from a water injection test into the core initially 
full saturated with the non-wetting phase. 
Here, we assess the integrity of the Land equation in predicting trapped oil and gas 
saturation throughout water injection followed by gas injection.  Table  5-1 shows initial 
and trapped oil saturation (Soi, Sot) obtained from the water injection test for various 
cores performed at two-phase oil-water conditions.  Table  5-2 shows initial and trapped 
gas saturation (Sgi, Sgt) determined from water injection through different cores, carried 
out at two-phase water-gas flow conditions.  The value of the Land coefficient for oil 
and gas are denoted by Co and Cg, respectively, calculated using the Land equation.  
 
Table  5-1: Initial and trapped oil saturation resulting from water injection test for different 
cores, performed at two-phase oil-water conditions. 
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Table  5-2: Initial and trapped gas saturation resulting from water injection test for different 
cores performed at two-phase gas-water conditions. 
 
 
Figure  5-50 presents trapped oil saturation versus initial oil saturation for 1000mD-mW 
core obtained from the Land equation and the 2nd water injection test with rock initially 
containing three mobile fluids, i.e. oil, water and gas.  As shown in this figure, the 
amount of trapped oil saturation for 2nd water injection is nearly 35% overestimated.  
The residual (trapped) oil saturation versus initial oil saturation obtained from the Land 
equation and water injection tests (2nd and 3rd) for 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet 
cores are shown in Figure  5-51 and Figure  5-52, respectively.  As can be seen in Figure 
 5-51, the trapped oil of the 2nd water injection is perfectly matched with the Land curve 
whilst the result of the 3rd water injection depicts around 18% error.  The results of the 
65mD-MW core in Figure  5-52 show a slight difference between the trapped oil 
saturation of the 2nd water injection and that of the Land prediction, while this 
difference becomes larger for the 3rd water injection, up to 30%.  The results presented 
in Figure  5-50 to Figure  5-52, in most cases reveal unsatisfactory degree of precision for 
the proportion/ fraction of trapped oil calculated by the Land model.  
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Figure  5-50: Trapped oil saturation versus initial oil saturation, obtained from the Land model 
and three-phase experiment (2nd water injection) performed on the 1000mD-MW core. 
 
 
Figure  5-51: Trapped oil saturation versus initial oil saturation, obtained from the Land model 
and three-phase experiments (2nd and 3rd water injection) performed on the 65mD-WW core. 
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Figure  5-52: Trapped oil saturation versus initial oil saturation, obtained from the Land model 
and three-phase experiments (2nd and 3rd water injection) performed on the 65mD-MW core. 
 
Figure  5-53 shows trapped gas versus initial gas saturation for the 1000mD-MW core, 
obtained from the 2nd water injection test and Land model.  The value predicted by the 
Land equation is very close to the experimental point in Figure  5-53.  Similar trends 
were observed for the 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet cores as shown in Figure  5-54 
and Figure  5-55, respectively.  The trapped gas saturation for the 65mD-WW core 
obtained from 2nd water injection shows good agreement with the Land prediction 
whereas the trapped gas of the 3rd water injection is largely underestimated (Figure 
 5-54).  Results for the 65mD mixed-wet core in Figure  5-55 illustrate significant 
inconsistency between measured and predicted trapped-gas values.  The poor 
performance of the Land model in estimating the trapped gas saturation might affect the 
end point of the gas relative-permeability curve, which could render a substantial error 
in the fluid production predicted by numerical simulators. 
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Figure  5-53: Traped gas saturation versus initial gas saturation, obtained from the Land model 
and three-phase experiment (2nd water injection) performed on the 1000mD-MW core. 
 
 
 
Figure  5-54: Trapped gas saturation versus initial gas saturation, obtained from the Land 
model and three-phase experiments (2nd and 3rd water injection) performed on the 65mD-WW 
core. 
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Figure  5-55: Trapped gas saturation versus initial gas saturation, obtained from the Land 
model and three-phase experiments (2nd and 3rd water injection) performed on the 65mD-MW 
core. 
 
Eleri et al. (1995a) demonstrated that the presence of trapped gas reduces the residual 
(trapped) oil saturation during WAG process.  Larsen and Skauge (1998) proposed a 
linear relationship between trapped gas and residual oil saturation obtained during 
imbibition cycles: 
0( ) gtom orw S gtS S aS== −   5.2 
Where 0( ) gtorw SS =  is the maximum residual oil saturation obtained during water flooding 
in the absence of gas, Sgt is the dynamic trapped gas saturation during three-phase flow 
and a is the user defined parameter employed for history matching. 
Figure  5-56, Figure  5-57 and Figure  5-58 show the residual oil saturation (Sor) versus 
trapped gas saturation (Sgt) obtained from different water injections into the 1000mD-
MW, 65mD-WW and 65mD-MW cores, respectively.  The measured data in three cores 
exhibit a linear relationship between trapped gas saturation and residual saturation, 
supporting Equation  5.2.  The tuning parameter (a) in Equation 5.1 is equal to one for 
both the 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet cores and is 1.22 for the 1000mD-MW core. 
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It should be mentioned that the accurate value of the trapped gas saturation is required 
in Equation 5.1 to calculate the residual oil saturation of the WAG injection. 
      
 
Figure  5-56: Residual oil saturation versus trapped gas saturation for the 1000mD-MW core 
obtained from the experiment (1st and 2nd water injection) and Larsen-Skauge model (Equation 
5.1). 
 
 
Figure  5-57: Residual oil saturation versus trapped gas saturation for the 65mD-WW core, 
obtained from the experiment (1st and 2nd water injection) and Larsen-Skauge model (Equation 
5.1). 
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Figure  5-58: Residual oil saturation versus trapped gas saturation for the 65mD-MW core, 
obtained from the experiment (1st and 2nd water injection) and Larsen-Skauge model (Equation 
5.1). 
 
5.4 Conclusions 
The main conclusions drawn from interpretation of three-phase relative permeability 
obtained from different injection scenarios are summarized as follows: 
Hysteresis effect: 
1. Three-phase gas relative permeability is reduced in consecutive gas injection 
cycles and accordingly the gas injectivity drops significantly with successive gas 
injections during the WAG process, under different rock conditions. The gas 
relative permeability of the 2nd and 3rd water injections exhibits only a slight 
hysteresis effect, which is less than the substantial hysteresis effect observed 
during the gas injection cycles.  The trend of hysteresis in krg partly contradicts  
the existing hysteresis model available in the literature.  
2. The results of the mixed-wet system demonstrate negligible cyclic hysteresis in 
water relative permeability during gas injections, whereas krw of the water-wet 
rock is reduced by the successive gas injection that follows water injection. 
3. The krw of the water-wet core does not exhibit any considerable hysteresis effect 
during different water injections, whereas the mixed-wet core shows slight 
hysteresis, in which krw of the 3rd water injection is greater than that of the 2nd.  
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This may indicate a slight increase of the water injectivity by the subsequent 
water injection in the WAG process under mixed-wet conditions. 
4. Insignificant hysteresis is observed in the oil relative permeability during 
different gas injection cycles, for both water-wet and mixed-wet rocks.  
However, a considerable cyclic hysteresis effect in kro is observed during various 
water injections, which is attributed to the reduction of the residual oil saturation 
during successive water injections. kro of the water-wet core exhibits a much 
more cyclic hysteresis effect than that of the mixed wet core.  Furthermore, no 
model has currently been developed to capture the cyclic hysteresis effect in oil 
relative permeability for the WAG process. 
Effect of wettability: 
1. The discrepancy between krg of the water-wet and mixed-wet systems is 
relatively negligible because the gas phase at both wettability conditions acts as 
non-wetting phase in the presence of oil and water in porous media.  
2. Some differences are observed between krw of the water-wet and mixed-wet 
systems, which underlines the important role of wettability in influencing the 
flow of water in presence of oil and gas.  Water relative permeability of the 
mixed-wet core has a larger value, compared to that of the water-wet rock. 
3. Unlike water relative permeability, oil relative permeability of the water-wet core 
is much larger than that of the mixed-wet core.   
Two-phase kr versus three-phase kr 
1. Two-phase gas relative permeability (krgo) in oil-gas systems is much higher 
than three-phase krg.  In other words, the presence of the mobile water adversely 
influences three-phase krg. 
2. Comparison between two-phase and three-phase krw demonstrates that the two-
phase krwo is significantly less than the three-phase krw. This indicates that the 
presence of gas positively affects the mobility of water.  Furthermore this 
finding contradicts the general assumption in the industry that three-phase krw is 
less than two-phase krw. 
3. Three-phase krw and krg obtained under different rock wettability conditions 
reveal that both relative permeabilities are a function of two fluid saturations 
(rather than their own saturation): thus the simplistic assumption made in some 
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of the existing models, e.g. Stone (1970), that the three-phase krw and krg are 
similar to the two-phase krwo and krgo is not justified. 
4. Investigation of oil relative permeability under different rock wettability 
conditions confirmed that the value of the three-phase kro is significantly less 
than the two-phase krow at the same value of oil saturation. 
Trap saturation 
1. The amount of trapped oil and gas obtained from the WAG experiments are 
poorly predicted by the Land model. 
2. The linear relationship between trapped gas and residual oil saturation proposed 
by Larsen-Skauge (1998) predicts reasonably well the trapped saturations 
obtained from our WAG experiments. 
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6 Chapter 6: New Methodology for Modelling of Hysteresis in 
WAG process 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Methodology for Modelling of Hysteresis in the WAG 
process 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the simulation of WAG experiments using existing three-
phase kr models led to erroneous results.  The main weakness of the existing published 
models is that they attempt to use two-phase relative permeability data and some 
empirical correlations which have not been verified by actual three-phase flow 
laboratory experiments.  Moreover, as described in Chapter 5, the hysteresis phenomena 
in relative permeability of different WAG cycles is considerable, and ignoring this 
hysteresis effect may cause erroneous simulation results in production and pressure 
data.  The other weakness of the existing relative permeability models is the lack of an 
appropriate hysteresis model applicable for WAG simulation.  To tackle these 
shortcomings, a hysteresis methodology applicable for WAG simulation is proposed 
here, which is developed based on the three-phase relative permeability data that we 
have obtained from WAG experiments.  This technique is a direct method which uses 
the measured three-phase kr data obtained from first cycle of WAG to predict the 
relative permeability of the subsequent cycles.  This approach is hereafter referred to the 
WAG-HW model.  In this chapter, first the mathematical formulation of this model is 
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fully explained.  Following this, the relative permeability data from three sets of 
coreflood experiments are employed to validate this model.  At the end of this chapter, 
the most common WAG hysteresis model (Larsen and Skauge, 1998) described in 
Chapter  3 is assessed, using our three-phase relative permeability data, in order to 
compare the performance of the WAG-HW approach against Larsen-Skauge model.       
6.1 New hysteresis model (WAG-HW) 
The concept behind this approach is to utilize the three-phase relative permeability 
values measured from the first cycle of WAG injection in order to predict the kr values 
of the subsequent cycles, using the following equation:  
{ } { } 1( ) ( )ri i ri in nk S H k S −= ×   6.1 
where kri is relative permeability of fluid i (oil, gas or water), Si is saturation of phase i, 
H is the hysteresis coefficient and n refers to the cycle number. This equation is a 
general formula for application to the cyclic hysteresis.  H is a hysteresis function which 
depends on the phase saturation and the injection process, i.e. water injection or gas 
injection.  The base relative permeability data required in using Equation  6.1 are kro, krw 
and krg and the corresponding fluid saturation values obtained from the first gas 
injection (after initial waterflooding) and the subsequent water injection, under three-
phase flow conditions.  In fact, Equation  6.1 quantifies the cyclic hysteresis in relative 
permeability which occurs between either different gas injections or different water 
injection cycles.  In other words, Equation  6.1 calculates the relative permeability of 
successive cycles of the same injection strategies i.e. water injection or gas injection, 
hence the hysteresis coefficient in the above equation is different from the water 
injection to the gas injection. 
As mentioned in Chapter 5 , a kind of hysteresis effect widely reported in the literature 
(Killough, 1976; Carlson, 1981) and also observed during our WAG experiments is 
conventional hysteresis, happening between kr of water injection and that of gas 
injection.  Furthermore, based on kr data obtained from our experiments, it was revealed 
that the conventional hysteresis effect during WAG injection, in the most cases, is 
unsystematic and unpredictable.  However, this concern is resolved once using Equation 
 6.1 because this technique predicts the relative permeability of gas injection and water 
injection independently.  Utilizing at least one set of measured three-phase kr data in 
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Equation  6.1 is another advantage of this methodology.  Because employing measured 
three-phase data is more realistic and accurate compare to the interpolation technique 
used in the existing model in which three-phase kr is determined from two-phase data 
(Stone, 1970; Baker, 1988; Hustad and Hansen, 1995; Hustad and Browning, 2010). 
We extend Equation  6.1 for gas, water and oil relative permeability with appropriate 
values for the hysteresis coefficient, consistent with cyclic hysteresis observed in our 
WAG experiments.   
6.1.1 Gas relative permeability during gas injection 
Plotting gas relative permeability of the various gas injection cycles versus gas 
saturation revealed that krg had significantly reduced in subsequent gas injection cycles, 
at both water-wet and mixed-wet conditions.  The gas relative permeability of gas 
injection cycles can be determined by    
{ } { }1, *
1
,
( ) ( )
n
g startGI GI
rg g rg gnn n
g start
S
k S k S
S
−
−
 
= ×  
 
 
 6.2 
* 1
, ,
( )n ng g g start g startS S S S −= − −   6.3 
where superscript GI refers to the gas injection, n is number of cycles and starts from 2, 
,
n
g startS and 
1
,
n
g startS
−
 are gas saturation values at the beginning of the current and previous 
gas injection cycles.  The Sg is the instant gas saturation of the grid block in which krg 
should be calculated.  The gas relative permeability of the first cycle 1( )GIrg nk =  is required 
while using Equation  6.2.  In fact, this formula is a hysteresis loop that is producing the 
gas relative permeability of each gas injection cycle from previous gas cycles. 
The second term on the right hand side of Equation 6.2, *( )GIrg gk S , is gas relative 
permeability of the previous gas injection, which should be computed at 
* 1
, ,
( )n ng g g start g startS S S S −= − − rather than Sg.  In fact, computing krg at *gS  shifts the krg 
curve of the previous cycle (n-1) horizontally to the right hand side, by a value of 
1
, ,
( )n ng start g startS S −−
,
as shown in Figure  6-1.  The first bracket on the right hand side of 
Equation  6.2 represents the hysteresis coefficient (H).  Since, by successive gas 
injections, the amount of gas in the system continually increases, the initial gas at the 
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beginning of each gas injection would be higher than that of the previous gas injection.  
Therefore the value of the saturation ratio, 
1
,
,
n
g start
n
g start
S
S
− 
  
 
 in Equation  6.2 becomes less than 
one, which causes a reduction in krg of the present gas cycles compared to that of the 
former gas injection.  If the initial gas saturation at the beginning of a gas injection 
cycle is zero, the value of the saturation ratio in Equation 6.2 should be considered 
equal to one.  However, both effects, including transformation of krg to the right hand 
side and hysteresis coefficient, cause a reduction in the gas relative permeability of the 
new cycle (n) compared to krg of the previous cycle.  This reduction effect is consistent 
with the experimental observation described in Chapter 5.  Figure  6-2 shows the flow 
diagram for calculating krg of consecutive gas injections throughout a WAG process. 
   
 
Figure  6-1: Horizontal Transformation of krg to the right hand side by a value of
1
, ,
( )n ng start g startS S −− . 
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Figure  6-2: Flow diagram  for calculating krg of successive gas injection. 
 
6.1.2 Gas relative permeability during water injection 
As shown in the previous chapter, the gas relative permeability of the various water 
injection cycles during the WAG experiments, obtained in both water-wet and mixed-
wet rocks, revealed hysteresis effects.  The following formula is proposed for 
calculating krg of the further water injections: 
{ } { }, *1 1
,
( ) ( )
WI
n
g startWI WI
rg g rg gnn n
g start
S
k S k S
S − −
 
= × 
  
 
 6.4 
* 1( )n ng g gt gtS S S S −= − −   6.5 
where WI denotes water injection, krg is gas relative permeability expressed in terms of 
gas saturation and n is the number of cycles and starts from 2.  The crucial point in 
determining gas relative permeability during water injection is the value of the trapped 
gas saturation (Sgt) at which krg falls to zero ( ( ) 0WIrg g gtk S S≤ = ). Equation  6.4 applies to 
gas saturation values greater than the trapped saturation.  The required input data in 
using Equation  6.4 are krg of the very first water injection, performed at three-phase 
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condition ({ }* 1( )WIrg g nk S = ), the initial gas saturation at the beginning of current (n) and 
previous (n-1) water injections (
,
n
g startS and 
1
,
n
g startS
− )  and corresponding trapped gas 
saturation of  the present and former water cycles ( ngtS and 1ngtS −  ).  The second term on 
the right hand side of Equation  6.4,{ }* 1( )WIrg g nk S − , is gas relative permeability of the 
previous water injection cycle, which should be computed at *gS  (given in Equation  6.5) 
rather than Sg.  In fact, calculating krg at *gS shifts the gas relative permeability curve 
horizontally to the right hand side by a value of 1( )n ngt gtS S −− (similar to what is shown in 
Figure  6-1).  Furthermore, as the amount of gas saturation in the system at the present 
(n) cycle is higher than that at the earlier cycle (n-1), physically, the value of krg of the 
water injection cycle n is larger than that of water cycle n-1.  This fact is met in 
Equation  6.4 by incorporating saturation ratio , 1
,
n
g start
n
g start
S
S −
 , which is always greater than one. 
Investigation of the trapped gas saturation attained by several water injection tests in 
both water-wet and mixed-wet cores matched the predictions made by the Carlson 
model (Carlson, 1981).  This model states that the difference between the initial and the 
trapped saturation of the non-wetting phase (gas) remains constant during various 
imbibition cycles, i.e.,: 
 
( 1) ( 1)
, ,
Constant
WI WI
n n n n
g start gt g start gtS S S S
− −   − = − =     
 6.6 
It should be noted that trapped gas saturation in Equation  6.5, for a reservoir simulation, 
should be obtained either from a  trapping model e.g. Land, Carlson or from 
experimental data.  The calculation procedure of Equation  6.5 is given in Figure  6-3. 
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Figure  6-3: Flow diagram for calculating krg of the successive water injections. 
 
6.1.3 Water relative permeability during water injection 
Investigating water relative permeability of the consecutive water injections into a 
water-wet core did not  reveal any hysteresis effect, whilst the results of krw of the 
mixed wet system showed some hysteresis effects.  A mathematical formula similar to 
the model of gas relative permeability during water injection (Equation  6.4) is suggested 
for modelling of the hysteresis in krw during water injection: 
{ } { }, 1 1
,
( ) ( )
WI
n
g startWI WI
rw w rw wnn n
g start
S
k S k S
S − −
 
= × 
  
 
 6.7 
The gas saturation ratio ( , 1
,
n
g start
n
g start
S
S −
) in the first pair of brackets on the RHS of Equation  6.7 
should be obtained from the water injection cycles.  However, since the gas saturation 
in the system continually increases during WAG injection, the saturation ratio in the 
above equation would be greater than one in which increases the krw of the present cycle 
compare to that of former cycle.  
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6.1.4 Water relative permeability during gas injection 
As presented in Chapter 5, the water relative permeability obtained from various gas 
injections through the water-wet media demonstrated increasing  values of krw as 
injection cycles progressed.  The following equation is proposed to capture this 
hysteresis effect in water relative permeability: 
{ } { }1, 1
,
( ) ( )
GI
n
g startGI GI
rw w rw wnn n
g start
S
k S k S
S
−
−
 
= × 
  
 
 6.8 
This equation is similar to the formula proposed for the gas relative permeability during 
the gas injection processes (Equation  6.2).  The successive gas injections lead to 
increase of gas saturation and, consequently, each gas injection commences with the 
higher initial gas saturation than its previous cycle.  Thus, the ratio of the initial gas 
saturation      ( , 1
,
n
g start
n
g start
S
S −
) in Equation  6.8 is greater than one and causes krw to rise as 
injection progresses. When 1
,
0ng startS
−
=
 the saturation ratio ( , 1
,
n
g start
n
g start
S
S −
) must be set equal to 
one. 
6.1.5 Oil relative permeability during water injection 
One of the factors affecting the oil relative permeability during water injection is the 
residual oil saturation retained by the advancing water.  It is apparent that the decrease 
in residual oil saturation is accompanied by an increase in oil relative permeability in 
successive WAG injection cycles.  A mathematical formula is proposed to predict the 
kro value at various points in the water injection cycles: 
{ } { }1, *
1
, ,
1( ) ( )
WI
n
o startWI WI
ro o ro on nn n
w start o start
S
k S k S
S S
−
−
 
= × 
  
 
 6.9 
* 1n n
o o or orS S S S
−
= + −   6.10 
The input data required in employing Equation  6.9 are oil relative permeability of the 
water injection performed after 1st gas injection ({ }* 1( )WIro o nk S − ), initial oil and water 
saturation at the beginning of cycles and residual oil saturation for present and former 
water injection cycles.  The residual saturation in Equation 6.9 can be determined either 
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from experiment or trapping models e.g. Land, Carlson.  Water relative permeability of 
the former water injection in Equation  6.9 should be computed at *
oS  , given in Equation 
 6.10.  Computing 1( )ro nk − at *oS  transforms it horizontally by a value of )( 1 nornor SS −−   to 
the left hand side, as shown in Figure  6-4.     
Since performing various gas injections increase the amount of gas saturation, trapped 
gas saturation rises during successive water injections.  In addition, as mentioned earlier 
in the previous chapter, the total trapped hydrocarbon (oil + gas) saturation remains 
constant during various water injection cycles.  Therefore the trapped oil saturation is 
continually reduced during water injection cycles, which increases the oil mobility.  
This point is accounted for in Equation  6.9 by including a saturation ratio term (
1
,
, ,
1 no start
n n
w start o start
S
S S
−
) which is always greater than one and causesan  increase in the oil relative 
permeability of water cycle n compare to water cycle n-1. 
 
 
Figure  6-4: Horizontal transformation of kro to the left hand side by a value of 1( )n nor orS S− − . 
 
6.1.6 Oil relative permeability during gas injection 
Three-phase oil relative permeability obtained from various gas injection cycles in 
water-wet and mixed-wet cores did not exhibit any significant hysteresis effect.  
However, investigation of oil relative permeability in 65mD water-wet core for the oil 
saturation values below Sorw (remaining oil after primary water injection) demonstrates 
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that the value of oil relative permeability is proportional to the quadratic of oil 
saturation ( 2
ro o
k S∝ ). This quadratic behaviour has already been reported by other lab 
measurements in published literature (Oak, 1990; Fenwick and Blunt, 1998; Blunt, 
2000; DiCarlo et al., 2000).  One theoretical explanation is that oil resides in crevices in 
the pore space, between water which is next to the solid surface and gas in the centre of 
the pores.  The oil saturation is roughly proportional to the area occupied by this oil 
layer.  The hydrodynamic conductance, and hence relative permeability, is proportional 
to the oil area squared, leading to 2
ro o
k S∝ .  This suggests a simple way to extrapolate 
the oil relative permeability to saturation values lower than those achieved in an 
experiment (Blunt, 2000).  Figure  6-5 shows three-phase oil relative permeability of the 
various gas injections in 65mD water-wet rock obtained from our experiments and 
extrapolated to the lower saturation values by the quadratic model, for comparison.  
Using the value of 0.015 as the coefficient in equation, 2
ro o
k S∝  would give close match 
with measured kro. 
 
 
 
Figure  6-5: Oil relative permeability of various gas injections in 65mD-WW core, obtained 
from experiments and model ( 20.015ro ok S= ). 
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6.2 Verification of the WAG-HW model 
The relative permeability data obtained from different cycles of WAG experiments 
through 65md-WW, 65md-MW and 1000mD-MW cores are used in this section to 
validate the accuracy of the WAG-HW model described above. 
The measured krg of the first gas injection is employed as input data in Equation  6.2 to 
determine gas relative permeability of the second and third gas injections.  Figure  6-6 
and Figure  6-7 show log-log plots of the experimental gas relative permeability against 
krg of the WAG-HW model for 65mD-WW and 65mD-MW cores, respectively.  A 
straight line with a unit slope in these figures represents perfect agreement between 
experiment and model.  In other words, if the scatter points are sufficiently close to the 
straight line the model performs accurately.  Figure  6-8 presents the correlation between 
measured and predicted gas relative permeability of the second gas injection of 
1000mD-MW core.  The comparison between calculated and observed krg of different 
cores illustrated in Figure  6-6 to Figure  6-8 demonstrate satisfactory precision for the 
WAG-HW model (Equation  6.2). 
 
 
 
Figure  6-6: Gas relative permeability of 2nd and 3rd gas injections of 65mD-WW core obtained 
from the experiment versus that calculated by the WAG-HW model (Equation  6.2). 
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Figure  6-7: Gas relative permeability of 2nd and 3rd gas injections of 65mD-MW core obtained 
from experiment versus that calculated by the WAG-HW model (Equation  6.2). 
 
 
Figure  6-8: Gas relative permeability of 2nd gas injection of 1000mD-MW core obtained from 
experiment versus that calculated by the WAG-HW model (Equation  6.2). 
 
 
The gas relative permeability of the second water injection and the trapped gas 
saturation attained by the second and third water injections are employed as input data 
in Equation  6.4 to predict krg of the third water injection.  The krg of 3rd water injection 
of 65mD water-wet and mixed-wet rocks obtained from experiment against that 
estimated by the WAG-HW model are given in Figure  6-9 and Figure  6-10, 
respectively.  As shown, in both rocks, the scatter points  lie on top of the straight line, 
indicating that the values estimated by the model are in perfect agreement with the 
corresponding measured values. 
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Figure  6-9: Gas relative permeability of 3rd water injection of 65mD-WW core obtained from 
experiment versus that calculated by the WAG-HW model (Equation  6.4). 
 
 
 
Figure  6-10: Gas relative permeability of 3rd water injection of 65mD-MW core obtained from 
experiment versus that calculated by the WAG-HW model (Equation  6.4). 
 
 
The water relative permeability of the third water injection of 65mD-MW core is 
calculated from Equation  6.7 by employing krw of the second water injection.  
Comparison of the results for experiment and model given in Figure  6-11 shows 
satisfactory performance for the WAG-HW model.  The water permeability of the 2nd 
and 3rd gas injections into 65mD-WW rock is predicted using Equation  6.8.  The 
measured krw versus estimated krw for the 2nd and 3rd water injection, given in Figure 
 6-12, indicates reasonable precision for Equation  6.8. 
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Figure  6-11: Water relative permeability of 3rd water injection of 65mD-MW core obtained 
from experiment versus that calculated by the WAG-HW model (Equation  6.7). 
 
 
 
Figure  6-12: Water relative permeability of 2nd and 3rd gas injection of 65mD-WW core 
obtained from experiment versus that calculated by the WAG-HW model (Equation  6.8). 
 
 
The oil relative permeabilities of the 3rd water injection in 65mD water-wet and mixed-
wet cores against those obtained from the WAG-HW model are shown in Figure  6-13 
and Figure  6-14, respectively.  The kro of the second water injection and the residual oil 
saturation reached by the 2nd and 3rd water injections are utilized in Equation  6.9.  The 
calculated kro of the  3rd water injection for both cores reveal reasonable agreement with 
the corresponding experimental data. 
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Figure  6-13: Oil relative permeability of 3rd water injection of 65mD-WW core obtained from 
experiment versus that calculated by the WAG-HW model (Equation  6.9). 
 
 
Figure  6-14: Oil relative permeability of 3rd water injection of 65mD-MW core obtained from 
experiment versus that calculated by the WAG-HW model (Equation  6.9). 
 
6.3 Assessment of Larsen-Skauge model 
The methodology proposed by Larsen and Skauge (1998) for capturing the cyclic 
hysteresis effect in relative permeability of different WAG processes, is one of the most 
popular models available in reservoir simulators.  The mathematical formula of this 
technique is fully described in Chapter 3, section 3.2.3.  Here, we evaluate the capability 
of this model in predicting relative permeability of the various cycles of our WAG 
experiments, in order to identify the inadequacies associated with this method. 
Gas relative permeability 
The input data for calculating gas relative permeability of the successive gas and water 
injection using Larsen-Skauge model (Equation 3.37) are: 
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1- Two-phase gas relative permeability (krgo) of the primary gas injection 
performed in presence of irreducible water and oil. 
2- The end point value of krg of the former water injection, 
1
( )imb start
rg g n
k S
−
   .  The  
start
gS  here is gas saturation at the beginning of gas injection, which is same as 
the last gas saturation point of the former water injection. 
3- Tuning parameter, α  
4- Land coefficient, C 
The above data for different cores are provided in Table  2-1.  The Land coefficient can 
be determined from the Land equation (Equation 3.33), knowing the values of the initial 
and trapped gas from a water injection test at two-phase gas-water condition (Table 5-
2).  The tuning parameter, ,α
 
is selected with the aim  of ensuring the least mismatch 
between calculated and experiment data.  The end point value of krg of the 1st water 
injection is zero because it has been carried out in absence of gas saturation.  Figure  3-5 
shows a schematic plot for the gas relative permeability of the different cycles of WAG 
injection, calculated using the Larsen-Skauge model. 
The log-log plots of measured krg against predicted krg for various cycles of WAG 
injection through 65mD-WW, 65mD-MW and 1000mD-MW cores are presented in 
Figure  6-16, Figure  6-17 and Figure  6-18, respectively.  The tuning parameter is kept 
constant ( 0.7α = ) during calculation for all cycles.  The results of the 1st gas injection 
of the 65mD-WW core in Figure  6-16 is on top of the straight lin,e whilst the calculated 
krg of the other cycles are significantly overestimated.  The calculated krg of the 65mD-
MW and 1000mD-MW cores (Figure  6-17 and Figure  6-18) also exhibit substantial 
disagreement with the corresponding measured data.   However, these results indicate 
the inaccuracy of the Larsen-Skauge model for prediction of krg of our WAG 
experiment performed at near miscible condition.  The main shortcomings  of this 
model can be expressed  thus: 
1- Using two-phase krgo obtained from primary gas injection (in the absence of 
mobile water) for calculating three-phase krg of a  system containing three 
mobile fluids.  Basically the physics of flow in a two-phase system is different 
from three-phase systems; therefore, determination of three-phase kr from two-
phase data may lead to erroneous results, as shown in Chapter 3 and in some 
papers in the literature (Petersen et al., 2008; Cao and S, 2010).  
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2- Using an inappropriate trapping model for obtaining trapped gas saturation 
throughout the imbibition process.  As demonstrated in Chapter 5, the Land 
equation failed to predict the accurate values of the trapped gas saturation 
obtained by the water injection process under three-phase flow conditions.  
Moreover, the Land model was originally proposed for two-phase systems and 
may not be applicable in three-phase flow circumstances.  
3- Investigation of krg of the gas injection and water injection processes resulting  
from the different core experiments (Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20) does not  
indicates a chronological relationship between krg of water injection and that of 
gas injection.  However, in the Larsen-Skauge model (Figure  3-5) the krg of 
water injection (decreasing gas saturation) is assumed to be less than the  krg of 
the previous gas injection (increasing gas saturation). 
  
 
Table  6-1: Required input data for calculating krg using Larsen-Skauge model 
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Figure  6-15: Schematic gas relative permeability scanning curves of different cycles of WAG 
injection, predicted with the Larson-Skauge model. 
 
 
 
Figure  6-16: Gas relative permeability of the various water and gas injections of 65mD-WW 
core obtained from experiment versus that calculated by Larsen-Skauge model. 
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Figure  6-17: Gas relative permeability of the various water and gas injections of 65mD-MW 
core obtained from experiment versus that calculated by Larsen-Skauge model. 
 
 
 
Figure  6-18: Gas relative permeability of the various water and gas injections of 1000mD-MW 
core obtained from experiment versus that calculated by Larsen-Skauge model. 
 
Water relative permeability 
Larsen and Skauge (1998) proposed two different equations for determining krw of the 
increasing gas saturation (gas injection) and decreasing gas saturation (water injection) 
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during a WAG process (Equations  6.11 and  6.12).  In this method, the water relative 
permeability of the different cycles of WAG are calculated by interpolation between krw 
of the primary water flooding (oil-water) and krw of the second water injection 
performed after first gas injection (Figure  6-19).  Hence, the essential input data for 
predicting krw by this model are krw of the primary and secondary water injections.  
These data are provided for different rocks, in Figure 5-43 to Figure 5-45.    
The water permeability obtained from the various cycles of the WAG experiments 
versus the corresponding krw calculated by the Larsen-Skauge model for 65mD-WW, 
65mD-MW and 1000mD-MW cores are presented in Figure  6-20, Figure  6-21 and 
Figure  6-22, respectively.  The predicted krw of the 65mD-WW core, shown in Figure 
 6-19, reveals a relatively large inconsistency with the corresponding measured  results,  
whilst the estimated krw of both mixed-wet cores (65mD & 1000mD), shown in Figure 
 6-21 and Figure  6-22, exhibit reasonable agreement with the respective observed data. 
The key shortcomings associated with the water model  are: 
1- Based on the physics of multiphase flow, the relative permeability curve of each 
fluid must be monotonically increasing in terms of its own saturation.  In other 
words,from a mathematical point of view, the derivative of relative permeability of 
each fluid with respect to its own saturation must be a positive value.  This basic 
rule may be violated by the water permeability model (Larsen-Skauge), given by 
Equations  6.11 and  6.12.  The explanation of this inconsistency is that, in a WAG 
process, the value of gas saturation at the start of a water injection or gas injection (
I
gS ) may occasionally be higher than the ,maxgS (gas saturation at the start of the 
secondary water (W2) process). Tthus, the value of 
,max
I
g
g
S
S
 in Equations  6.11 and 
 6.12 becomes greater than one.  If that happens, then the saturation terms in 
Equations  6.11 and  6.12 would be either greater than one or a negative value which  
might produce an abnormal value for the calculated krw, not supporting the 
monotonically increasing rule.  Moreover, the derivative of Equation 6.10 with 
respect to the water saturation given in Equation  6.13 appears to contain a negative 
term which can lead to a negative value for the derivative of krw.  The negative value 
of the derivative of krw means that krw is monotonically decreasing with its own 
saturation.  Hence the Equation  6.12,, in some saturation ranges may generate an 
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unrealistic shape for water relative permeability.  This contradiction occurs in the 
predicted krw of the 1st gas, 3rd gas and 3rd water injections of 65mD-WW core in 
Figure  6-20.  The scatter points in these graphs at the same saturation regions 
represent a negative slope. 
1 2
,max ,max
( , ) 1
I I
g gimb I W W
rw w g rw rw
g g
S S
k S S k k
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−
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2- The second weakness of the krw model is the use of two-phase krw of the primary 
water flooding for predicting three-phase krw.  As explained earlier, this 
approach is questionable and may lead to erroneous results.  Moreover, the 
comparison between two-phase and three-phase krw made in Chapter 5 (section 
5.2.3) indicate that, unlike the Larsen-Skauge model (Figure  6-19), the two-
phase krwo is less than the krw once three mobile fluids exist. 
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Figure  6-19: Schematic water relative permeability scanning curves of different cycles of WAG 
injection, calculated with the Larson-Skauge model. 
 
 
Figure  6-20: Water relative permeability of the various water and gas injections of 65mD-WW 
core obtained from experiment versus that calculated by Larsen-Skauge model. 
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Figure  6-21: Water relative permeability of the various water and gas injections of 65mD-MW 
core obtained from experiment versus that calculated by Larsen-Skauge model. 
 
 
 
Figure  6-22: Water relative permeability of the 1st and 2nd gas injections of 1000mD-MW core 
obtained from experiment versus that calculated by Larsen-Skauge model. 
 
 
Oil relative permeability 
In the Larsen-Skauge technique, the Stone-I model (Stone, 1970) is employed for 
estimating oil relative permeability during the WAG process.  As described in Chapter 
three, two-phase krow and krog are used for interpolating three-phase oil relative 
permeability.  Larsen-Skauge accounts for the residual oil saturation (computed from 
trapped gas saturation by Equation 5.1) as minimum oil saturation (Som) in the Stone-I 
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model, in order to incorporate the hysteresis effect occurring in kro during the WAG 
process.  The oil relative permeability of the experiment versus that predicted by the 
Stone-I model for 65mD-WW, 65mD-MW and 1000mD-MW cores are  shown in 
Figure  6-23, Figure  6-24 and Figure  6-25, respectively.  The real values of trapped oil 
saturation measured from different water injections (Table 5-1) were utilized as 
minimum oil saturation in the Stone-I model. The predicted values for 2nd and 3rd gas 
injections for the 65mD-WW core  are relatively close to the corresponding observed 
data, whilst the results of 1st gas, 2nd water and 3rd water injections exhibit large 
discrepancy with the corresponding measured kro.  The results of all the cycles of 
65mD-MW core are substantially overestimated while the predicted values for 
1000mD-MW core are significantly underestimated.  Although the exact values of the 
trapped oil saturation measured from the experiment are employed in the Stone-I model, 
the calculated kro of the different water injections reveal large disagreement with the 
corresponding measured kro.  This highlights the fact tha,t even using trapped oil 
saturation, the Stone-I model cannot adequately represent the oil relative permeability 
and cyclic hysteresis of our WAG experiments. 
 
 
Figure  6-23: Oil relative permeability of the various water and gas injections of 65mD-WW 
core obtained from experiment versus that calculated by the Stone-I model, incorporating 
residual oil saturation. 
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Figure  6-24: Oil relative permeability of the various water and gas injections of 65mD-MW 
core obtained from experiment versus that calculated by the Stone-I model, incorporating 
residual oil saturation. 
 
 
Figure  6-25: Oil relative permeability of the various water and gas injections of 1000mD-MW 
core obtained from experiment versus that calculated by the Stone-I model, incorporating 
residual oil saturation. 
 
 
It should be noted that the proposed WAG hysteresis model in this study has been 
developed and verified based on the limited number of WAG experiments performed at 
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near-miscible condition and may not be adequately applicable for other systems (e.g. 
higher IFT, other WAG sequences).  However, the general hysteresis approach 
(Equation  6.1) suggested in this thesis, which utilizes the measured three-phase kr of the 
first WAG cycle for calculating kr of the subsequent cycles, may be applicable for the 
other WAG processes performed under different circumstance. However, the hysteresis 
coefficient employed in this equation would need to be precisely developed for any 
system by conducting some WAG experiments at its own conditions.     
 
6.4 Conclusions 
The main conclusions drawn from this chapter are : 
1- A new approach is proposed for modelling the three-phase relative permeability 
of the WAG process by incorporating the cyclic hysteresis effect.  This 
technique is a direct method, which uses the measured three-phase kr data 
obtained from the first cycle of WAG to predict the relative permeability of the 
subsequent cycles. Utilizing at least one set of measured three-phase kr data in 
the WAG-HW model is one of the advantages of this methodology  because 
employing measured three-phase data is more realistic and accurate compared to 
the interpolation technique used in the existing model, in which three-phase kr is 
determined from two-phase data.  The second advantage of this method is that 
there is no concern relating to the conventional hysteresis occurring between the 
drainage and imbibition processes because in the WAG-HW model the relative 
permeability of drainage is calculated independently of the imbibition process.  
This methodology was successfully verified against three sets of relative 
permeability data obtained from WAG experiments.  
2- Assessment of the most popular WAG hysteresis model (Larsen and Skauge, 
1998) revealed some serious shortcomings associated with the gas and water 
equation.  In addition, employing the Stone-I model for calculating oil relative 
permeability led to erroneous results.  Even incorporating the real values of 
residual oil saturation as the minimum oil in the Stone-I model cannot 
adequately captures the cyclic hysteresis of the kro occurring between various 
water injections.    
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
Three-phase flow occurs during many important processes in oil reservoirs, including 
tertiary gas and water-alternating-gas (WAG) injection. Accurate estimation of three-
phase relative permeability (kr) is required to describe and predict the behaviour in 
these multi-phase flow conditions.  Furthermore, irreversible hysteresis phenomena 
occurring due to the reversal of the flow direction makes the modelling of the process of 
WAG injection a particularly challenging task.  The current standard methods for 
determining three-phase relative permeability as input data for the reservoir simulators 
are; i) estimating  three-phase relative permeability using two-phase relative 
permeability data using correlations (e.g. Stone, Baker, etc),  ii) direct measurement of 
the relative permeabilities by conducting coreflood experiments under reservoir 
conditions.  In this study, both methodologies have been pursued to better characterize 
the three-phase kr and the hysteresis effects in the WAG process, performed under 
different wettability conditions using near miscible oil/gas systems. 
This chapter presents the main conclusions drawn from this work followed by some 
recommendations for future studies. 
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7.1 Conclusions 
A summary of the work and the main conclusions derived from each chapter are as 
follows: 
 
Chapter 3: Evaluation of the three-phase relative permeability models 
The various WAG experiments performed on cores were simulated by the black oil 
simulator (Eclipse100), employing a variety of existing three-phase relative 
permeability and hysteresis models.  This exercise was aimed at evaluating the 
capability of the most widely used three-phase models in predicting the WAG 
performance under different wettability conditions.  For this purpose, the two-phase 
relative permeability data measured from displacement tests were utilized with the 
existing three-phase models to estimate the values of three-phase relative permeabilities 
in the WAG tests.  The estimated values of three-phase relative permeability were then 
used for the numerical simulation of the WAG experiments.  The accuracy of each of 
the models was assessed by comparing the production and pressure data resulting from 
the WAG simulations with the corresponding data measured in the experiments. 
1- One imperative issue which should be noted here is that all the three-phase 
models examined in this study were originally been developed and verified 
based on the three-phase data of the fully immiscible (high interfacial tension) 
system, which behaves thoroughly different from near-miscible flow.  In other 
words the existing empirical models may not be accurately applicable for the 
low interfacial hydrocarbon flow.  Reservoir engineers are thus advised to be 
careful about choosing appropriate correlations for simulation of reservoirs with 
three-phase systems undergoing near-miscible flow. 
2- The results show that choosing an inappropriate three-phase kr model in 
simulation of the WAG experiments can lead to large errors in prediction of 
fluid production and pressure. The predictions made by the existing models are 
very variable i.e., various models can predict vastly different 3-phase kr values 
from the same set of 2-phase data. While some models perform better than 
others, all of the 3-phase kr models examined in this study fail to predict the 
continued production of oil after the breakthrough of the gas which is one of the 
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features of gas and WAG injection experiments at low gas-oil IFT (interfacial 
tension). 
3-  The methodology of using two-phase relative permeability to estimate three-
phase relative permeability which is the basic technique of all the existing three-
phase models may be questionable because the WAG performance obtained by 
all the models depicted substantial errors when compared with the observed data 
using rocks of different wettability and permeability. 
4- The WAG simulation of all core experiments revealed that the error value of the 
oil production is much larger than that of water and gas production.  This 
highlights the strong impact of the three-phase relative permeability on flow of 
oil. 
5- Comparison between simulation results of the experiments on the water-wet and 
mixed-wet core revealed that the wettability has a significant effect on three-
phase flow and WAG performance.  In other words, each three-phase relative 
permeability model may give totally different predictions for water-wet and 
mixed-wet cores.  This highlights the impact of wettability on relative 
permeability during WAG injection and the importance of performing these 
experiments under wettability conditions representative of those of the reservoir 
rock. 
 
Chapter 4: Determination of three-phase relative permeability from unsteady-state 
coreflood experiment  
In Chapter 4, a new history matching technique was proposed, based on a Genetic 
Algorithm, to estimate three-phase kr (relative permeability) from unsteady-state 
coreflood experiments.  In this method, relative permeabilities (kr) are represented by 
quadratic B-Spline functions.  Adjustable coefficients in kr functions are changed in an 
iterative process to minimize an objective function.  The objective function is defined as 
the difference between the measures and simulated values of the pressure drop across 
the core and fluid recovery during the experiment.  One important aspect of this 
algorithm is that it considers inequality constraints to ensure that physically acceptable 
kr curves are maintained throughout the iterative optimization process.   
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A three-phase coreflood optimizer has been developed, based on this methodology, that 
generates best kr values by matching experimental data. The integrity of the developed 
software was first successfully verified by using two sets of experimental three-phase kr 
data published in the literature.  To the best of our knowledge, there is no commercial 
software available at the present able to calculate the three-phase kr values from 
unsteady state displacement tests.   
1. A powerful tool has been developed to accurately estimate three-phase kr from 
experimentally measured production and pressure drop of unsteady-state 
coreflood displacement tests. An appropriate and flexible function was chosen 
for three-phase relative permeability, to generate maximum set of relative 
permeability curves in an optimization process to obtain results corresponding to 
the minimum error values. 
2. To overcome the limitations of most of the existing three-phase kr models, 
regarding the dependency of krw and krg on only their own saturation [ krw = 
krw(Sw), krg = krg(Sg) ], the author concentrated our efforts on three-phase krw, krg 
and kro as a function of two saturations [ krw =krw(So, Sg), krg = krg(So, Sw), kro = 
kro(Sg, Sw) ]. 
3. By applying this approach, we can overcome some of the restrictions present in 
the explicit methods (such as the JBN) which neglect capillary forces. 
4. The integrity of the presented history matching approach was successfully 
verified by employing synthetic data built by the Eclipse reservoir simulator. 
The method was also successfully used to generate three-phase kr curves by 
history matching three-phase coreflood experiments carried out in the 
laboratory. 
 
Chapter 5: Characterization of Three-Phase kr and Hysteresis effect in WAG Process 
The in-house software developed in this work was used to determine three-phase 
relative permeability for a large number of three-phase coreflood experiments 
performed by alternating injection of water and gas.  This section was aimed to 
investigate the impact of cycle-dependent hysteresis associated with three-phase relative 
permeability in the WAG process.  The results were qualitatively compared against the 
prediction of the commonly used WAG hysteresis model (Larsen and Skauge, 1998) in 
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order to identify the limitations associated with this model.  Moreover, the three-phase 
relative permeability of the water-wet rock is compared with the results of mixed-wet 
rock tests to highlight the impact of wettability on the mobility of the different fluids.  
The results of two-phase tests are also compared against three-phase relative 
permeability to discover the degree of closeness of the two-phase flow to the three-
phase flow.  In addition, because the non-wetting phase trapped saturation plays a 
significant role in the hysteresis effect, the most commonly used trapping model in the 
literature (Land, 1968) was assessed against the values measured from the WAG 
experiments.   
Hysteresis effect: 
1. Three-phase gas relative permeability is reduced in consecutive gas injection 
cycles and accordingly the gas injectivity drops significantly with successive gas 
injections during the WAG process, under different rock conditions. The gas 
relative permeability of the 2nd and 3rd water injections exhibits only a slight 
hysteresis effect, which is less than the substantial hysteresis effect observed 
during the gas injection cycles.  The trend of hysteresis in krg partly contradicts  
the existing hysteresis model available in the literature.  
2. The results of the mixed-wet system demonstrate negligible cyclic hysteresis in 
water relative permeability during gas injections, whereas krw of the water-wet 
rock is reduced by the successive gas injection that follows water injection. 
3. The krw of the water-wet core does not exhibit any considerable hysteresis effect 
during different water injections, whereas the mixed-wet core shows slight 
hysteresis, in which krw of the 3rd water injection is greater than that of the 2nd.  
This may indicate a slight increase of the water injectivity by the subsequent 
water injection in the WAG process under mixed-wet conditions. 
4. Insignificant hysteresis is observed in the oil relative permeability during 
different gas injection cycles, for both water-wet and mixed-wet rocks.  
However, a considerable cyclic hysteresis effect in kro is observed during various 
water injections, which is attributed to the reduction of the residual oil saturation 
during successive water injections. kro of the water-wet core exhibits a much 
more cyclic hysteresis effect than that of the mixed wet core.  Furthermore, no 
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model has currently been developed to capture the cyclic hysteresis effect in oil 
relative permeability for the WAG process. 
Effect of wettability: 
1. The discrepancy between krg of the water-wet and mixed-wet systems is 
relatively negligible because the gas phase at both wettability conditions acts as 
non-wetting phase in the presence of oil and water in porous media.  
2. Some differences are observed between krw of the water-wet and mixed-wet 
systems, which underlines the important role of wettability in influencing the 
flow of water in presence of oil and gas.  Water relative permeability of the 
mixed-wet core has a larger value, compared to that of the water-wet rock. 
3. Unlike water relative permeability, oil relative permeability of the water-wet core 
is much larger than that of the mixed-wet core.   
Two-phase kr versus three-phase kr 
1. Two-phase gas relative permeability (krgo) in oil-gas systems is much higher 
than three-phase krg.  In other words, the presence of the mobile water adversely 
influences three-phase krg. 
2. Comparison between two-phase and three-phase krw demonstrates that the two-
phase krwo is significantly less than the three-phase krw. This indicates that the 
presence of gas positively affects the mobility of water.  Furthermore this 
finding contradicts the general assumption in the industry that three-phase krw is 
less than two-phase krw. 
3. Three-phase krw and krg obtained under different rock wettability conditions 
reveal that both relative permeabilities are a function of two fluid saturations 
(rather than their own saturation): thus the simplistic assumption made in some 
of the existing models, e.g. Stone (1970), that the three-phase krw and krg are 
similar to the two-phase krwo and krgo is not justified. 
4. Investigation of oil relative permeability under different rock wettability 
conditions confirmed that the value of the three-phase kro is significantly less 
than the two-phase krow at the same value of oil saturation. 
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Trap saturation 
1. The amount of trapped oil and gas obtained from the WAG experiments are 
poorly predicted by the Land model. 
2. The linear relationship between trapped gas and residual oil saturation proposed 
by Larsen-Skauge (1998) predicts reasonably well the trapped saturations 
obtained from our WAG experiments. 
 
Chapter 6: New Methodology for Modelling of Hysteresis in WAG processes 
Based on the comprehensive set of relative permeability data derived from the WAG 
experiments and the shortcomings observed in the existing models, a new approach was 
proposed for modelling of three-phase relative permeability, incorporating the  cyclic 
hysteresis effect.  The integrity of the model was confirmed by the kr values obtained 
from our WAG experiments.  Moreover, the kr data set produced in this study was used 
to assess the performance of the most used WAG hysteresis model in the literature 
(Larsen and Skauge, 1998) against our new approach.   
1- A new approach is proposed for modelling the three-phase relative permeability 
of the WAG process by incorporating the cyclic hysteresis effect.  This 
technique is a direct method, which uses the measured three-phase kr data 
obtained from the first cycle of WAG to predict the relative permeability of the 
subsequent cycles. Utilizing at least one set of measured three-phase kr data in 
the WAG-HW model is one of the advantages of this methodology  because 
employing measured three-phase data is more realistic and accurate compared to 
the interpolation technique used in the existing model, in which three-phase kr is 
determined from two-phase data.  The second advantage of this method is that 
there is no concern relating to the conventional hysteresis occurring between the 
drainage and imbibition processes because in the WAG-HW model the relative 
permeability of drainage is calculated independently of the imbibition process.  
This methodology was successfully verified against three sets of relative 
permeability data obtained from WAG experiments.  
2- Assessment of the most popular WAG hysteresis model (Larsen and Skauge, 
1998) revealed some serious shortcomings associated with the gas and water 
equation.  In addition, employing the Stone-I model for calculating oil relative 
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permeability led to erroneous results.  Even incorporating the real values of 
residual oil saturation as the minimum oil in the Stone-I model cannot 
adequately captures the cyclic hysteresis of the kro occurring between various 
water injections.    
    
7.2 Recommendations 
1- The trapped saturation of the non-wetting phase obtained by the advancing of 
the wetting phase (imbibition process) in displacing the non-wetting phase is a 
key parameter in the hysteresis effect, specifying  the end point of the relative 
permeability curves.  In this study, we noticed that the most widely used trap 
model (Land, 1968) is unable to predict precisely the trapped hydrocarbon 
saturation reached by different cycles of the WAG injection.  More extensive 
studies are required to be directed towards measurement and modelling of the 
trapped oil and gas saturation at the condition where three mobile fluids are 
present in the porous media.  The wettability of the rock effectively controls the 
trapping mechanisms, which consequently manipulate the trapped hydrocarbon 
saturation during the imbibition process.  Therefore, the impact of wettability 
should be taken into account in modelling of trapped oil or gas saturation. 
2- In this research, the relative permeability data of the low IFT oil/gas system was 
employed for modelling and simulation purpose.  However, it is recommended 
to characterize the relative permeability and pertinent cyclic hysteresis in the 
WAG process by performing coreflood experiments under higher IFT of an 
oil/gas system.  In addition, the new hysteresis model (WAG-HW) needs to be 
tested against the kr data of the higher IFT system. 
3- As the WAG injection proceeds in the oil reservoirs, an oil bank may form, 
which displaces the water and gas ahead.  Hence, the relative permeability of the 
oil injection necessitates the numerical simulation of those grid blocks in which 
oil saturation is increasing.  It is recommended to perform some oil injection 
tests into the core initially saturated with mobile oil, water and gas in order to 
obtain kr values at increasing oil saturation  stages in the process. 
4- Capillary pressure is one of the most prevailing parameter affecting fluid 
distribution and recovery in oil reservoirs.  Measurement of two-phase capillary 
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pressure using a displacement test e.g. centrifuging, is frequently carried out in 
the oil industry whilst measurement  of the capillary pressure at three-phase flow 
conditions is a much more challenging task due to the infinite number of 
saturation paths existing in a three-phase system.  Extensive experimental and 
theoretical work should be conducted to gain a better understanding of capillary 
pressure and hysteresis effects in a three-phase system. 
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Application of 3RPSim 
Here, we explain the main features and applications of the coreflood optimized 
(3RPSim) described in chapter 4 for modelling of three-phase relative-permeability 
either by utilizing coreflood data or using existing kr models available in literature. 
The main page of 3RPSim comes up when you start the program, Figure  A-1. This 
window has three sections; Menu bar, Toolbar and Project Explorer. The Menu bar 
consists of seven menus:  
1- File (Initiating a new project, Saving the current project and Opening an existing 
project),  
2- View (viewing Error messages, Estimation plot, Estimation status),  
3- Properties (importing core and fluid properties, defining injection and 
production wells, experimental results, two phase kr and Pc),  
4- Run (starting or stopping simulation),  
5- Results (plotting and exporting simulation results),  
6- Tools (defining constraints for kr and Pc, option, existing three phase kr 
models). 
7- Helps (User guide) 
Three major steps for determining kr curves by using this program are; inputting data, 
running simulation and viewing results as demonstrated below: 
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Figure  A-1: Main page 
 
A.1 Input data: 
The required data for implementing coreflood simulation can be imported into 3RPSim 
in two ways. The first step is to create a new project by clicking on New Project located 
in File menu and then going step by step to import needed data and the second step is to 
open an existing data file, which has already been created by 3RPSim. The input data 
file in this computer program is saved on the Microsoft Excel format with “xls” suffix. 
Figure  A-2 shows the first step in creating new data file representing general description 
of the project like name of the project, company, well name, type of core and date, etc. 
The input data in this section is for introducing the project and won’t be used in 
simulation calculation. 
The second step in a new project is importing core and fluid properties including length, 
diameter, irreducible water saturation, initial water and gas saturation values, porosity, 
permeability, number of grid blocks and fluid viscosities. Unit of every piece of data 
can be selected from a variety of common units used in industry. By pressing “Next” 
button user will be taken to the third step in order to import experimental data including 
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oil, water and gas production and pressure drop across the core in terms of injection 
time obtained from unsteady state coreflood test (Figure  A-4). Number of experimental 
data points and initial pressure of coreflood test are also specified. Moreover the unit of 
recovery and pressure data should be defined at the conditions in which the experiment 
has been carried out. The next stage in creating new project is to define inlet and outlet 
conditions of the core while performing flooding test (Figure  A-5). In this window the 
values of constant injection rate and constant outlet production or constant outlet 
pressure are specified for the duration of the test period. At this stage the number of 
injection scenarios, and for each scenario the injection period and injection rate of every 
fluid are supplied. If at the core outlet, the production is maintained constant (variable 
pressure), then the pressure vs. time data are input, otherwise if the pressure is 
maintained constant (variable production) then the production rate vs. time is given. In 
the case that coreflood test has been performed under constant production rate and with 
the fact that all fluids are supposed to be incompressible hence production flow rate 
being as same as injection rate. Consequently number of production scenario must be 
equal to 1 and the pressure table must be left empty. 
Eventually, data file containing all, but kr and Pc, data will be created for simulation, by 
pressing the “Finish” button.  
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Figure  A-2: First step of input data, general information  
 
Figure  A-3: Second step of input data, core and fluid properties  
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Figure  A-4: Third step of input, experimental data  
 
Figure  A-5: Fourth step of input, injection and production constraints  
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Determination of unknown three phase or two phase flow functions, i.e. kr, and Pc 
representing a particular coreflood experiment, is the main task implemented by 
3RPSim. These unknown functions must be constrained within a certain criteria to 
produce accurate and physically sound estimation. These constrains can be imposed via 
“Estimation Parameter” located in “Tools” menu shown in Figure  A-6. First of all the 
user should identify the number and kind of involved phases in the coreflood 
experiment and secondly type of relative permeability function of involved phased must 
be specified. Relative permeability of every phase can be either function of single 
saturation (own fluid saturation) or two other fluid saturations i.e. kri =kri (Si), or kri = kri 
(Sj ,Sk) , depending on the fluid flow physics that has occurred in the core. Obviously, 
for a two-phase-flow experiment relative permeability is only a function of its own 
phase saturation whilst for a three-phase-flow both options can be applied  The end 
point saturation of kr curve of a given phase can either be fixed or left to be flexible.  
Three options have been considered for incorporating capillary pressure function in 
fluid flow simulation. First one is to ignore capillary pressure, the second one is to use 
measured two phase Pc curve (for two-phase experiments) and the third one is to 
estimate Pc curves as well as relative permeability in an iterative process (for two or 
three-phase experiments). For instance while using low IFT oil/gas fluid in coreflood 
experiment the capillary pressure between oil and gas is negligible and can be ignored. 
Third option is more appropriate for those experiments in which there are no 
measurements for Pc and in addition fluid flow is capillary dominant (high IFT). 
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Figure  A-6: Defining constraints for unknown kr and Pc  
 
Some other parameters affecting simulation results, which are given automatically by 
the software can be viewed and altered by going to “Option” located in the “Tools” 
menu (Figure  A-7). These parameters are numerical control for simulation: minimum 
time step, limit for the material balance error, number of iterations, minimum and 
maximum attainable phase saturation and objective function weight-factor for history 
matching. 
 
 
Figure  A-7: Option  
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“Heterogeneous Core” item in “Properties” menu can be used in order to consider 
variation of core properties e.g. porosity, permeability along the core. Such data can be 
obtained from x-ray scanning.  
Saturation profile along the core measured during coreflood experiment by means of x-
ray can be utilized as observed data as well as recovery and pressure data in order to 
assist estimation process and to determine more precise kr values.  
 
A.2     Running simulation: 
Estimation of kr and Pc can be commenced by pressing “F5” key or “Start Estimation” 
located in the “Run” menu. Progress of the estimation process including current 
iteration number and minimum misfit value between experiment and simulation 
obtained so far, can be observed in “Estimation Status” in the “View” menu (Figure 
 A-8). Meanwhile user can observe best simulation results match with experiment data 
including production profile, pressure drop and saturation path via “Estimation plot” in 
the “View” menu (Figure  A-9). Moreover user would be able to stop estimation process 
at any iteration.  
 
 
Figure  A-8: Estimation status 
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Figure  A-9: Estimation plot 
 
A.3     Results: 
Having completed the estimation process, all simulation results including relative 
permeability, capillary pressure, oil production, water production, gas production, 
pressure drop and saturation profile along the core for different timesteps and the misfit 
(error) values  (of the objective function) with corresponding estimated values of the 
coefficients are available in “Results” menu. Estimated kr and Pc values can be viewed 
either in XY plot or isoperm curve in ternary diagram shown in Figure  A-11 and Figure 
 A-12, respectively. Also the calculated fluid recovery and pressure data compared with 
experimental data can be seen in XY graphs. The produced three phase kr and Pc values 
can be exported into a Microsoft Excel file in form of a 2D-table as demonstrated in 
Figure  A-10.  
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Figure  A-10: 2D-table of three phase kr as function of two saturations.  The shaded area 
represents experiment saturation path in which estimated kr is reliable 
 
 
Figure  A-11: XY plot of estimated kr and Pc 
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Figure  A-12: An example of a ternary diagram illustrating three phase kr. 
 
A.4     Three phase kr models: 
In case there is no WAG injection type of experimental results available, from which to 
estimate three-phase relative permeabilities for input to a simulator, one could use an 
existing correlation, which can calculate three-phase kr from the two-phase data.  
Although there is a relatively large number of 3-phase kr correlations and models 
available in the literature, only a few of them have been included in the existing 
commercial reservoir simulators. In commercial simulator it is not enough to specify the 
parameters of a given model and run the simulator in three phase without a prior 
simulation run to define such parameters. In other words the incorporated 3-phase 
models cannot be used without having to run a simulation. There is, therefore, a need 
for a standalone tool (Software) that practicing reservoir engineers can use to generate 
3-phase kr using a comprehensive set of 3-phase kr models. In case there is no three-
phase relative-permeability model verified by experimental data, the Software allows us 
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to make a more informed decision on the choice of  one of the existing 3-phase kr 
values that will then be used as input to the reservoir simulator.  
A separate module was developed in 3RPSim in order to directly calculate 3-phase kr 
curves using two phase kr from a large number of published 3-phase kr models, 
independently of any reservoir simulator. It also enables users to construct 2D tables of 
3-phase kr values, which can then be input to reservoir simulators (for models that are 
not available in the simulator). This module also includes 3-phase models, which are 
currently available in existing reservoir simulators. This program is accessible through 
“Three-Phase kr Models” located in “Tools” menu (Figure  A-13). 
For generating three phase kr by existing models there is no need of any basic coreflood 
data and the two-phase relative-permeability data can be directly utilised through 
“Properties” menu and some other essential parameters needed by the corresponding 
model e.g. Swc, and Som. The models, which have so far been included in this software, 
are: Stone I, Stone Exponent, Stone II, Saturation-Weighted Interpolation, IKU, Corey, 
Naar-Wygal and Hirasaki, Blunt and Fayers.  
The results (3-phase kr) can be shown in the form of kr versus water and gas 
saturations, in a 2D Table, Figure  A-10. The results can also be displayed as XY plots 
or in ternary diagrams as demonstrated in Figure  A-11 and 13, respectively.  
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Figure  A-13: Three phase kr models 
